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Summary

H ighly automated Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or “flying robots” are rapidly
becoming an important asset to society. The last decade has seen the advent

of an impressive number of new UAV types and applications. For many applications,
the UAVs need to be safe, highly automated, and versatile. Safety is a prerequi-
site to allowing their use in society. While flight safety comprises many aspects,
one important safety factor is the total system mass. The common thread through
this research is therefore to minimize the system mass while maintaining mission
capabilities to increase safety. Flight automation is required to reach many ap-
plications’ full potential by addressing operational labor costs and scalability. But
despite great advances in ground-based robotics, the weight and power constraints
of flying robots still constitute important challenges. Last but not least, many appli-
cations also require versatile aircraft that combine the ability to hover and fly fast
efficiently. Hover is required for precision take-off & landing in confined areas at
a growing number of locations and for the close-up inspection of assets. Fast and
efficient flight is needed to reach distant locations, perform large surveys, cope with
high headwind conditions, or simply reach destinations quickly. Unfortunately, the
requirements for hover and fast flight are conflicting, and this drives the search for
solutions to “combine hover with fast flight in mission-capable flying robots while
cost-effectively minimizing their size and maximizing their safety.”

To investigate the minimal feasible mass of mission-capable robots, in this the-
sis, a novel 20 g tailed flapping-wing robot called DelFly Explorer is presented that
can autonomously explore unknown unprepared rooms. It was equipped with a 4 g
micro stereo-vision system which necessitated algorithms that were optimized for
tiny microcontrollers with low memory. Combined with a navigation strategy that
keeps the area in front of the robot free of obstacles, a 0.9 g autopilot, and DelFly’s
novel stable slow hovering flight regime, this led to the lightest flying indoor explo-
ration robot that could navigate in unknown environments. But to combine passive
dynamic longitudinal stability at slow hover and fast flight in tailed ornithopters,
a shift in the center of gravity location was shown to be needed. Moreover, the
aerodynamically stabilizing tail also causes sensitivity to turbulence. Therefore, by
using four pairs of flapping wings, a new tail-less flapping-wing concept called Quad-
thopter was created which can hover precisely and transition to fast forward flight.
The cranked-rocker-based mechanism contains no expensive parts and by re-using
the main propulsion motors for attitude control, powerful control moments can be
created which are very important in disturbance rejection. This design represents
one of the first tailless flapping wing designs that was sufficiently light and agile
for performing real missions while featuring a mechanism simple enough to permit
large-scale production.

Versatility of flight is also an asset for outdoor flight. Theory predicts that the

ix



x Summary

most efficient hover is achieved by using a single large rotor while the most efficient
forward flight is performed by using high aspect ratio fixed wings to generate lift.
The combination of both has led to a novel helicopter-with-wings concept called
DelftaCopter. The control of this platform yields unique challenges such as the
inertia of the large fixed-wing interferes with the dynamics of the helicopter rotor.
A controller was derived, and the dynamics were identified in hover and forward
flight. The real-world performance of this flying robot is presented by analyzing
the results of its participation in the outback medical challenge, showing that large
single-rotor-equipped fixed-wing aircraft combine powerful attitude control, efficient
hover, and efficient forward flight.

Since efficiency in forward flight is not sufficient to achieve a very long endurance
in electrically powered flying robots, a novel platform was developed around a hy-
drogen pressure cylinder and a fuel cell. The concept focuses on versatility, minimal
weight, good control, and redundancy. A 12-motor tail-sitter is presented that re-
uses all its motors for attitude control, hover, and forward flight and uses the wing
structure to carry the propulsion. A dual automotive CAN-bus control network and
dual flight modes remove the most critical single points of failure. The platform is
called the Nederdrone and is shown to fly 3h38 in a test departing from a moving
ship at sea in 5 Beaufort wind conditions.

While reaching fast flight in large free blocks of air is mainly a challenge for the
design of the airframe and its energy source, as soon as obstacles are introduced,
new bottlenecks appear and the weight and power consumption of sensing and
processing become driving design considerations. Increasing the flight speed of fly-
ing robots in obstacle-packed or GPS-denied environments highlights the need for
very lightweight fast but intelligent systems, as the processing weight and power
not only reduce the flight times but also reduce the maneuvering capabilities and
the maximum speed. Therefore, in this work, an extreme example is studied in the
context of autonomous drone racing. A computationally light Artificial Intelligence
(AI) based monocular navigation system is presented for indoor flight through ob-
stacles. It enabled the flying robot to fly at higher speeds than what was possible
with state-of-the-art visual-inertial odometry solutions.

Overall, aerospace platforms require extreme optimization as every gram kept
in the air requires constant energy. The consequence is that different missions will
require vastly different platforms, while traditionally a lot of flying robot applications
are still performed by multicopters. This thesis contributes to the design of intelli-
gent flying robots that can both hover and fly fast, by solving several fundamental
problems in novel concepts optimized around the five key requirements of mass,
agility, efficiency, range, and speed-near-obstacles. These concepts are expected
to contribute to the improvement of the mission capabilities of minimal-size flying
robots to address the needs of society.



Samenvatting

S terk geautomatiseerde onbemande luchtvaartuigen of “vliegende robots’ zijn een
belangrijke aanwinst aan het worden voor de maatschappij. De laatste decen-

nia zijn tal van nieuwe onbemande vliegtuigtypes en bijbehorende toepassingen
ontstaan. Veel van die toepassingen vereisen dat de vliegende robots veilig, sterk
geautomatiseerd maar ook veelzijdig zijn. Veiligheid is noodzakelijk voordat enige
vlucht in de burgerluchtvaart kan worden gemaakt. Terwijl veiligheid veel aspecten
kent, speelt de massa van het luchtvaartuig hierin een erg belangrijke rol. De rode
draad door dit onderzoek is daarom de stelling dat “het uitvoeren van eenzelfde mis-
sie met een lichter platform in belangrijke mate kan bijdragen aan de veiligheid.”
Een sterke mate van automatisering is nodig om tot schaalbare en kost-effectieve
toepassingen te komen, maar ondanks de grote vooruitgang in de automatisering
van statische en rijdende robots zijn er bij vliegende robots strikte gewichts- en
energiebeperkingen, die een grote nieuwe uitdaging vormen. Tot slot vereisen veel
toepassingen ook veelzijdige luchtvaartuigen, die zowel stationair kunnen blijven
hangen als snel kunnen vliegen. Het stilhangen is nodig voor het opstijgen en lan-
den zonder landingsbaan of voor inspectiedoeleinden. Een efficiënte snelle vlucht
is nodig om grote afstanden af te leggen, tijdsgevoelige vracht te vervoeren of sim-
pelweg te kunnen vliegen bij meer wind. Helaas zijn de vereisten voor stationaire
en snelle vlucht tegenstrijdig. Samen vragen deze vereisten om onderzoek naar op-
lossingen die stationaire vlucht en snelle vlucht optimaal combineren in vliegende
robots die een missie kunnen uitvoeren terwijl hun massa vanwege de veiligheid
wordt geminimaliseerd.

De combinatie van een stationaire en snelle vlucht in een zo licht mogelijke robot
heeft in dit onderzoek geleid tot de DelFly Explorer. Deze vliegende robot met flap-
pende vleugels van 20 g is in staat om zelfstanding een onbekende en onaangepaste
ruimte te verkennen. Daartoe is hij uitgerust met een 4 g micro stereocamera met
algoritmes, die zijn aangepast om te draaien op diens kleine microprocessor. Sa-
men met zijn 1 g autopiloot, navigatiestrategie en vernieuwende stabiele langzame
stationaire vlucht heeft dit geleid tot de lichtste vliegende robot, die onbekende
binnenruimtes kan verkennen. Om deze passieve stabiliteit te behouden in snelle
voorwaartse vlucht is echter een verplaatsing van het zwaartepunt nodig dat in het
volgende hoofdstuk is uitgewerkt. Bovendien heeft het stabiliserende staartvlak als
nadeel dat de robot gevoelig wordt voor turbulentie. Daarom is een nieuw staartloos
concept geïntroduceerd dat bestaat uit 4 paar afzonderlijk aangedreven flappende
vleugels. Deze zogenaamde Quad-thopter kan stilhangen en snel vliegen terwijl het
gebruik van zijn hoofdvoortstuwing voor de standbesturing hem in staat stellen om
turbulentie krachtig tegen te sturen. Het ontwerp vormt ëën van de eerste vliegende
robots met flappende vleugels zonder staart, die licht en wendbaar genoeg was om
met een nuttige lading missies te vliegen, terwijl het eenvoudige mechanisme zich

xi
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goed leent voor massaproductie.
Ook bij grotere buiten-robots is veelzijdigheid van belang. De theorie voorspelt

dat de efficiëntste manier om stationair stil te hangen wordt verkregen met een
enkele grote rotor terwijl efficiënte voorwaartse vlucht met slanke vleugels wordt
verkregen. De combinatie van beiden is uitgewerkt tot een nieuw concept: de
gevleugelde helikopter DelftaCopter. De besturing van dit concept levert echter
unieke uitdagingen door de interactie van de vleugel op de rotordynamica. Er is
een controller uitgewerkt en de dynamica van de DelftaCopter is geïdentificeerd
in stationaire en snelle voorwaartse vlucht. De prestaties van de DelftaCopter zijn
getest tijdens de outback medical challenge en tonen de gecombineerde, krachtige
standsturing, efficiënte stationaire vlucht en efficiënte voorwaarste vlucht van de
gevleugelde helikopter aan.

Omdat enkel een verhoogde efficiëntie niet voldoende is om de vluchtduur signi-
ficant te vergroten is vervolgens een nieuw platform uitgewerkt rondom een water-
stof drukvat en brandstofcel. Dit concept is gebaseerd op veelzijdigheid, minimaal
gewicht, krachtige stand besturing en redundantie. Het 12-motorige toestel her-
gebruikt zowel de vleugelstructuur om de motoren te dragen en de motoren voor
de stand sturing, stationaire vlucht en snelle vlucht. De aansturing via een dubbele
CAN-bus en de dubbele vliegmodus helpen de meeste single-point-of-failure fouten
te overwinnen. Een testvlucht van deze Nederdrone gedurende 3 uur en 38 minu-
ten vanaf een bewegend schip op zee in 5 Beaufort wind illustreert de prestaties in
operationele omstandigheden.

Terwijl snel vliegen in grote stukken luchtruim vooral te maken heeft met de
efficiëntie en energie van het platform, leidt een snelle vlucht in de nabijheid van
obstakels vooral tot knelpunten op het gebied van sensoren en rekenkracht. Een
hele snelle vlucht dichtbij tal van obstakels en zonder GPS vraagt om snelle, lichte
energiezuinige intelligentie, aangezien gewicht niet alleen de vluchtduur maar ook
de wendbaarheid en maximale snelheid beinvloedt. In dit werk is een extreem
voorbeeld bestudeerd in de context van autonoom drone-racen. Daartoe is een
licht, artificiële intelligentie-gedreven camera-navigatiesysteem ontwikkeld dat een
vliegende robot in staat stelt sneller te vliegen dan mogelijk met traditionele visueel-
inertiële navigatie in een binnenomgeving zonder GPS en met obstakels.

Samenvattend vragen luchtvaartuigen om een extreme optimalisatie, omdat elke
gram, die in de lucht gehouden moet worden, constant energie vraagt. Het gevolg
is dat verschillende missies ook om erg verschillende platformen vragen en de po-
pulaire multicopters niet overal de beste oplossing voor vormen. Alles bij elkaar
draagt dit onderzoek bij aan de combinatie van stationaire en snelle vlucht van vlie-
gende robots door meerdere fundamentele problemen op te lossen in vliegende
robot concepten die zijn geoptimaliseerd voor gewicht, wendbaarheid, efficiëntie,
bereik en snelheid rondom obstakels. Deze oplossingen dragen bij aan het verbete-
ren van de prestaties en het vliegbereik van vliegende robots met minimale massa
wat bijdraagt aan de veiligheid en mogelijheden van vernieuwende maatschappe-
lijke toepassingen.
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1
Introduction

Science is the best tool ever devised,
for understanding how the world works.

Michael Shermer

F lying robots are rapidly becoming an important asset to society as scientific and
technological advances have translated into their pervasive use for civilian use-

cases [1, 2]. The last decade has seen the advent of a broad variety of new types
of flying robots and corresponding applications in a wide range of domains [3, 4].
The applications of flying robots range from passive remote sensing [5] to actively
delivering packages [6] or interacting with the world individually [7, 8] and collec-
tively [9]. Sectors range from inspection of infrastructure [10] to smart farming,
which promises to improve our crops through precision agriculture [11, 12], reduce
the use of pesticides through frequent mapping with precision spraying [13] and
reduce risks of malnutrition and infestations through regular crop monitoring, both
outdoors and indoors [14]. In the energy sector, the costs of windmill, gas pipe, or
power-line inspections [15] can be reduced. Flying robots have a role in surveillance
[16], emergency response [17, 18], and autonomous flight in warehouses promises
unprecedented verification of the stock [19]. Flying robot applications have even
been developed to go underwater [20] and fly on other planets [21].

But most Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) (also known as ‘drone’) applications will
only reach their full potential if they meet some important characteristics. They
should be highly automated and become flying robots to save on labor costs. They
should be versatile to take-off and land in situ while flying either fast, far, or long.
Finally, flying robots need to be sufficiently safe to allow their widespread use in
an increasingly populated world [22, 23]. One important contributor to UAV safety
is the total mass of the platform [24]. So if the same mission can be performed
with a much lighter platform, this can substantially contribute to increasing safety.

1
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This is reflected in regulations and has for instance driven research towards smaller
flying robots like the sub-250 gram DJI-mini series1. One of the main requirements
for most envisaged applications is flight versatility and in particular, the combined
ability to hover and fly forward fast and efficiently. Hover is required for precision
landing in confined areas and for close-up inspection of assets, while an efficient
fast flight is needed to reach distant locations, perform large surveys, cope with high
wind conditions, or reach destinations quickly. Unfortunately, the requirements for
hover and fast flight are conflicting. The result is that most aerial vehicles are either
optimized for hovering while sacrificing speed and range or are optimized to be fast
efficient platforms but then need runways or infrastructure like catapults to take-off
and nets to land. The ability to combine both not only improves the applicability of
UAS but can also contribute to their safety by removing runway requirements and
offering a backup flight mode in case of failure.

This drives the search for solutions to combine hover with fast flight in mission-
capable flying robots while minimizing their mass to maximize their safety. But
depending on additional requirements or optimization criteria, the combination of
hover and fast flight can take significantly different forms and constitute different
technological challenges. The following sections will investigate the combined ability
to hover and fly fast along several sub-objectives.

1.1. Minimal-mass hover and fast flight
Miniaturization of flying robots brings several fundamental challenges. The first
challenge is related to the size constraints of the aircraft. When scaling down air-
craft, their dynamics become faster [25], their mass has to scale quadratically with
the size to maintain lift [26], while the viscous properties of air get worse with de-
creasing Reynolds number, which decreases with vehicle size, airspeed and density
[27]. Their onboard energy scales down linearly with mass. This heavily influ-
ences the total flight time and affects the ability to be able to perform a useful
mission. And last but not least, the energy used for their onboard robotic com-
putations should also scale down with battery size while the robots instead have
faster dynamics than larger robots and their smaller sensors are noisier than their
larger counterparts. Worse even, the perturbations like wind gusts or headwinds
that these platforms need to cope with, appear much larger to tiny light aircraft
than they are felt by massive big aerial vehicles. This results in the two fundamen-
tal challenges for tiny flying robots: achieving controllability and efficient flight over
a wide range of airspeeds—from hover to fast forward flight—while computationally
performing autonomous flight with minimal amounts of power.

Given that these challenges have been successfully solved by nature, it is not
surprising that insects and birds have inspired flying robots for a long time [28–31].
While flying insects may seem ordinary, they have successfully addressed all the
former problems for 350 million years [32]. Their flapping wings cope well with
reducing Reynolds numbers [33, 34] while the many degrees of freedom of their
1The importance of mass in UAV safety combined with the scientifically interesting challenges involved
in making smaller flying robots were the driving reason to name the UAV research laboratory of the
TUDelft: the Micro Air Vehicle Lab, or MAVLab.
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wings’ flapping motion [35] gives them excellent control [36]. Evolution shaped a
variety of solutions like tiny halteres to function as stabilizing gyroscopes [37–39],
power-efficient optical flow sensing for flight stability [40], landing [41–43], odom-
etry & navigation [44], avoidance & evading predators [45], and for stabilizing head
motions to improve visual inputs [46]. Natural solutions include Leading Edge Vor-
tex (LEV) to increase the lift on animal wings [47–49], stability increasing vibrations
[50], up to morphing wings to adapt flight-performance in-flight [51]. Also in the
area of computation and control nature has inspired robotics. The Elementary Mo-
tion Detector (EMD) to compute optic flow has shown to help with both low-level
flight control as navigation and obstacle avoidance [52, 53]. And while deep neural
networks are inspired by principles seen in animal brains [31, 54, 55], the spiking
neural networks appear to enable particularly power-efficient implementations that
spend computational energy only where signals are needed [56–59].

(a) RoboBee [60] (b) Solar Robobee[61] (c) Microglider [62] (d) Microbat [63]

(e) MC2 microflyer [64] (f) Nano hummingbird [65] (g) Co-axial helicopter (h) DelFly Explorer [66]

Figure 1.1: Minimal-mass flying robots. The robot in the blue box is proposed in this research.

The state of the art in micro and nano robotic flight reached capabilities that sep-
arately approach what is seen in nature, but not combined in a single system [67].
The research into the miniaturization of flight is roughly split into two classes. The
top-down approach strived to always keep a mission-capable platform while mini-
mizing the size. The bottom-up approach develops technologies [68, 69] needed
for the smallest sizes until a flying system is achieved. In terms of weight, the
bottom-up approach yielded flying pico air vehicles or sub-gram flying machines
like the RoboBee [60] (Figure 1.1a). These tiny robots can hover and are expected
to be able to perform fast flight as well. But although flights were made with on-
board sensors [70–72], these systems still rely on external sensors for autonomous
navigation and avoidance. And while untethered flights powered by laser light [73]
or solar power [61] have been performed (Figure 1.1b), energy is still an important
bottleneck. Finally, despite the technology evolving fast, no flights carrying any
camera have been performed yet.

In the top-down approach, the lightest platforms carrying their own energy are
faster fixed-wing aircraft like the 1.5 g microglider [62] which is able to perform
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Figure 1.2: Combining hover and fast flight in minimum-mass flying robots at various autonomous navi-
gation levels. This research proposes flapping-wing indoor exploration robots with onboard navigation to
explore unchanged environments. Solutions are proposed to embed the required sensing and process-
ing, combine hover and fast flight, and maximize the agility to cope with real-world mission conditions.

phototaxis (Figure 1.1c) and microbat [63] (Figure 1.1d). Zufferey et al. [64] even
managed to add optical flow sensors and processing to achieve robotic flight of
their micro flier at a mere 10 g (Figure 1.1e). To allow automatic flight with min-
imal processing, the room they flew in had to be prepared with special textures,
and the tiny fixed-wing Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) did not carry a payload. Overall,
the fixed-wing aircraft aerodynamic performance drops steeply with Reynolds num-
bers, making fixed-wings not ideal for miniaturization combined with slow flight
[74]. Keennon et al. [65] developed an impressive flapping-wing aircraft of 19 g
resembling a hummingbird (Figure 1.1f) which was able to hover and fly forward
under manual control. A patent describes many variations of the high-tech micro-
machined flapping mechanism [75]. The smallest helicopters included the work
from Petter Mürren (Figure 1.1g), and while the initial co-axial indoor helicopters
were not able to fly at high speed nor fly automatically, it paved the way to an im-
pressive outdoor micro helicopter2. To overcome the size-related limitations of tiny
platforms, ‘collaboration between robots’ has been proposed. Research on swarm-
ing and flocking started decades ago [76] and yielded a lot of promising ideas such
as unpredictable surveillance, resilient exploration, and inspiring entertainment, but
typically did not yet address the onboard sensing and navigation problems [77].

Overall, developing low-mass, mission-capable, autonomously flying robots that
combine hover and fast flight with all processing onboard while being able to navi-
gate in unchanged environments remains a challenge (See Figure 1.2). The smaller
flying robots get, the more important it becomes that their operational range of
speeds and agility remains large enough to compensate for the shorter mission
times and relatively larger turbulence levels. Finally, at small sizes, reducing the
computational cost of their automation becomes extremely challenging. This re-
search proposes a series of mass-minimized novel autonomous indoor exploration

2http://www.proxdynamics.com

http://www.proxdynamics.com
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robot concepts called DelFly (Figure 1.1h). Solutions are proposed to embed the
required sensing and processing, to combine hover and fast flight, and to maximize
agility to cope with real-world mission conditions.

1.2. Efficiency-optimized hover and fast flight
When the size and mass constraints are relaxed, for instance when flying robots do
not have to fly inside buildings nor fit through doors, the next parameter to opti-
mize is the efficiency. A higher flight efficiency will allow the use of smaller flying
robots for a given mission requirement. Particularly when flying in an increasingly
densely populated world closer to populated areas, the need for safety and redun-
dancy becomes ever more important. On top of that, flying longer and faster while
being able to take off and land from any tiny patch of ground or even a box can
also help in reducing the operational costs in a variety of mission types. Therefore,
finding mission-capable minimum-mass redundant combinations of hovering capa-
bilities with efficient fast flight capabilities in flying robots could boost the success
of many mini-UAV applications. The possible applications of flying robots with com-
bined fast efficient long-range flight and hovering capabilities—further called hybrid
UAV—are numerous. Typical examples range from operations departing from ships
or in vast forests to long-distance package delivery in densely built-up areas [2].

Unfortunately, requirements for fast and slow or even hovering flight are con-
flicting [78]. Hovering flight is ideally done with a single large rotor [79] while fast
forward flight calls for small propellers on a very aerodynamic vehicle with an opti-
mal wing loading depending on cruise speed [80]. Finding an optimal combination
of efficient hover and efficient forward flight thereby often comes as a compromise.
Therefore a lot of different concepts have been proposed.

Hybrid aircraft have existed for a long time [81]. The first hybrid aircraft had to
carry a human pilot, and this created additional constraints. Early manned designs
often included complex and heavy mechanisms to tilt the wing, the motors, or even
the pilot during the transition from hover to forward flight [82], such that the pilot
could remain vertical and see the surroundings. Mechanically simpler platforms like
the tailsitter (e.g. Convair XF-Y1 in Figure 1.3a) proved to be very hard to control
and impractical for the pilot [83], which reduced their success. But the advent of
unmanned aircraft revived the interest in hybrid platforms as several problems like
pilot comfort and pilot training were no longer applicable.

Current hybrid UAVs can be divided into four categories depending on the ori-
entation of the lifting devices in hover (typically rotors) and forward flight (typically
wings). The first category contains vehicles where both lift generating devices are
fixed in the same plane [84, 94–96] (Figure 1.3b). The biggest disadvantage is
that components of one flight regime are not reused in the other. For instance, the
hover propulsion system only creates drag and weight in forward flight. On top of
that, an extra structure is needed to hold the hover propellors away from the wing
and create their down-wash on the wing. Maximizing the speed or flight endurance
in this category means that the hover system is kept as small as possible and this
reduces the resilience to perturbations in hover. The second category reconfigures
the aircraft by either tilting the motors [97, 98][85] (Figure 1.3c), tilting the entire
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(a) Convair-XFY-1 [83] (b) Quadplane [84] (c) Songbird [85] (d) DHL Parcelcopter 3 [86]

(e) VertiKUL [87] (f) Quadshot [88] (g) ATMOS [89] (h) Cyclone [90, 91]

(i) Pacflyer S100 [92] (j) Amazon Prime Air [93] (k) DelftaCopter (l) Nederdrone

Figure 1.3: Hybrid aircraft and UAVs that can take-off and land vertically while using fixed wings to
increase flight efficiency during fast forward flight. Robots in the blue boxes are proposed in this research.

wing [86, 99] (Figure 1.3d) or even tilting multiple wings [100]. This has the advan-
tage to re-use the propulsion in both flight modes but comes at the cost of heavy
tilting mechanisms and a varying control morphology. The third group contains the
so-called tail-sitters. These aircraft typically re-use the main hover propulsion in for-
ward flight but pitch the whole vehicle down 90° to reorient the thrust forward [87]
(Figure 1.3e). The remaining concepts fall in the final category of special concepts.
This includes spinning mono-copters [101, 102], spinning fuselage UAVs [103, 104],
or other types of hybrid, transformable, or fast Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL)
UAVs. The spinning fuselage UAVs combine hover and fast flight by spinning their
wings like a rotor in hover to generate lift. But this requires complex mechanisms
to rotate both wings in opposing directions and faces interesting control challenges
during the transition.

To optimize flight efficiency, hybrid tail-sitters have several special advantages.
They allow to re-use of the propulsion systems in both flight regimes, do not require
mass for tilting mechanisms, and they can often re-use wing structures to bear loads
of the hovering propulsion instead of needing additional structures. Reducing the
mass plays a role in role in both efficiency and safety.

The first tail-sitter UAVs were combinations of fixed-pitch quad-copters and a
flying wing. This led to concepts such as the Quadshot [88, 105, 106] (Figure 1.3f).
These platforms had four propellers and typically two aerodynamic actuators for
forward flight. A lot of structural variations have been tried [105]. While being
technically simple, their single-size fixed-pitch propellers make it theoretically im-
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possible to be very efficient in both hovering and forward flight. To address this
problem, some platforms used two sets of propellers with different properties with
large low pitch propellers for hover and small high pitch propellers optimized for
the fast forward flight [89] (Figure 1.3g). The large main hovering propellers fold
during fast flight. A downside is that using two types of propellers makes the yaw
control by torque variation impossible [107]. Yaw control then has to be done by
aerodynamic actuators on the wing which have very low effectiveness during hover,
or by rotating the tip motors at the cost of added structural weight.

To reduce the number of moving parts and actuators and hereby decrease the
complexity and the system weight, several researchers have investigated a tail-sitter
concept with only two motors and two aerodynamic actuators (e.g. Cyclone [91]
shown in Figure 1.3h). Aerodynamically efficient delta-wings were also converted
to tail-sitters by adding 2 motors [108]. They showed that while being efficient
in forward flight, the hover had lower control authority and disturbance rejection
than quadrotor-based tail-sitters. At the other end of the spectrum, Verling et al.
[92] have designed a platform with relatively larger motors and a minimalistic wing,
which increases the control authority in hover at the expense of forward flight effi-
ciency (Figure 1.3i). But good controllability and efficiency in both hover and fast
flight could not be achieved simultaneously. Instead of using a reflexed stable air-
foil or delta wings, Ke et al. [109] proposed a concept with a vertical and horizontal
stabilizer to have more freedom in the selection of the main wing airfoils. While this
can improve flight performance during fast flight, it comes at the cost of ground
stability after landing and increased gust sensitivity in pitch during hover. Although
lighter, simpler, and theoretically more efficient than the four motor hybrid con-
cepts, the two motor concepts still suffer from the fact that fixed pitch propellers
cannot be efficient during both hover and fast flight. To address this, variable pitch
propellers were used in twin-motor tailsitter UAVs [110]. This makes it possible to
improve fast flight efficiency but comes at the expense of two extra actuators to
control the pitch and adds the weight and fragility of the mechanisms. All versions
of the dual-motor tail-sitter use aerodynamic actuators for pitch and yaw. These
actuators have a control effectiveness that is highly dependent on the amount of air
that passes over the aerodynamic surfaces. In hover, only the down-wash from the
propellers passes over these control surfaces. This creates relatively small moments
compared to the moments induced by turbulence on the entire wing. Meanwhile,
during fast forward flight, the aerodynamic surfaces become very effective from all
the air that passes over them. This requires the controller to use a good model or
have a wide range of gains that depend on airspeed. In the case of fast descent
from a hover with air flowing in the reverse direction over the wing, there is even
a point where the platform becomes un-controllable when this reversed flow from
the descend cancels out the downward flow of the propellers [111].

Further reducing the number of propellers to only one creates the need for at
least three aerodynamic actuators to maintain full attitude control. Knoebel and
McLain [112] use a delta-wing and Matsumoto et al. [113] a conventional fixed-
wing with a single fixed-pitch propeller upfront and have shown successful hover.
But, the single propeller creates a torque that must be compensated with aerody-
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namic actuators. This reduces the maximum perturbation they can handle. To solve
the torque problem, Escareno et al. [114] proposed to use a coaxial dual propeller
system. Canceling each other’s torque also results in slightly higher aerodynamic
propulsion efficiency at the cost of an extra motor and coaxial system [115]. These
concepts still suffer from the effects linked to their fixed-pitch propellers and aero-
dynamic control surfaces. This limits their ability to handle strong turbulence while
hovering and reduces their flight efficiency during either hover or fast flight.

Therefore this research will investigate the design of a single rotor (theoretic
optimum for propulsion) tailsitter (minimum-mass) with not only variable pitch to
maintain efficiency in hover and forward flight, but also cyclic blade control like
conventional helicopters to create rapid large attitude control moments to improve
the hover control in real-world conditions: the DelftaCopter (Figure 1.3k).

1.3. Hover and fast flight with hydrogen
Even with very efficient aircraft, energy remains a bottleneck. While battery tech-
nology is being pushed further every year [116], the gap between battery-powered
UAVs and biological fliers remains very large [117]. For long-distance applications
of minimum-mass flying robots, novel energy sources are required [118]. Possible
solutions include refueling, energy harvesting in the broadest sense of the word
[119–122], or beaming energy to UAVs with microwave [123] or lasers [73]. The
drone delivery market would for instance benefit from hovering flight combined with
longer ranges to deliver their goods (e.g. Amazon Prime Air Figure 1.3j). This led to
patents protecting their energy solutions [93]. And while solar energy can be very
promising in some niche applications like high altitude long endurance flight, many
applications still require the UAV to carry all their energy upon take-off.

One promising fuel to drive electrically driven flying robots is hydrogen thanks
to its availability, power density, and potential for environmental friendliness [124].
Hydrogen is abundant, can be created off-grid using solar energy [125], and, given a
certain size threshold, has a higher energy density than any available battery tech-
nology [126]. But while hydrogen-powered hovering platforms have been tested
[127], the vast majority of hydrogen-powered UAVs consists of fixed-wings which
can not hover [128–134]. Very few aircraft that can hover and fly long-endurance
missions have been able to use hydrogen as fuel. Hydrogen brings a new set
of shape, power, system, and safety requirements, which influence the design of
the flying robot using it. This research proposes a solution that maximizes safety
and controllability while minimizing mass and demonstrating the mission capabilities
(The Nederdrone concept is shown in Figure 1.3l).

1.4. GPS-denied hover and fast flight near obstacles
Whenever combined hover and fast flight is required closer to obstacles or in GPS-
denied environments, the paradigm shifts from an efficiency or energy problem to
a navigation, situation awareness, and path-planning problem. The mainstream
autonomous GPS-denied sensing and navigation is done with larger multicopters
carrying 2D scanning lasers [135, 143] (Figure 1.4a), stereo vision [144] or monoc-
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(a) Pelican [135, 136] (b) Pelican with Kinect [137] (c) Pixhawk Cheetah [138] (d) KMel Nano+ [139]

(e) Asctec [140] (f) Indoor fixedwing [141] (g) Je-vois trashcan [142] (h) Racer-AI

Figure 1.4: Examples of research on GPS-denied navigation close to obstacles. The flying robot in the
blue box is proposed in this research.

ular depth map estimation hardware [145]. Other researchers used a depth camera
like the Microsoft Kinect [137] (Figure 1.4b) or external aids like ArUco markers de-
tected by a single camera [138] (Figure 1.4c). While camera-based stable flight has
been demonstrated on smaller platforms [139] (Figure 1.4d), the state-of-the-art
indoor navigation and obstacle avoidance solutions were performed on larger quad-
copters with reduced maneuverability and important safety considerations when
operating close to people. At higher speeds, Bry et al. [141] demonstrated naviga-
tion and avoidance of their fixed-wing in a large Global Positioning System (GPS)
denied environment (Figure 1.4f). But fixed-wing aircraft require a large room to
fly and can’t hover to explore small indoor spaces or perform inspections.
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Figure 1.5: Fast GPS-denied navigation of flying robots near obstacles based on light onboard processing
remains a challenge.

When the processing is done off-board, quadcopters have been shown to com-
bine hover and fast flight with amazing maneuverability like flying through narrow
vertical gaps [148] or even juggling with poles [140] (Figure 1.4e). Although this
demonstrates the future promises of flying robots, the offboard processing and ab-
sence of payload limit their current use as mission-capable flying robots in unknown
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environments.
Overall, developing minimum-mass, mission-capable flying robots with onboard

autonomous navigation that combine hover and very fast flight near obstacles in
GPS-denied environments remains a challenge (See Figure 1.5). Not only does fast
flight near obstacles require state-of-the-art navigation capabilities, but to increase
the speed, the sensing and processing must become faster and lighter. To address
this, this research proposes a novel high-speed but computationally minimalistic
monocular Artificial-Intelligence (AI) based navigation solution to fly near known
obstacles in a GPS-denied environment. The solution extends previous own work of
a 72-gram indoor racing drone [142] (Figure 1.4g) and describes the solution that
won the 2019 autonomous drone racing world championship season (Figure 1.4h).

1.5. Problem statement and research questions
In an increasing number of applications, UAVs must be highly automated to improve
scalability and cost-effectiveness. Moreover, these flying robots need both hovering
and fast flight capabilities to perform inspections or deliveries while traveling large
distances or reaching destinations quickly. The requirements for both are conflict-
ing, and performing this trade-off from several perspectives forms the main thread
through this thesis.

Additionally, to allow the flying robots to fly closer to humans and in populated
areas, it is crucial to reduce the risks to acceptably low levels [149]. While aviation
safety is a particularly complex topic especially in a quickly evolving world [150],
three main approaches can be followed to reduce risks.

Certification

Low-harm vehicle

Reduce Risk

Occurrence

Consequence

Low-harm location

Figure 1.6: Three directions to reduce risk.

Traditionally in aviation, a lot of effort is put into certification with the intent to
reduce occurrences of failures (Figure 1.6 top). In the case of UAVs where damage
to the platform does not necessarily have the same life-threatening effects, new
options can arise. Model remote-controlled aircraft regulations, for instance, focus
on selecting remote locations far from people (Figure 1.6 bottom left). A third
direction consists of making low-harm vehicles in which, given a fixed mission, one
of the principal components that scale the consequences of a mishap is the total
mass (Figure 1.6 bottom right). This leads to the secondary objectives through
this research: reducing the mass of flying robots while maintaining the mission
capabilities. Reducing the mass of mission-capable flying robots brings stringent
additional challenges. One particular challenge is that, as aircraft become smaller,
the same mission profile appears larger with regards to the size of the vehicle. This
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reinforces the need to fly at high speed, which reinforces the primary objective.
Overall it leads to the following problem statement:

Problem Statement

How can minimum-mass, mission-capable flying robots combine hover and
fast flight?

The problem statement can be approached from several perspectives. The first
approach is to investigate the limits of mass-minimization while maintaining au-
tonomous flight capabilities. Several applications, and in particular indoor appli-
cations (Figure 1.1), envision flight close to humans and would benefit from the
creation of very low-harm flying robots through the minimization of mass. This
leads to the first research question:

Research Question 1

How light can minimum-mass flying robots be created that combine hover
and fast flight for autonomous exploration missions?

This research question led to the development of very lightweight stable flapping
wing robots. However, these robots are affected by turbulence, drafts, and wind.
To perform real-world missions, very light flying robots need to maximize their gust
response and their fast flight capabilities while maintaining the hover capabilities
needed to perform up-close inspections and spot landings. This leads to the second
research question:

Research Question 2

How can sensitivity to gusts be reduced and controllability increased in light
flapping-wing robots?

When the flight endurance or maximum speed become bottlenecks for a given
mission, the minimal mass of a flying robot is obtained by maximizing its efficiency
[80]. Although highly promising especially at low Reynolds numbers [151], at larger
sizes and speeds, flapping-wing robots do not yet reach the same efficiencies as ro-
tors and wings. Classical propulsion theory dictates that the most efficient propul-
sion is achieved by a single large rotor while efficient forward flight is best achieved
with high aspect ratio wings [78]. Combining both leads to the third research ques-
tion:

Research Question 3

How can an efficient hover and an efficient forward flight be combined using
a single rotor and high aspect ratio wings?
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To further increase the range and endurance of flying robots, only maximizing
efficiency does not suffice. The weight of the required energy remains the largest
bottleneck and drives the search for concepts that safely fly with higher density
energy sources. Hydrogen was identified as a promising energy source for electric
flying robots. But creating a hydrogen-powered flying robot capable of hover and
fast flight brings novel challenges and has led to the fourth research question:

Research Question 4

How can electrically powered flying robots capable of hover and fast flight
be designed to use pressurized hydrogen as their energy source?

While endurance and maximum flight speed in large blocks of segregated airspace
are mainly efficiency and energy challenges, in the presence of obstacles, the max-
imum speed at which a robot can fly mainly becomes a sensing, processing, and
control challenge. The applications include quickly bringing an Automated Exter-
nal Defibrillator (AED) device to a person in need while avoiding all encountered
obstacles [152]. One extreme example that is pushing the speed of drones near
obstacles is found in autonomous indoor drone racing where flying robots need to
traverse an obstacle course as rapidly as possible [153]. The maximum speed is
typically not yet determined by aerodynamic limits but mainly by the performance
of the situation awareness and control. By developing fast and robust but light
and computationally efficient solutions, the robot size can be kept to a minimum to
benefit safety. This has driven the final research question:

Research Question 5

How can very fast forward flight through gates be achieved in a GPS denied
environment with minimal processing and training time?

1.6. Scope and Limitations

T o focus on the different perspectives of the problem statement given by the
research questions, several limitations are in place. A top-down approach to

miniaturization is followed keeping in mind to always obtain a real-world mission
capable platform. For the scope of this thesis, a mission is defined as being able to
perform visual observation tasks and a UAV becomes a robot when it can automat-
ically navigate and interact with the world using cameras. Practical constraints like
opening doors, flying in total darkness, loss of communication links while exploring
buildings, manufacturability, and cost are not (or only partially) taken into account.
In all flying robots, the scope is limited to heavier than air machines with propul-
sion by electric motors. No explicit weight limitations are imposed but the desire to
achieve a minimal mass is always kept in mind. All robots are tested either in com-
petition environments or in demonstration missions for third parties to realistically
assess their potential.
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RQ1: mass
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RQ5: environment
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Figure 1.7: Outline of the thesis focusing on different aspects (mass, agility, efficiency, endurance, and
environment) of real-world mission-capable flying robots while stretching their flight envelope from hover
to fast forward flight.
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1.7. Outline

T he following chapters answer these five research questions as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.7. Chapter 2 presents the development of a passively stable 20 g indoor

reconnaissance robot, which became the lightest autonomous indoor exploration
robot able to fly in non-prepared rooms based on onboard sensors. The chapter
identifies the capabilities and shortcomings of the platform. Then Chapter 3 offers a
solution to the conflicting stability requirements of combining stable slow hovering
flight and fast flight in flapping wing vehicles. Together they address RQ1. To in-
crease controllability and sensitivity to gusts requirements of RQ2 while maintaining
simple construction principles, a new flapping-wing concept called “quad-thopter”
is proposed in Chapter 4. To maximize propulsion and forward flight efficiency from
RQ3, a helicopter rotor is equipped with wings to in Chapter 5. The chapter in-
vestigates the uncommon control properties of this novel type of tailsitter UAV in
simulation and proposes a control strategy for the inner-loop. To verify the real-
world performance, this so-called DelftaCopter is tested in a competition in Chap-
ter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 proposes a strategy to identify the unstable DelftaCopter’s
dynamics from flight data. To achieve very long endurance flights from a ship, a
novel platform is developed around a hydrogen pressure cylinder with fuel-cell and
tested in Chapter 8 to address RQ4. Finally, increasing forward flight speed in a
constrained, obstacle-packed, and GPS-denied environments is linked to lightweight
Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Chapter 9, which is proposing an answer to RQ5.
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The DelFly

Uncertainty is an uncomfortable position,
but certainty is an absurd position.

Voltaire

Autonomous indoor flying robots form a promise to reach places that are too
small or too dangerous for humans to enter and observe our world from new
perspectives. Operating flying robots close to humans also poses hard re-
quirements on mass and risks. These stringent mass and size restrictions
limit the available onboard processing, and makes any autonomous flight
in indoor environements challenging. In this chapter, we propose a stable
slowly hovering flapping-wing robot called the DelFly. DelFly is a flying robot
system including a camera that can perform real-world missions. The main
system characteristics and limitations of the platform are discussed, and the
chapter shows how autonomous indoor navigation is achieved within the
stringent weight limitations.

Parts of this chapter have been published in the International Journal of Micro Air Vehicles 1, 2 (2009)
[1], at the International Micro Air Vehicle Conference 2010 [2], at the IEEE International Conference on
Robotics and Biomimetics 2010 [3], at the International Workshop on BioInspired Robotics 2011 [4], at
the IEEE Aerospace Conference 2011 [5], at the CEAS Conference on Guidance Navigation and Control
2013 [6], at the IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation 2014 [7], in the The DelFly
Springer Book 2016 [8], at the IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation 2018 [9],
and in the Aerospace MDPI Journal 5, 3 (2018) [10]. In this chapter, I give a personal overview of the
DelFly project by integrating the results from the aforementioned studies, which led to the autonomous
indoor exploring 20-gram robot DelFly Explorer.
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2.1. Introduction

T he long term goal of research on MAV is to arrive at fly-sized vehicles [11] that
can perform a mission autonomously in complex environments. Such MAVs form

a promise for observation tasks in places that are too small or too dangerous for
humans to enter. Their small size would allow the MAVs to enter and navigate in
narrow spaces, while autonomous flight would allow the MAV to operate at a large
distance from its user.

Figure 2.1: DelFly I flying outdoors in Garmish-Partkirchen at EMAV2005.

The requirements for this type of MAV are legion [12]. For one, it needs to
be as light as possible for endurance, while having enough onboard sensors and
processing to navigate autonomously. Moreover, it needs to be sufficiently slow to
perform its inspection task and navigate in confined areas. At the same time, it
needs to travel sufficiently large distances to perform a useful mission.

Flying insects provide a lot of inspiration for solving the engineering problems
encountered in the creation of tiny MAVs [13, 14]. One of the key properties of sys-
tems inspired by flying insects is that they use flapping wing propulsion [11, 15–20].
Especially at smaller sizes, due to the decreasing Reynolds number, this propulsion
method produces more lift than fixed-wing configurations [21–24]. Flapping wings
have been shown to scale well to lower Reynolds numbers [25, 26]. At the size of
fruit flies, flapping wings are believed to even yield longer flying times [27, 28].

Some researchers have focussed on developing the technology that will allow
the creation of tiny fly-sized flying robots [11]. While these so-called “bottom-up”
approaches to insect-sized MAVs give an insight into the future possibilities [29],
this chapter will focus on a top-down approach where a fully functional robot is
down-sized, but at all times remains capable of performing an observation mission.
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2.2. Design of the DelFly

T he main aim of the original DelFly design (See Figure 2.1) was to achieve an air-
borne camera platform with stable slow flight characteristics. While helicopters

offer the great advantage of hovering flight, this comes at the cost of the need for
active stabilization. While for larger UAVs this problem has been solved [30], for
the tiniest insect size platforms this is not obvious at all. Fixed-wing aircraft offer
stability and range advantages over rotorcraft but do not fit well in small indoor
environments due to their high forward speed. Moreover, they do not scale well to
very small sizes due to the decreasing Reynolds number [17]. Tailed ornithopters on
the other hand can combine the advantages of both by offering dynamically stable
slow hovering flight, while not required the active stabilization needed by tail-less
flappers [31].

In [1], three flapping-wing concepts were compared. The first concept was a
simple monoplane with one set of wings. The second was a biplane where two sets
of wings were place above each other. These wings move in counter phase on a
common rotational axle. The third concept involved a tandem configuration, where
the wings were placed behind one another.

To compare the concepts, balsa wood models were built and tested. The results
are shown in Table 2.1. For a given weight and size, the biplane was found to use
the smallest amount of energy while not having excessive rocking of the fuselage
and camera.

Monoplane Biplane Tandem

Average flight speed 2.35 m/s 1.40 m/s 1.36 m/s
Power consumption 0.75 W 0.69 W 1.00 W
Rocking amplitude ≈ 80 mm ≈ 0 mm ≈ 0 mm

Table 2.1: Concepts of flapping wing MAV with comparative measurements.

The shape of the wing was found to be an important factor to determine the lift
and efficiency [25]. The two wings on top of each other clap against one another
and fling or peel apart. This was found to help a lot in the generation of thrust
[32, 33]. The complex nature of non-steady flow around flexible flapping wings
sparked a wide range of new research [8]. This for instance led to the first flow
visualization around DelFly in hover [34, 35], forward flight [35] and even in free
flight [36] once precise control was achieved [37]. The unsteady lift was enhanced
[38] and flapping-wing kinematic [39] and quasi-steady aerodynamic models were
derived [40]. The flow around flapping wings was studied in simulation [41] and
the complex wing-fluid-wing interactions were analyzed [42]. The resulting slow
hovering platform, capable of stable slow flight at about 0.8m/s, but also capable
of performing fast forward flight, provides an interesting basis for a flying indoor
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reconnaissance robot. The platform was called “DelFly” and weighed only 16 g.

2.3. Autonomous Vision-based Control

T o attain autonomous behavior, the physical properties of the robot determine
its capabilities to a wide extent [4, 43–45]. DelFly was initially equipped with a

small monocular CMOS camera as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Close-Up of the DelFly II with its analog camera.

Images were streamed to a computer where they could be analyzed via a 2.4 GHz
analog video link.

Figure 2.3: Two subsequent DelFly II images with image distortion [4].

But the video noise due to the analog transmission combined with the rolling
shutter camera images with high distortion due to the flapping wing platform (See
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Figure 2.3), limit the available computer vision methods that can be applied. On top
of that, man-made indoor environments often contain large texture-less areas. This
causes well-known approaches like Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
[46] or even optic-flow [47–50] methods to not give good results.

Neuro-morphic sensing with a higher time resolution [51], tiny low-power global
shutter cameras, or digital video links may solve many of the latter problems but
were too heavy for micro flying robots. However, inspired by nature where amazing
control performance is often achieved even in the presence of distorted, noisy, or
blurred sensory input, novel approaches were sought to achieve autonomous indoor
flight of this very light platform [52–54].

2.3.1. Appearance
One method that is resilient to vibration and distortion is the extraction of appear-
ance features. Flies are for instance known to stay away from small flying objects
as they risk being predators. But they fly towards tall or ultra-violet objects, which
form likely feeding places [55]. They do so by recognizing “appearance”.

Inspired by this complex behavior based on simple appearance classification,
height control of the DelFly was achieved by learning to classify the appearance of
the surroundings as being seen from a low, medium, or high altitude [2, 56]. Ap-
pearance can also be used in outdoor collision avoidance by performing sky segmen-
tation and finding obstacles protruding above the horizon [5, 57]. Finally, appear-
ance variation—the variation in texture—was found to be a cue for indoor obstacle
proximity in man-made indoor environments, as the variation in the appearance
of many different objects in view is larger than that of the detailed texture of one
object alone [3, 58] (See Figure 2.4). By computing the Shannon entropy [59] of
the texton probability distribution [60] of a dictionary of random textons clustered
by a Kohonen network [61], a cue was created to successfully control the DelFly II.
Appearance-based methods could benefit from “random sub-sampling” to speed up
computer vision and thereby enhance the flight control [62].

Figure 2.4: Reduction of appearance variation when approaching indoor obstacles [58].
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2.3.2. Visual Servoing
To guide DelFly more precisely, another category of algorithms was applied to the
tiny indoor flying robot. Visual servoing is also known as vision-based robot control
and refers to the process of controlling a robot using feedback information directly
from a vision sensor [63, 64]. One approach is to use offboard cameras and offboard
processing while tracking the flying vehicle, for instance by equipping the robot with
Light Emitting Diode (LED)s for better visibility [65]. This was used to control the
DelFly height in [1]. Another approach is to process the wireless images coming
from the vehicle on an offboard computer. This enabled the first fully autonomous
micro air vehicle flight at the Micro Air Vehicle competition 2008.

h

𝑡
𝑡 + 1

ΔΨ,
Δ𝑥

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the image processing for the DelFly path-tracking algorithm. On the left, a
down-looking input image looking at a white line is thresholded and a hough line detector is used to
parametrize the Canny edges. On the right, forward-looking optical flow is used to extract the yaw rate.

To achieve this, a path tracking algorithm was designed in which the visually
distinct line on the ground was used to obtain fully autonomous flight (Left part in
Figure 2.5). First, a thresholding algorithm was employed to segment the path in
the down-looking onboard camera image. Using a combination of Gaussian blur,
dilation, and erosion, the effects of analog transmission noise were minimized.

A sample image is shown in Figure 2.5. After segmentation, the percentage of
path pixels 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ was used as cue to estimate the height ℎ based on the assumption
that the path will run from top to bottom using ℎ = 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ ∗ 𝑤𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ/𝑣, where 𝑣 is the
Field Of View (FOV) and 𝑤𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ is the estimated actual path width in meters. Using
a Hough detector1 on top of a Canny edge detector, the edges of the path were
reconstructed. The average orientation of the vertical edges was then used as an
estimate for the heading error ΔΨ and their lateral position in the image was used to
estimate the lateral position Δ𝑥 of the DelFly. Finally, the yaw rate 𝑟 was found from
the lateral optic flow of the front-facing camera using a Lucas Kanade detector [66]
on 128x128 pixel images (Right part in Figure 2.5). The system won the prize for
best automatic indoor MAV at the 2008 International Micro Air Vehicle Conference
and Competition.

By using specialized integrated circuits, like the Wii-mote IR-tracker, visual ser-
voing can be entirely performed onboard tiny flying robots in tasks like precision
landing [67] or homing [68]. Similarly, DelFly was equipped with a sub-gram autopi-

1http://sourceforge.net/projects/opencvlibrary/
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Figure 2.6: DelFly II with miniature autopilot using Wii-mote IR-tracker [6].

lot containing the Wii-mote camera with processing and Bluetooth module shown
in Figure 2.6. This allowed the DelFly to perform closed-loop position hold flights
in the open-jet wind tunnel of the TUDelft [6], using traditional control onboard an
8-bit microcontroller to fly towards an Infrared (IR) marker in the tunnel.

2.4. Autonomous Indoor Exploration

S precific integrated circuits have been used to create the smallest indoor flying
robots. This includes using the sub-gram Wii-mote sensor flying in front of

IR LEDs [6], the minimalistic 1D camera on a 10-gram fixed-wing flying in a room
prepared with maximum contrast patterns [69, 70], and super-tiny visual orientation
sensors [71]. While this allows the creation of very light robots, it does come with
stringent constraints and limited applicability and the design of novel system-on-
chip systems is a very expensive complex time-consuming task. Other sensors like
the very fast bio-inspired Curved Artificial Compound Eye (CURVACE) compound
eye [72, 73] or event cameras [74], overcome the speed limitation of traditional
Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) cameras but are heavier and
do not include the visual processing.

Nevertheless, to perform more flexible higher-level autonomous missions like
the indoor exploration of a random room or building, the intelligence of the DelFly
needed to be increased by adding onboard sensors and processing [43, 45]. Larger
drones have achieved autonomous indoor exploration using for instance laser-scanner-
based 2D SLAM [75, 76]. Other researchers used large onboard computers and high
resolution cameras to perform SLAM [46, 77] or Visual-Inertial Odometry (VIO)
[78–82]. Some even used dual stereo-vision systems onboard to better estimate
the height and distance to obstacles [83]. When the weight budget allows this,
the best results are obtained onboard even larger helicopters by merging several
methods like stereo-vision and optic flow on high-resolution images [84].
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(a) Front side with dual TCM8230MD and STM32F4 (b) Back side with MAX II CPLD

Figure 2.7: The 4 g stereo-camera with onboard processing of DelFly Explorer [7].

But onboard an MAV like the DelFly—which can lift not much more than 20 g—
most available options are simply too heavy. To nevertheless allow DelFly to au-
tonomously explore, new very light stereo vision systems were developed. Ini-
tial stereo-based avoidance tests were performed by combining two analog CMOS
cameras through an analog switch that switched every video line using the H-Sync
output of cameras [85]. While the stereo merging and avoidance were very promis-
ing, the wireless transmission added a lot of noise. This reduced the reliability and
limited the distance that the robot could move away from the base station [86].

Figure 2.8: VHDL logic inside the stereo camera CPLD [7].

Therefore a new fully digital 4 g stereo vision system was created with on-
board processing. Two small TCM8230MD CMOS cameras were connected to an
STM32F405 microcontroller (See Figure 2.7a) by merging the two camera streams
using a MAX II Complex Programmable Logic Device (CPLD) (See Figure 2.7b) run-
ning Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL) [7]
(See Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.9: The 20-gram DelFly Explorer flapping-wing robot with a 4-gram stereo camera with onboard
processing for autonomous indoor exploration [7].
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By replacing the color bytes in the YUV422 image stream of the left camera with
intensity bytes from the same pixel of the hardware synchronized right camera, a
single stream is obtained that contains both images. This is done by feeding the
same oscillator clock to both cameras and resetting them at the exact same time.
Furthermore, the 8-bit data bus of the right camera is delayed exactly one pixel-
clock through a buffer, and a digital switch outputs the data bus of the left camera
on uneven pixel clock cycles and the right bus on the even cycles. The single-bus
stream is then fed to the single Digital Camera Media Interface (DCMI) of the small
Digital Signal Processor (DSP). The baseline between the cameras is 6 cm and the
total weight is below 4g with wires and connectors. A picture of the stereocam
onboard DelFly Explorer is shown in Figure 2.9 and a close-up of the camera can
be seen in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: The less than 4 gram DelFly Explorer stereo camera with dual TCM8230MD, a CPLD camera
stream merging and onboard STM32 DSP processing running at 168MHz [7].

The depth reconstruction is done by processing the images in the 196 kb of
memory of the 168MHz 32-bit DSP at a resolution of 128𝑥96 pixels. Among the
large number of stereo vision algorithms, we could not find a single algorithm that
suited these specific requirements. The algorithms that perform global optimization
are too heavy while the local matching algorithms do not deal well with the little
texture found in low-resolution images of indoor environments. Inspired by semi-
global optimization algorithms like the fast 1-dimensional dynamic programming
[87] and semi-global matching [88], a dedicated new algorithm was developed [7].
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(a) Left camera image (b) Right camera image (c) Disparity image

Figure 2.11: Sample disparity image if the 4 g stereo vision system on 128𝑥96 pixels processed on a
168MHz 32-bit DSP with a single camera port and only 196 kb of memory. In areas of low contrast, the
algorithm propagates the disparity of the closest edge. While the disparity image is not state-of-the-art
in terms of accuracy, in terms of memory and computational power, it nevertheless enables the 20 g
robot to safely navigate.

Video
The algorithm is named LongSeq, because it favors long

sequences with a constant disparity in an image line to over-
come areas with low texture. A sample stereo pair and resulting
disparity image is shown in Figure 2.11. Since the DelFly Ex-
plorer always had to keep flying forward, the stereo algorithm
was combined with an avoidance strategy named Droplet, that
keeps the droplet-shaped area in front of the robot clear of ob-
stacles to always have an escape route. Onboard a novel ver-
sion of DelFly with enlarged ailerons for better directional con-
trol, reliable indoor onboard collision avoidance was obtained
[89]. The resulting Flapping Wing Micro Air Vehicle (FWMAV) was called: DelFly
Explorer and a timelapse of a testflight is shown in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Time lapse of the DelFly Explorer autonomously exploring a room [7, 89].
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Figure 2.13: Multi-room exploration flight of DelFly Explorer [9].

This allowed the autonomous flying robot to perform room exploration and cor-
ridor traversal [10]. By adding a computationally light “door detector” based on
the extremely light Snake-Gate algorithm [90], robust multi-room exploration was
achieved with a 20 g flying robot [9].

2.5. Discussion and Conclusions

T he main challenges for achieving small-sized autonomous indoor flying robots
lie in reducing the weight of all its components. Namely, it is easier to reduce

the size than to reduce its weight. A reduction of the size of factor two causes
a reduction in wing area of a factor four and would require a reduction in weight
of a factor of at least four to keep a comparable flight speed. This is made even
worse by the reduction in Reynolds number which causes aerodynamic performance
reductions as well.

Video

At smaller sizes, the dynamics of the platform are also faster
[91]. Sensors should not only be lighter but also measure
higher turn rates and faster changes in rotational speed. In
practice, the performance of components degrades with size
and the options for vibration damping reduce with reductions
in mass.

Smaller motors have more loss, smaller batteries have
worse energy density and much lighter sensors have more
noise. This limits the minimum size at which fully autonomous
flying robots can still be made that still have sufficient flight
time and payload to perform useful missions in the real world.

By exploiting passive aerodynamic longitudinal pitch stability with low-speed ca-
pable flapping wings, a stable slow indoor flying platform was created. This Flapping
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Wing Micro Air Vehicle (FWMAV) called DelFly Explorer was found to fly at a sta-
ble 0.8m/s slow hovering flight with only slow drift in heading and altitude. This
enabled a tiny 1 g autopilot and 4 g 30 fps stereo-vision board operating at low res-
olution to guide the flying robot in man-made indoor environments like offices and
corridors at a total weight of 20 g. The result is the lightest flying robot able to
autonomously explore non-prepared indoor environments.
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3
Passively Stable Flapping
Flight from Hover to Fast

Forward

Once we delimit what can be satirized,
we are no longer living in a free society.

Gad Saad

Combining slow hovering flight and fast flight in FlappingWingMicro Air Vehi-
cle (FWMAV) is required for many real-world applications. Although static lon-
gitudinal stability can be obtained using a conventional horizontal tailplane,
this requires different center of gravity locations in both regimes. Inspired by
nature, it is proposed to achieve this by shifting the wings forward and back-
ward using a lightweight mechanism. The DelFly II FWMAV is equipped with
such a mechanism, tested, and shown to obtain passive static stability from
a slow hovering flight (∼ 0.8m/s, pitch attitude of 55°) to fast forward flight
(∼ 6m/s, pitch attitude of 10°) and back. The proposed mechanism paves the
way for performing long-range FWMAV missions without compromising slow
up-close observation capabilities.

Parts of this chapter have been published in the International Journal of Micro Air Vehicles 7, 4 (2015)
[1], were presented as [2], and use data from the International Journal of MAV 5, 273 (2013) [3] & the
DelFly book [4]. Specifically, I proposed the idea of obtaining passively stable flight in both hover and
forward flight, analyzed the stability, and was the main author of the manuscript. The idea to not move
a heavy component but move the wing instead to obtain a larger effective shift in the center of gravity
was proposed by A. Koopmans. The construction was made by S. Tijmons.
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3.1. Introduction

M any real-world missions for MAVs require a large flight envelope. In observa-
tion or search-and-rescue missions, for instance, the MAV might have to cover

large distances to reach the point of interest. Upon arrival, the small aircraft is
subsequently required to hover close to the target to obtain close-up images [5].
Rotorcraft such as quadrotors can combine fast forward and hovering flight. But
quadrotors are not range-efficient, and at smaller scales, this is even worse [6].
They also require constant active stabilization, and their propellers must be shielded
against even minor collisions during indoor exploration. In this respect, FWMAVs
are an interesting alternative. They hold the potential for both fast forward and
hovering flight, while the lift generated by the wings makes them energy efficient in
forward flight. Moreover, they can obtain static longitudinal stability passively [7],
and their wings can bounce off obstacles without appreciable damage upon low-
speed collision. While some of these feats are common in nature—hummingbirds
can for instance migrate over large distances while also maneuvering close to a
flower upon arrival [8]—they remain a challenge for robotic MAVs. To combine fast
forward flight and slow hovering flight, the FWMAV must exhibit stability in both
flight modes. In this respect, two classes of FWMAVs can be discerned.

The first class is “tailless” and passively unstable in both flight modes [9–13].
They require active onboard sensing, actuation, and control to achieve stable flight.
A significant obstacle is the design of sufficiently light, fast, and powerful actuation
mechanisms [9, 11, 14], as the three requirements are conflicting. Moreover, this
class of FWMAVs has mostly been designed for use around hover, and so far only
little attention is paid to the fast flight regime.

The second class of FWMAVs has aerodynamic longitudinal and lateral-directional
stabilizers—further called vertical and horizontal stabilizers or “tail”—and can obtain
static longitudinal and lateral stability without the need for closed-loop control [15].
This is further called passive stability. The tail dampens rotation rates and also
creates moments to correct attitude perturbations aerodynamically. Tailed FWMAVs
are typically controlled using aerodynamic surfaces on the tail, such as a rudder
and elevator. The flight speed at which the attitude of the tailed FWMAV is stable
depends on the overall geometry and the location of the center of mass.

Existing tailed FWMAVs are often either designed for fast forward outdoor flight
[7, 16–18] or for slow indoor flight [3, 19, 20], but not both combined. Active
onboard stabilization of unstable tailed MAVs requires fast and strong actuators
and is further complicated by the significant changes in the effectiveness of the
aerodynamic control surfaces in various conditions, requiring precise airspeed mea-
surements. This change in effectiveness also adds a resolution requirement to the
actuation, as large deflections are needed in slow flight while precise small deflec-
tions are required in fast flight.

It would therefore be highly beneficial to achieve passive stability in all flight
regimes [21]. Flying animals such as insects and birds extensively change the mor-
phology of their body in different flight regimes [22]. For instance, dragonflies move
their wings front and aft to displace the center of lift with respect to the center of
gravity to maintain equilibrium and stability [23].
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In this chapter, an FWMAV morphing mechanism is presented that displaces the
relative position of the wings with respect to the center of gravity. We demonstrate
that this mechanism allows the FWMAV to fly with passive stability in both fast for-
ward and slow hovering flight. The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows.
In Section 3.2, we compare the stability requirements of a tailed FWMAV in hover
and forward flight. In Section 3.3, we present the DelFly flapping-wing platform and
its morphing mechanism. Then, in Section 3.4 we discuss the experimental setup
and show the results. Conclusions are drawn in Section 3.5 and recommendations
are given in Section 3.6.

3.2. Passively Stable Flight

P assive aerodynamic stability of flapping-wing MAVs can be obtained by using
horizontal and vertical aerodynamic stabilizers, also referred to as “tail” or “em-

pennage” [7, 24]. However, stable flight is only obtained when the center of gravity
(cg) lies within bounds called the stability margin. From experiments, it was seen
that in FWMAV such as the DelFly, the stability bounds differ in the case of slow hov-
ering flight and fast forward flight. The following sections will look at the differences
in stability requirements in both regimes.

3.2.1. Model
To analyze the stability of the DelFly, a longitudinal model is introduced in Figure 3.1.

𝑁𝑤
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Figure 3.1: Longitudinal dynamic model of the DelFly flapping wing.

The main wing has a normal aerodynamic force 𝑁𝑤 and a tangential force 𝑇𝑤.
Note that in the case of flapping-wing MAV, the tangential force points forward and
provides thrust. The aerodynamic center 𝑎𝑐𝑤 is the point where the aerodynamic
moment of the wing does not change with changes in angle of attack 𝛼𝑤. The
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aerodynamic moment of the wing is 𝑀𝑎𝑐. The horizontal stabilizer has normal force
𝑁ℎ, tangential force 𝑇ℎ, moment𝑀𝑎𝑐ℎ and an angle of attack 𝛼ℎ. In equilibrium, the
vector sum of all aerodynamic forces and flapping wing thrust precisely balances
out the weight 𝑊, and the total moment 𝑀 around the center of gravity 𝑐𝑔 is zero:

𝑀 = 𝑀𝑎𝑐 + 𝑁𝑤 ⋅ 𝑥𝑤 − 𝑇𝑤 ⋅ 𝑧𝑤 +𝑀𝑎𝑐ℎ − 𝑁ℎ ⋅ 𝑥ℎ + 𝑇ℎ ⋅ 𝑧ℎ (3.1)

In non-dimensional form, the total pitching moment is defined as 𝐶𝑚 = 𝑀/(𝑞 ⋅𝑆)
where 𝑞 is the free stream aerodynamic pressure 0.5⋅𝜌𝑉2 and 𝑆 is the wing surface.

3.2.2. Conflicting stability requirements
Static longitudinal aerodynamic stability of DelFly refers to the principle that a per-
turbation in attitude 𝑑𝜃 will lead to a correcting total aerodynamic pitch moment
increment 𝑑𝐶𝑚 that counters the initial perturbation. In other words, the derivative
of Equation (3.1) for 𝜃 should be negative. This applies to both hover and fast
flight. To compute this derivative, the effect of attitude changes 𝑑𝜃 on the normal
and tangential forces 𝑁 and 𝑇 must be investigated. Aerodynamics theory shows
that, for a given wing, lift and drag are influenced by the dynamic pressure 𝑞 and
the lift and drag coefficients, which themselves are a function of angle of attack 𝛼
[25]. And for a given fluid, the dynamic pressure 𝑞 is only dependent on the fluid
velocity over the wing. What does differ in both flight phases is the effect that a
change in pitch has on the change in angle of attack 𝛼 and total speed �⃗� of airflow
over the wings.

𝑑𝐶𝑚

𝑑𝜃 = 𝑑𝛼

�⃗�∞
𝑑𝐶𝑚

𝑍

𝑋

𝑋 𝑍

𝑑𝜃
�⃗�𝑧

𝑑𝛼

a) b)

�⃗�𝑖

Figure 3.2: Static stability in hover and forward flight both require a positive moment 𝐶𝑚 upon a negative
perturbation 𝑑𝜃. In forward flight, however, the negative change in pitch directly causes a negative
change in angle of attack 𝑑𝛼 while in hover the same negative change in pitch indirectly induces a
positive change in angle of attack. The free-stream velocity in forward flight is �⃗�∞, the induced velocity
from the flapping wings in hover is �⃗�𝑖 and the lateral body velocity in hover is �⃗�𝑧.

In fast forward flight, the so-called fixed-stick static longitudinal stability theory
of fixed-wing aircraft [26] states that in stationary flight, a negative pitch perturba-
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tion 𝑑𝜃 of the aircraft in an airflow with free-stream velocity �⃗�∞, directly leads to a
decrease in angle of attack 𝑑𝛼 which needs to be corrected by a positive nose-up
pitch moment 𝑑𝐶𝑚 to return towards the equilibrium state as shown in Figure 3.2a.
The effect that a change in pitch directly has on the airflow �⃗�∞ is neglectable. The
condition for stability is written as

𝑑𝐶𝑚
𝑑𝜃 < 0 ⟹ 𝑑𝐶𝑚

𝑑𝛼 < 0 (3.2)

and is analyzed at the point where 𝐶𝑚 = 0, which in equilibrium for a DelFly
corresponds to the location of its center of gravity.

In hover, on the other hand, the increment 𝑑𝜃 does not directly lead to a different
angle of attack since the DelFly does not move and there is no free-stream velocity
�⃗�∞. Instead, there is only an induced flow over the flapping wings �⃗�𝑖 as shown in
Figure 3.3, which for DelFly II was measured to be on average about 2 to 3m/s.
This induced flow remains largely aligned with the fuselage and thus tilts with the
pitch angle 𝜃 and does not directly generate any attitude correcting pitch moment.
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Figure 3.3: Cross-section of the induced flow over the wings of the DelFly as measured from Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) [4] and showing the non-steady aerodynamics and time-varying induced down-
flow �⃗�𝑖 containing leading and trailing edge vortices.

The tilted fuselage, however, also tilts the thrust vector and this integrates into
a lateral velocity �⃗�𝑧. Combined with the induced flow velocity �⃗�𝑖 from the flapping
wings, the total airflow �⃗�𝑖 + �⃗�𝑧 is seen by the DelFly as a positive change in angle
of attack 𝑑𝛼 as shown in Figure 3.2b. To correct this perturbed state, a positive
pitch-up moment 𝐶𝑚 is required from this increased angle of attack. This can be
expressed as

𝑑𝐶𝑚
𝑑𝜃 < 0 ⟹ 𝑑𝐶𝑚

𝑑𝛼 > 0 (3.3)
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As seen from Equation (3.2) and Equation (3.3), the requirement for stability in
hover and forward flight are the exact opposites of each other in both regimes.

The point where the 𝑑𝐶𝑚/𝑑𝛼 = 0 is called the neutral point. While the exact
computation of the location of the neutral point in DelFly is challenging due to the
unsteady aerodynamic flow which changes local angles of attack in function of time
(See Figure 3.3), what is known is that the 𝑐𝑔 must be in front of the neutral point
in fast forward flight (Equation (3.2)) and behind it for hover (Equation (3.3)).

Experimental attempts to find a center of gravity enabling both flight regimes
confirmed that only a single regime could be made longitudinally stable [3]. Forward
flight with an aft center of gravity causes unstable diving as soon as a critical forward
speed is reached, and slow hovering flight with a forward center of gravity instantly
falls back to fast forward flight. Combining aerodynamic stability in both regimes
requires an inflight change in 𝑑𝐶𝑚/𝑑𝛼.

3.3. Morphing mechanism

T o obtain longitudinally stable flight from slow hovering flight to fast forward
flight, the location of the center of gravity (cg) has to be moved from one side

of the neutral point to the other. This can be accomplished in several ways. One ob-
vious way is to move a heavy component and thereby the center of gravity. Another
way is to move of the entire wing and thereby also move the neutral point.

horizontal stabilizer

rudder

vertical stabilizer

wings

battery autopilot

flapping mechanism
wing shifting mechanism

battery

sliding wing support

elevatorantenna

center of gravity

Figure 3.4: Side view of DelFly LiMo showing the wing forward for slow forward flight (top) and aft for
fast forward flight (bottom) with a positive stability margin.
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  𝛿𝑥𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝛿𝑥𝑐.𝑔.

Figure 3.5: Photos of the wing configurations for hover and fast flight superimposed on each other. The
DelFly LiMo is balanced on red supports under each wing to show the longitudinal location of the center
of gravity. When the wing is shifted forward, the cg also shifts forward with 𝛿𝑥𝑐𝑔 . The change in position
of the main wing 𝛿𝑥𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 is visible by the difference in location of the wing leading edges.

3.3.1. DelFly Limo
It was empirically established that a shift of 3 cm in the relative position of the wing
and cg was needed to obtain favorable flight characteristics of the DelFly II in both
flight regimes [3]. While shifting the battery—which is the heaviest component—
seems the simplest way of achieving this, the battery weighs only 4 g compared to
the 16 g of the total platform. It would therefore have to shift 12 cm, which presents
considerable challenges considering the total length is only 28 cm.

Instead, moving the wing together with the attached motor, motor housing,
gears and Electronic Speed Controller (ESC) requires much smaller motions to obtain
the same result. Because the wing and motor make up about one-quarter of the
total mass, this shift also moves the location of the cg as illustrated in Figure 3.5.
When the wing is shifted forward 4.2 cm (𝛿𝑥𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔), the cg moves forward 1.0 cm
(𝛿𝑥𝑐𝑔). The net effect is a change of 3.2 cm in the position of the cg relative to the
aerodynamic center. In slow hovering flight with the wing extended forward, the
cg lies at ∼ 85% chord length. In fast forward flight, the cg lies at ∼ 55% chord
length when the wing is moved back.

A DelFly II was modified and called DelFly LiMo and equipped with a linear sliding
motion system that moves the main wing along the fuselage, shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.6: Two hard plastic injection molded sliders (white/left) clamp two round carbon rods (middle),
over which the complete wing, motor house, motor, and Electronic Speed Controller (ESC) moves. The
lead nut is attached to the main wing (bottom left). The lead screw runs via gearing to a small brushed
motor (right)

Using a threaded rod driven by gears from a 1.6-gram micro servo, a slow but
powerful and light actuator was created (See Figure 3.6). The wing is moved 42mm
in about 1 s when transitioning to hover and a bit more in the opposite direction due
to the load of the wing pulling on the mechanism.

To obtain low friction, the main wing was equipped with two sliders made of
hard injection-molded plastic that slide over two rounded carbon rods attached to
the main body. The dual rod construction prevents the main wing from rotating
along the longitudinal axis and is shown in Figure 3.6. The total system makes the
DelFly LiMo 4 g heavier than the regular DelFly II, leading to a total of 20 g.

3.4. Flight testing

F light tests in both regimes were performed to assess the stability, as well as the
transitions from slow to fast forward flight and vice versa. The DelFly LiMo was

first flown in the TUDelft “Cyberzoo,” which is equipped with an OptiTrack motion
capture system to measure DelFly’s position and attitude.

Figure 3.7 shows transitions from forward center of gravity to hovering center of
gravity in the left column. The pitch angle 𝜃 cannot be kept in a hovering attitude
but drops after takeoff until the mechanism transitions to hover at the red line.
Then the DelFly automatically slows down again to slow hovering flight. The right
column shows measurements that start in a slow hovering flight. The DelFly LiMo is
passively stable and is easily flown hands-off when properly trimmed in this regime.
It flies at a speed of 0.8m/s at a pitch angle of 55°. After switching to forward
flight at the red line, the DelFly LiMo pitches forward and picks up speed. No
significant elevator control input was given during the hand-flown maneuver. Once
the forward flight speed is reached, the DelFly remains stable and flies much like a
fixed-wing aircraft. The DelFly LiMo was also flown outdoors in fast flight to illustrate
its stability. Flight speed is estimated to be around 5 to 7m/s. Transitions in both
directions were successfully performed and resulted in good flight characteristics in
both regimes.
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Figure 3.7: Height, speed, and pitch angle 𝜃 during the acceleration to forward flight and subsequent
transition to hover (left) and transition from slow hovering flight to fast forward flight (right) during tests
in the CyberZoo. The time at which the main wing shifts starts is indicated with a red vertical line. Due
to the limited size of the test area, the DelFly LiMo can not reach its top speed of around 5 to 7 m/s.
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3.5. Conclusion

T he analysis of the stability of slow hovering flight and fast forward flight of the
DelFly flapping-wing MAV showed different requirements for the location of the

center of gravity in both flight regimes. Therefore a morphing wing mechanism
was developed to enlarge its passively stable flight envelope. A lightweight system
was presented capable of generating a large enough force to move the main wing
over the required 4 cm. The proof of concept was successfully tested indoors and
outdoors. With this system, the so-called “DelFly LiMo” is capable of adapting its
flight dynamics to achieve passively stable flight in both slow hovering and fast
forward flight.

3.6. Recommendations

A lthough the presented analysis captures simplified essential properties of the
stability of the DelFly, our understanding of the unsteady aerodynamics and

flight dynamics is still very limited. Better knowledge of the flapping wing aerody-
namics will give insight into the many non-linear effects that could explain in greater
detail how the DelFly flies. While the presented actuator is light and under 1.6 g,
the total added weight of the mechanism of 4 g might allow other solutions to be
implemented. Any solution resulting in fast, light, and powerful (reliable) actuators
will have a very important beneficial effect on the flight performance of MAV.
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Quad-thopter

Discovery is seeing what everybody else has seen,
and thinking what nobody else has thought.

dr. Abert Szent-Gyorgyi

We present a novel design of a tailless FWMAV, which uses four indepen-
dently driven pairs of flapping wings to fly and perform agile maneuvers.
The wing pairs are arranged such that differential thrust generates the de-
sired roll and pitch moments, similar to a quadrotor. Moreover, two pairs of
wings are tilted clockwise and two pairs of wings anti-clockwise. This al-
lows the MAV to generate a yaw moment. We have constructed the design
and performed multiple flight tests with it, both indoors and outdoors. These
tests have shown the vehicle to be capable of agile maneuvers, and able to
cope with wind gusts. The main advantage is that the proposed design is
relatively simple to produce, and yet has the capabilities expected of tailless
flapping wing MAVs.

Parts of this chapter have been published in the International Journal of Micro Air Vehicles 9, 209 (2017)
[1] and was presented at the International Micro Air Vehicle Conference and Competition 2017 where it
was granted the “Best Paper Award” [2] This work led to a patent [3] and describes the concepts that
contributed to the design of the “DelFly Nimble”, published in Science 361, 6407 (2018) [4], where the
latter was used to study and explain a novel passive aerodynamic yawing effect seen in rapid saccade
turns of fruit flies.
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Figure 4.1: High speed camera recording of a quad-thopter

4.1. Introduction

F lying animals remain unrivaled when it comes to their flying skills and flight char-
acteristics. Hummingbirds can hover and maneuver in narrow spaces to feed

and then subsequently fly hundreds of kilometers when migrating [5]. Besides the
energy and sensory processing aspects, a great deal of the advantages of flying an-
imals over current Micro Air Vehicle (MAV)s is attributed to their way of propulsion.
Flapping wings are predicted to achieve higher lift coefficients than conventional
MAV designs, especially when scaled further down towards insect scales. In ad-
dition, they are expected to have a higher energy efficiency when flying at higher
speeds, extending the range and duration of the flight [6].

Despite considerable efforts—and successes [7, 8]—in the last few decades, the
dominating MAV types are still rotorcraft, fixed wings, or recently combinations of
both [9, 10]. An important reason for this is the difficulty of producing a flapping
wing MAV that fulfills some of the promises of animal flight.

On the one hand, there is a large class of “tailed” flapping-wing MAVs, which
goes back to rubber-band flapping wing vehicles designed in the 19th century [11].
Flapping wing MAVs such as “small bird” [12], “big bird” [13], or the “DelFly” [14],
have single degree of freedom motor-driven flapping wings for generating thrust.
The control moments are generated by actuated control surfaces on the tail. Since
the tail is relatively large, it dampens the body dynamics sufficiently to make this
type of MAV passively stable [15].

The tail actuation typically consists of a rudder and an elevator and can be used
for changing the MAV’s direction, height, or velocity. However, the aerodynami-
cally stabilizing tail section also makes the vehicle particularly sensitive to external
perturbations [14]. The forces and moments generated by the tail actuators are in
general insufficient to compensate perturbations in ‘gusty’ environments, with even
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air-conditioning causing considerable problems to these light wing loading MAVs
[16]. Finally, elevator and rudder effectiveness vary orders of magnitude based on
the incoming airflow and can even reverse when descending in hover. This makes
tuning autopilot control loops dependent on more sensors and creates uncontrol-
lable areas in the flight envelope.

On the other hand, there is a growing class of “tailless” flapping-wing MAVs,
which use the wings themselves for control. The idea is that the wings can generate
much larger forces and moments in shorter amounts of time than tailed actuators.
In combination with the absence of a tail and its damping effect, this leads to
higher maneuverability. The first successful design of this class was the “Nano
Hummingbird” [7]. It featured an ingenious but complex mechanism to generate
all three moments required for full attitude control. Recently, other MAVs of similar
size have been designed, which aim for simpler designs, but which have not yet
shown the same maneuverability as the Nano Hummingbird and, at the same time,
suffer from very limited flight endurance of several tens of seconds at best [17–20].
The smallest type of flapping-wing MAV of this class is the well-known ‘Robobee’
[21], which for now requires the energy source to be off-board.

Although current tailless flapping wing MAVs are closing in on the ideal set by
nature, none of them are yet able to perform real flight missions and are at the
same time relatively easy to construct.

To broaden the field of application of flapping-wing MAVs, a light and simple
wing actuation mechanism would be needed that can quickly create large attitude
control moments in all three axes. Based on this idea, we present in this paper a
new tailless flapping wing MAV design, referred to as a “quad-thopter”. The design
is similar to a quadrotor, in the sense that it uses the thrust of four wing-pairs to do
thrust vectoring (Figure 4.1). It is also reminiscent of the very early “Mentor” design
[22], which also had four wing pairs for flying. However, that design used a single
main actuator driving the 4 wings at the same flapping frequency. The control relied
upon control surfaces interacting with the wake of the flapping wings, which reduces
their effectiveness and limits the controllability of the system. Instead, the “quad-
thopter” can drive all wings independently from zero to maximal thrust, which can
generate significant roll and pitch moments, and the flapping planes of diagonally
opposing wing-pairs are tilted with respect to each other for yaw controllability.

The quad-thopter design proposed in this paper represents a close-to-optimal
choice in the design space consisting of the magnitude of the generated control
moments, the control bandwidth, and the weight, size, and energy requirements
of the actuators. In addition, the quad-thopter is relatively easy to construct with
widely available current-day technology, and has a flight time of 9 minutes or more,
depending on the flight regime. Hence, it is suitable for real-world missions.

In Section 4.2, we discuss current flapping-wing designs and actuators in more
detail, to get a better understanding of the difficulties involved in tailless flapping
wing MAV design. Then, in Section 4.3, we present the new design. We study
the body’s vibrations in Section 4.4 and the less evident yaw moment generation in
Section 4.5. We describe the flight characteristics in Section 4.6, showing pictures
of the flapping wing MAV in flight and providing links to flight footage. Finally,
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we discuss possible variations of the design in Section 4.7 and draw conclusions in
Section 4.8.

4.2. Tailless flapping wing

M ost ornithopter designs use a tail, which provides passive aerodynamic stabi-
lization and typically carries also conventional actuated control surfaces. When

the tail is removed, active stabilization becomes necessary and some mechanism is
required to create the 3 moments needed to orient and stabilize the platform.

Many solutions have been proposed. Some add propeller thrusters besides the
flapping wing [23]. But the vast majority of researchers, inspired by biological
fliers, search for new degrees of freedom to incorporate in the main flapping wings
to vary their aerodynamic force over the flapping cycle [7, 8, 17, 20, 21, 24, 25].
To use these degrees of freedom in closed-loop control, they must be actuated with
sufficient speed and force.

4.2.1. Hovering without tail
The minimal requirement for controllable hovering of an aircraft is being able to
control the thrust vector. Instead of controlling the 6 DOF (3D position and 3 at-
titude angles) of the free-flying body directly, 2 position variables are controlled
indirectly through the attitude which in turn controls the thrust vector and hereby
the longitudinal and lateral acceleration. This allows for a 6-DOF hover with only 4
independent control variables. Most concepts use flapping power control combined
with 3 external actuators—for instance, to move the roots of trailing edges [26] or
drive all the flapping degrees of freedom [17]. Since actuators do not contribute to
thrust generation but only add weight, these must be very light. Finding sufficiently
light, fast, and strong actuators is an integral part of designing a flight-capable
multi-degree of freedom flapping mechanism.

4.2.2. Actuator Review
The main driving motor must be sized to produce sufficient thrust. Sizing the con-
trol actuators is more complex. In practice, on small flapping-wing vehicles in the
presence of disturbance, actuators must be fast, strong, and light. This combined
requirement is not trivial.

Coil actuators (Figure 4.2 (a)) are fast but create very small moments, which
makes them suitable only for actuation of conventional tail control surfaces [27].
Shape memory alloys (Figure 4.2 (b)) have shown high strength at minimal weight,
but are slow, fragile, and create minimal deflections, that need to be amplified [28].

Most servos consist of small brushed motors with a reduction gearbox and in-
clude a position feedback mechanism with a potentiometer (Figure 4.2 (c)) or mag-
net and hall effect sensor (Figure 4.2 (d)). The gear ratio can be altered to change
the speed versus force, but to increase both, a larger and heavier motor is needed;
its size can even come close to the size of the main flapping motor. In contrast with
the main motor which runs all the time, actuator motors are used very inefficiently
and only work part of the time.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: Overview of actuator types for lightweight flapping wing MAVs: (a) magnetic servos, (b)
shape memory alloy servos, and servos with brushed Direct Current (DC) motors (c) and (d) (images
from www.microflight.com, www.servoshop.co.uk, www.hobbyking.com, www.microflierradio.com).

4.2.3. Moment control using the flapping motor
To use most of the actuators in their efficient regime, the main flapping actuator(s)
can be used to also generate the control moments. Such an idea is not novel.
RoboBee [21] uses the two main flapping piezo-actuators driven with independent
waveforms to generate the 4 independent controls (See Figure 4.3 (a)). The flapping
amplitudes of the left and right wings can be driven independently, and a bias can
be added (to both actuators) for pitch control. Finally, a speed difference in up
and down-stroke can generate yaw moments, while the same flapping motion also
provides the main thrust force.

The quest to achieve this same idea using traditional rotating electric motors
has led some researchers to attach brushed motors directly to the wings [29] as
illustrated in Figure 4.3 (b). These motors are used outside their design operational
regime with very low efficiency and high wear as they vibrate back and forth instead
of turning in one direction at high speed. Nevertheless, their efficiency can be
improved by using resonance mechanisms. All 3 required control moments can be
generated by varying amplitude of the stroke and velocity profiles within the stroke
in a differential way (left/right and upstroke/downstroke).

Still, electric motors are most efficient when turning at higher speed, in which

www.microflight.com
www.servoshop.co.uk
www.hobbyking.com
www.microflierradio.com
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Figure 4.3: MAV designs that use their main actuators also for control: (a) piezo actuators [21] and (b)
brushed DCs [29].

case a crank mechanism is required. Unless a variable crank mechanism is used—
which in turn is controlled by actuators—this makes it impossible to vary amplitude
anymore while also the phase and frequency become coupled.

To generate different thrusts on the left and right wings, they must be uncoupled
and driven by separate motors. In this case, the motors are used efficiently, since
their main task remains to be thrust generation, while variations anywhere between
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zero and full power can yield very large moments with minimal response times.
This, however, comes at the cost that it is impossible to keep both wings in phase.

4.3. The Quad-thopter

I n order to have full control authority in hover, which requires at least an indepen-dent generation of at the three-body moments and the total thrust, one solution
is to combine four sets of wings, each driven by a separate motor and a crankshaft
as is shown in Figure 4.4. When the four thrust vectors can be controlled inde-
pendently, this can generate moments for attitude control much like a quadrotor,
allowing full 3D hover control.

But unlike in a quadrotor, where propellers have a non-zero average torque,
additional control is needed for the yaw. This can be obtained by tilting the thrust
vectors with respect to the average thrust vector.

This setup does still suffer from the effect described in Section 4.2 that wings
can flap out of phase. This could potentially lead to very large yawing moments on
the fuselage, resulting in fuselage rotation that will cause loss of flapping amplitude
and loss of lift. To cope with this problem, instead of using single flapping wings, a
phase-locked pair of wings as found in for instance the DelFly II [14] is used instead.
This means that whatever frequency each of the four motors is running, for every

Crankshaft

MotorWing

Flapping
Thrust

 

X

Y

Z

Figure 4.4: Quad-thopter. Four pairs of flapping wings are arranged in an X-configuration with a small
angle between thrust vectors to allow control of the yaw axis.
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single wing moving one way there is a corresponding wing moving the other way,
canceling each other out.

The resulting setup has fast and powerful attitude control while its complexity
remains moderate. On the one hand, four gearboxes are needed, but on the other
hand, a simple, fixed gear crankshaft can be used. Fragile, underpowered, slow,
or expensive actuators are no longer needed. In terms of weight, all actuators are
directly used to create thrust, which increases efficiency and maximally available
thrust.

The lack of tail section significantly reduces the sensitivity for perturbations,
while active attitude control with full authority controls the attitude. This enables
maneuvers that were not possible with the tail, like a fast vertical descend.

The platform is capable of transitioning to forward flight in the same way as its
tailed counterpart. In forward flight, the attitude must also be actively controlled.
Similarly, as with hybrids like the Quadshot [9], the vehicle pitches down almost 90°
and the wings start to produce lift perpendicularly to the thrust direction.

4.4. Residual Vibration

A lthough the moments of the flapping itself are canceled out during stationary
hover as shown in Figure 4.5, the thrust generated by a wing pair is non-constant

in time. The fact that all wings generate thrust and flapping-torque with peaks at
different times still results in vibrations on the main central fuselage.

The DelFly concept has been using a double pair of flapping wings to minimize
fuselage rocking. For every wing performing an upstroke, there is exactly one wing
doing a downstroke. The double pair of wings doing clap and fling has also been
shown to achieve higher thrust density [14].

This concept can be re-used in the tail-less flapper with 4 wings and 4 mo-
tors. Replacing every wing with a pair of wings flapping in anti-phase, removed
the largest residual vibration. The wing mass, in this case, does not cause large
inertial vibrations anymore, because for any wing moving in one direction another
wing moves in the opposing direction.

The result is a vehicle with 4 main driving motors and 4 pairs of flapping wings
flapping at different rates. The main residual vibration now is when 2 opposing pairs
flap with 90° phase shift, with the difference between the minimal thrust during a
stroke and the maximum thrust during a stroke as the driving force for the vibration.
Due to their different rates, the phase shift is not constant, but varies over time; a
beat phenomenon (vibration of pulsating amplitude) will be present, see Figure 4.6.
When using a wing design with small thrust variation during a stroke, this vibration
can be reduced to acceptably small levels.

To keep fuselage motion to a minimum, fuselage inertia 𝐼 = 𝑚 ⋅ 𝑟2 plays an
important role. Maximizing the rotational inertia without increasing the weight will
minimize vibrations.
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Figure 4.5: Thrust force and moment around principal body axis (data include also inertial effects): (a)
single-wing flapping with 90-degree amplitude, (b) double-wing flapping in antiphase with 40-degree
amplitude. The reaction torque on the body is significantly reduced when using the double-wing setup
while generating a similar amount of thrust as the single wing.
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Figure 4.6: Roll, Pitch and Yaw moments of two separately driven double-wings: a beat phenomenon can
be observed in the moment data when a difference in flapping frequencies of left and right double-wings
is present. The cycle start is detected by a hall effect sensor and a magnet attached to the flapping
mechanism. The residual vibration is especially strong around the roll (Mx) axis. Note that the average
pitch (My) moment is non-zero as in the pitch direction the mounting point was not in the center of lift.
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4.5. Yaw versus thrust efficiency

P itch and roll are driven by differences in thrust generated by the left and right
wings and fore and aft wings, respectively, but yaw is less evident. To achieve

yaw, the lift vectors of 2 opposing wings are misaligned with respect to the vertical
body axis. One diagonal is given a right-hand yawing alignment while the other pair
of wings is given a left-hand yawing moment.
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Figure 4.7: Yaw force and thrust efficiency in function of thrust rotation. Note that the yawing moment
increases more than linearly with the wing rotation due to the average hover-lift increase caused by the
efficiency loss.

The amount of misalignment can be used to increase the yaw control effective-
ness at the cost of less efficient thrust generation as not all lift vectors now point
perfectly upward (See Figure 4.7).

Since thrust efficiency is lost to achieve yaw control, the yaw channel could still
benefit from using an actuator instead. Since the yaw is very well damped thanks to
the wing area, a slower but more powerful actuator could still be considered to for
instance deflect the trailing edges of the wing [26] to also deflect the thrust vector.
In this case, only three sets of flapping wings would be required for full attitude
control much like the tri-copter concept.

4.6. Flight Testing

A quad-thopter was built using DelFly II flapping mechanisms. Instead of a dou-
ble pair of wings, only one side was mounted per flapping mechanism. DelFly II

brushless motors were used and equipped with 3.5A Brushless DC motor controllers.
Since the vehicle is not naturally stable a paparazzi-UAV [30] Lisa-MX-S [31] au-
topilot was mounted. Standard rotorcraft stabilization was programmed and the
Quad-thopter was tuned during manual flights in attitude direct mode.

An initial prototype was used in the high-speed camera recordings and outdoor
flights. A final prototype was used in the indoor lateral steps tests. Figure 4.8 shows
a photo of the final prototype. Table 4.1 gives the weight breakdown of the final
prototype.
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Figure 4.8: Photo of the final quad-thopter prototype. The maximal dimension is 28 cm from tip to tip
and the weight is 37.9 g when equipped with a 205mAh battery.

Figure 4.9 shows the response to a 40° step input in the roll axis. Within less
than 4 beats of the fastest flapping wings (15Hz), the attitude change was fully
obtained.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.9: Highspeed camera recordings at 66.6ms interval show a step in attitude from hover to a
steady 40° of roll being executed in less than 266ms or less than 4 wing beats at 15Hz.

Position step responses were performed using the prototype shown in Figure 4.8
and measured using an Optitrack camera system. The quad-thopter was com-
manded in attitude mode to make a lateral step of about 2m. A side view of the
maneuver is shown in Figure 4.10. The quad-thopter will quickly reach the com-
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Figure 4.10: Indoor test flight recorded by the Optitrack motion tracking system. The quad-thopter
starts at the bottom right and makes a 2m step to the left and then back to the right in under 3 s. Notice
that the vehicle does not need a negative roll angle during the slow down.
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Figure 4.11: Lateral position, lateral velocity and roll angle in function of time during the lateral step
shown in Figure 4.10. A left and then right 1.5m sidestep were executed. The steps required roll angles
of about 50° and resulted in speeds reaching 2.5m/s. Each step was executed in under a second.
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Figure 4.12: Lateral view of a manually flown 3m lateral step recorded indoors. The quad-thopter reaches
a speed of 3.5m/s and angles of 80° roll during this 1.5 s maneuver.
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Figure 4.13: Position, speed, and roll angle captured by an external Optitrack motion tracking system
during a 3m lateral step command. Note that the Optitrack temporarly lost track at 65.55 s.
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manded left roll angle of 50° and start accelerating. About half a meter before the
target, the attitude is commanded to zero. Because of the lateral area of the wings
and relatively low wing loading, the quad-thopter stops by itself when commanded
back to a zero attitude. Then a right step is commanded. Everything combined is
executed in under 3 s.

The corresponding timing of the motion is shown in Figure 4.11 left. As can be
seen, the entire lateral acceleration from hover followed by the 2-meter motion and
deceleration only takes about one second.

Figure 4.11 right shows the roll angle of the quad-thopter during the maneuver.
It shows that roll angles of over 50° are achieved in about a quarter of a second.
Finally, the speed profile of the lateral step is shown in Figure 4.11 center. Note
that during the lateral step the quad-thopter was only rolled 50° and did not nearly
reach its maximum speed but instead was subjected to lateral drag.

Lateral steps at higher angles were performed but often resulted in lost tracking
from the Optitrack. One sequence at 80° roll was successfully recorded during a
3m lateral step as shown in Figure 4.12. As shown in Figure 4.13 the quad-thopter
reaches speeds of 3.5m/s and roll angles of 80° while stepping sideways 3m in less
than 1.5 s.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.14: Quad-thopter In-flight Outdoor in various phases of the flight. (a) hover (b) semi-
transitioned (c) fast forward flight.
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Video
To illustrate the forward flight and disturbance handling ca-

pabilities, outdoor flights have been performed as shown in Fig-
ure 4.14. Very aggressive start and stops can be performed.
When compared to DelFly II with its aerodynamic tail, the sensi-
tivity to turbulence is reduced by an order of magnitude thanks
to the fast powerful moments created by opposing wing pairs
and stabilized by electronic attitude control. The maximal flight
speed, however, is very close to that of DelFly II and is limited
by the maximal flapping frequency that can be obtained.

4.7. Variations
While the ‘quad-thopter’ can control all three angles and the total thrust with min-
imal residual vibration, it does require a lot of wings. While recent work proposed
concepts with even more wings [32] and adding wings can help to average out
vibrations, it makes the system more complex and expensive. Therefore, several
solutions exist to reduce this number of wings while maintaining the advantages
listed above as much as possible: the active hover control, simple crank flapping
mechanism, minimal vibration without the need for flapping synchronization, and
using lift-generating motors for most of the actuation.

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Figure 4.15: Variations of the quad-thopter concept to reduce the number of wings

The first option (Figure 4.15 (a)) is to reduce the number of wing pairs to three
and make one rotatable to generate yawing moments in the same way tri-copters
do [33]. While this requires an extra servo to actuate this rotation, the speed
requirement on the well-damped yaw axis is typically much lower, which allows the
use of slower strong servos. The extra weight is also offset by the more efficient
vertical orientation of the main wings.
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A second option is inspired by the results of moving the wing root spars in Chan
et al. [26]. A single servo actuator can be used to move the bottom parts of all wing
root spars (Figure 4.15 (b)). This works with 3 or 4 pairs of wings.

If higher vibration levels are acceptable and the yaw inertia is sufficiently large
for the given flapping frequency (or vice-versa), the pairs of wings can be simplified
to single loose wings (Figure 4.15 (c)). As seen in Figure 4.5, this does come with
a much higher yaw vibration.

When adding two servos is acceptable, several intermediate options become
available with only two pairs of flapping wings—similarly to the original DelFly. One
way is to have both wings twist with respect to the fuselage (Figure 4.15 (d)).
Alternatively, moving the wing root spars can be used to control yaw since it requires
relatively little force, while the pitch can be controlled by moving the center of gravity
(Figure 4.15 (e)). Finally, an apparent shift in the center of gravity can also be
obtained by actuating a central hinge between both wings (Figure 4.15 (f)), while
the wing root spars are moved for achieving yaw. This concept corresponds to the
design of the DelFly Nimble [4].

4.8. Conclusions

T his chapter proposed a novel flapping-wing design, a ‘quad-thopter’. In the
article, we have discussed the various design parameters relevant to a highly

maneuverable, tailless flapping wing MAV. We conclude that the design represents
a close-to-optimal choice in the design space consisting of the magnitude of the
generated control moments, the control bandwidth, and the weight, size, and en-
ergy requirements of the actuators. In addition, the quad-thopter is relatively easy
to construct with widely available current-day technology. The implementation of
the design built and tested in this work has a flight time of 9 minutes or more,
depending on the flight regime. This makes it suitable for real-world missions.

Video

Although the presented design does not correspond to any
(known) biological counterpart, the quad-thopter has several
characteristics featured by natural fliers. For instance, the pro-
posed quad-thopter becomes more efficient in forward flight,
increasing the range and endurance. Furthermore, the wing
surfaces can also be used for braking. This means that in con-
trast to quadrotors, quad-thopters do not have to thrust in the
backward direction to brake, which also gives them the ability to
slow down faster. Finally, the quad-thopter features enhanced
safety because of the absence of fast-rotating rotors, so it is
more suitable for flying around humans.

We hope that the presented design will be apter than previous designs for
widespread use in academia and industry, helping to break the hegemony of ro-
torcraft and fixed wings.
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Part Mass
4 wing pairs with gears, motor and ESC 5.06 grams × 4
3D printed frame parts 5.95 gram
Frame carbon 2.2 gram
3D printed battery holder 1.2 gram
Wires 0.43 gram
Lisa-MX-S Autopilot 0.95 gram
Deltang Rx31 Receiver 0.23 gram
205mAh 1 cell LiPo Battery 6.7 gram
Total 37.9 gram

Table 4.1: Weight break-down of the final quad-thopter prototype
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5
Rotor-Fuselage Interaction
and Attitude Control of a

Helicopter with Wings

You can never understand everything.
But, you should push yourself to understand the system.

- Ryan Dahl

This chapter investigates the design parameters and their consequences in
the control of a helicopter rotor combined with a pair of fixed wings. Such
a hybrid vehicle has a light and aerodynamically efficient rotor with a large
range of pitch angles to enable both hover and forward flight. Because of
the light stiff rotor and heavy wings, the hybrid vehicle exhibits couplings be-
tween the roll and pitch axes during hover flight. The rotor-wing interaction
depends on several parameters. In this chapter, we utilize a simplified theo-
retic model and simulations to identify these parameters and to gain insight
into the effect they have on vehicle dynamics. Finally, an attitude controller
is designed that compensates for undesired coupling between pitch and roll.

Parts of this chapter have been published in the International Journal of Micro Air Vehicles 9, 3 (2017)
[1], the Journal of Field Robotics 35, 6 (2018) [2] and received a best-paper award at the IMAV 2016
Conference and Competition.
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5.1. Introduction

R otorcraft dynamics have been well studied for many years [e.g. 3–6] with work
ranging from rotorcraft modeling [7, 8], rotorcraft simulation [9], and match-

ing measurement data with models [10] to the blade optimization in function of
vibrations [11]. The design of controllers for conventional helicopters is equally
well-understood [12, 13], and at the scale of small unmanned helicopters, models
have been used for decades, for instance, to identify which parameters affect the
performance [14]. More recently, non-linear models of miniature unmanned he-
licopters have been presented either for control purposes [8] but even to reduce
vibrations or noise [15].

For less conventional designs like very low inertia rotors on very high inertia
fuselages, the design choices and control problems are less mainstream. It is known
that changes in fuselage dynamics affect flight performance. For instance, Ormiston
[16] performed some studies into the fuselage-rotor interaction and fuselage ground
interaction to identify resonance problems.

When propellers are small compared to the fuselage inertia, which is the case in
for instance fixed-wing propeller aircraft, the influence of the rotor on the fuselage
is often even neglected. But studies of aircraft in which the fuselage significantly
interacts with the rotor are very scarce.

Figure 5.1: Novel hybrid Unmanned Air Vehicle featuring a cyclic and collective pitch controlled rotor
combined with a biplane deltawing.

Research on hybrid UAVs has been investigating many possible combinations of
rotors ‘to hover and land vertically’ and wings ‘to fly forward efficiently’ [17–19].
While most researchers combine quadrotors with fixed wings, having several small
rotors is less efficient than using a single large rotor. Therefore, to improve hover
performance by using only one large rotor, De Wagter et al. [20] proposed the
helicopter with wings concept shown in Figure 5.1.

The central part consists of a model helicopter rotor head with cyclic and col-
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lective pitch control. The rotor blade design is based on a compromise between
efficient hover and efficient forward flight. This means the rotor significantly differs
from rotors seen in conventional helicopters. It is relatively small, light, stiff and it
has a high lift coefficient. While during hover the rotor points upwards, to transition
to fast forward flight, the entire vehicle pitches down 90° as shown in Figure 5.2.
During forward flight, the rpm of the rotor is reduced and its pitch angle increased
to generate propulsion efficiently at high speed.

The large wings containing all the UAV systems have a large moment of inertia
and combined with relatively small low-weight blades, the result is that the vehi-
cle does not exhibit traditional helicopter dynamics in hover. Likewise, during fast
forward flight, the gyroscopic effect of the rotor is much larger than in typical fixed-
wings, which means it does not behave as a traditional fixed-wing vehicle either.

lift from rotor

forward flight

 

hover

lift from wing

Figure 5.2: Lift generation of a helicopter with wings. In hover, the helicopter rotor points upwards and
provides the lift while in forward flight, the vehicle pitches down 90°, the rotor provides thrust and the
wings provide lift.

To investigate the dynamics of the helicopter with wings and propose a con-
troller, this chapter presents the different parameters that affect the control and
performance of a conventional cyclic and collective-pitch controlled light rotor head
on top of a fixed-wing shaped body with varying inertia.

A simplified mathematical model of the rotor system with wings is created in
Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents simulation results of the model with varying rotor
parameters on a fixed body. In Section 5.4 the interaction between the rotor and
a free-floating fuselage is investigated in simulation for varying wing inertias, and
finally, in Section 5.5 the insights are used to propose an attitude controller in hover.

5.2. Rotor Model

F irst, a 6 Degree of Freedom (DOF)mathematical rotor model [6] is derived as
shown in Figure 5.3. The flapping angle 𝛽 is measured around the spring hinge

𝐾. The rotor radius is 𝑅 and it is spinning with rate 𝜔. The feathering angle of the
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rotor or pitch angle of a blade element is written as 𝜃𝐵.

𝜔

𝑚

𝑟

𝐾

 

𝑅

𝛽

𝜃𝐵

Figure 5.3: A simplified rigid rotor model turning with an angular rate 𝜔, with mass 𝑚, radius 𝑅 and
spring stiffness 𝐾 and yielding a flapping angle 𝛽 and blade pitch angle or rotor feathering angle 𝜃𝐵.

A blade element cross-section of the rotor and its corresponding angles is de-
picted in Figure 5.4. The model neglects the lagging angle of the rotor blade, as
even in forward flight, the rotor of a tailsitter nearly only has axial flow. The velocity
𝑉𝑥 of a blade element at distance 𝑟 from the rotor axis then becomes 𝜔 ⋅ 𝑟 while the
vertical speed of the blade element 𝑉𝑦 is a function of the derivative of the flapping
rate �̇� ⋅ 𝑟. The path angle 𝜈 is the arctangent of 𝑉𝑥 and 𝑉𝑦 while 𝜃𝐵 is the feathering
angle of the blade. The velocity of a blade element �̄� then is:

�̄� = ( 𝑉𝑥𝑉𝑦 ) = (
𝜔𝑟
�̇�𝑟 ) (5.1)

To study the attitude control dynamics in hover, we neglect the collective pitch
and hereby also the induced velocity through the rotor 𝑣𝑖. The angle of attack of a
blade element then becomes 𝛼 = 𝜃𝐵 − 𝜈, and for small angles 𝜈 = �̇�/𝜔. The lift of
a blade element 𝛿𝑟 at distance 𝑟 from the rotor becomes:

𝛿𝐿 = 𝜌
2(𝜔𝑟)

2𝐶𝐿(𝛼) ⋅ 𝑐𝛿𝑟 (5.2)

𝜃𝐵
𝑐

𝑉

 

𝜈𝛼

Figure 5.4: Angle of attack 𝛼 of a rotor-blade element cross-section with cord 𝑐, velocity 𝑉, and blade
pitch angle 𝜃𝐵 and path angle 𝜈.
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in which 𝜌 is the air density and where around hover conditions the lift coefficient
𝐶𝐿(𝛼) can be linearized to 𝑐𝑙𝛼 ⋅ 𝛼. The blade cord 𝑐, the blade pitch angle 𝜃𝐵, the
blade angle of attack 𝛼 and rotor radius 𝑅 are defined in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4.
A so-called Lock Number 𝛾 from Bramwell et al. [6] is introduced

𝛾 =
𝜌𝑐𝑙𝛼𝑐𝑅4
𝐼𝐵

(5.3)

with 𝐼𝐵 being the rotational inertia of the rotor 𝐼𝐵 = ∫𝑟2𝛿𝑚. After substitution
of 𝛼 and 𝛾, 𝛿𝐿 can be expressed as:

𝛿𝐿 = 𝛾𝜔
2𝐼𝐵
𝑅4 (𝜃𝐵 −

�̇�
𝜔) ⋅

1
2𝑟

2 ⋅ 𝛿𝑟 (5.4)

The moments created by a blade element can then be integrated. The aero-
dynamic force 𝛿𝐿 perpendicular to a blade element and the centrifugal force 𝜔2 ⋅
𝑟 cos(𝛽) ⋅ 𝛿𝑚 acting on a moment arm sin(𝛽) ⋅ 𝑟 together with the mass 𝛿𝑚 of the
blade element at moment arm 𝑟 cos(𝛽) yield the following blade moment at the
hinge:

𝑀𝐵 = ∫𝑟 ⋅ 𝛿𝐿

− ∫ ⋅𝜔2 ⋅ 𝑟 cos(𝛽) ⋅ 𝑟 sin(𝛽) ⋅ 𝛿𝑚

−∫𝑟 cos(𝛽) ⋅ 𝛿𝑚 ⋅ 𝑔

− 𝐾 ⋅ 𝛽

(5.5)

where 𝑔 is the gravitational constant and 𝐾 ⋅ 𝛽 is the hinge spring moment with
spring stiffness 𝐾. 𝛿𝑚 can be expressed in function of a length unit 𝛿𝑟 using the
rotor blade density 𝜌𝐵 and the blade cross-section 𝑆𝐵. The equation can then be
integrated over the length of the rotor blade 𝑅.

To obtain the blade flapping acceleration �̈�, moment 𝑀𝐵 is divided by the blade
rotational inertia 𝐼𝐵. When linearizing Equation (5.5), filling the lift force from Equa-
tion (5.4), neglecting the very small contribution of gravity on the blade dynamics,
the following differential equation for rotor flapping is obtained:

�̈� + 𝛾8𝜔�̇� + (𝜔
2 + 𝐾

𝐼𝐵
)𝛽 = 𝛾

8𝜔
2𝜃𝐵 (5.6)

The terms in Equation (5.6) from left to right relate to first the inertia of the rotor,
then its aerodynamic damping, the centrifugal and finally the spring forces. This
concise notation shows that besides rotor rpm 𝜔 and input 𝜃𝐵, the rotor dynamics
depend mostly on the Lock Number 𝛾. As given in Equation (5.3), this Lock Number
physically contains aerodynamic damping terms (air density 𝜌, chord 𝑐, rotor radius
𝑅 and lift coefficient 𝑐𝑙𝛼) divided by the blade flapping inertia 𝐼𝐵.
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A discrete simulation model is created by generating a fixed number of rotor
segments and solving the integral of Equation (5.5) as a summation over the seg-
ments.

The input of the system is the blade pitch angle or rotor feathering angle 𝜃𝐵,
which is changing over the rotor rotation and defined as a function of the cyclic
control inputs 𝛿𝑥 and 𝛿𝑦. These inputs correspond to swash-plate deflections around
the body 𝑋 and 𝑌 axis (See Figure 5.6). A positive input 𝛿𝑥 increases the pitch of
the blade as it passes over the 𝑌 axis and vice-versa:

𝜃𝐵 = 𝛿𝑦 ⋅ sin(𝜔𝑡) + 𝛿𝑥 ⋅ cos(𝜔𝑡) (5.7)

5.3. Fixed Body Simulations

T he derived model is analyzed in simulation. In this section, the rotor axis is kept
fixed while the influence of rotor spring stiffness 𝐾 is analyzed. Parameters for

the model can be found in Table 5.1.

5.3.1. Fully Hinged Rotor Blade
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Figure 5.5: Blade dynamics 𝛽 with zero spring stiffness 𝐾 based on a cyclic deflection 𝛿𝑦 after 1 rotation
which causes a periodic blade pitch angle 𝜃𝐵.

Figure 5.5 shows the simulation result of the flapping angle 𝛽 for a given deflec-
tion 𝜃𝐵 on a hypothetical rotor with 𝐾 = 0. A deflection 𝛿𝑦 of 4 degrees is applied.
The periodic deflection of 𝛽 corresponds to tilting of the rotor plane. The deflection
𝛽 has a phase lag of 90 degrees with the input 𝜃𝐵 as is the case in pure gyroscopes.
The angle between the applied moment and the subsequent rotation axis of the
rotor plane is called 𝜉 and is illustrated in Figure 5.6). When 𝐾 = 0, 𝜉 is equal to
90°. A positive cyclic deflection in pitch decreases the feathering angle 𝜃𝐵 whenever
the rotor blade is at the right side of the vehicle with a clockwise spinning rotor 𝜔.
This results in a rolling moment but a rotor-plane inclination backward. This model
corresponds to old fully hinged helicopter rotors.
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𝜔

𝑌

𝑋

axis of rotation

 

𝐹𝜃𝐵

𝜉

Figure 5.6: The applied force 𝐹𝜃𝐵 and corresponding axis of rotation at angle 𝜉 of a spinning rotor. For
non-spinning bodies, 𝜉 is zero as a moment in the 𝑋 axis will produce a rotation in the 𝑋 axis. For pure
gyroscopes, 𝜉 is 90°.

5.3.2. Rotor with non-zero spring hinge
When the stiffness of the spring 𝐾 is increased, the dynamics of the rotor are af-
fected. Not only is the deflection 𝛽 reduced, but the direction of maximal flapping—
in other words, the rotor plane rotation—is affected. Figure 5.7 shows the results
for a rotor system with a stiff spring (high 𝐾). In this case, the angle 𝜉, or in other
words the phase difference between the point of maximum 𝜃𝐵 and 𝛽, is reduced
from 90° to below 30° for a spring 𝐾 which reduces the flapping angle 𝛽 roughly
by half.
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Figure 5.7: Blade dynamics 𝛽 on a simulated rotor with high spring stiffness 𝐾 in function of a constant
cyclic deflection applied after 1 rotation.

The theoretical model and simulations give insight into how the rotor dynam-
ics can be affected by the moments originating from the rotor axis. As shown in
Equation (5.6), the dynamics of the rotor are affected by the rotor rotation rate
𝜔, Lock Number 𝛾 and spring stiffness over rotor inertia 𝐾/𝐼𝐵. Practically, given a
rotor size and lift requirement, the Lock Number 𝛾 can only be significantly altered
by changing the rotor weight. But although 𝜔 and 𝛾 will influence the response,
the interaction of the fuselage on the rotor must come from the spring 𝐾 and cyclic
deflections 𝛿𝑥 and 𝛿𝑦.
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5.4. Simulation of Rotor-Fuselage Interaction

S ince the previous sections have shown the importance of the hinge spring 𝐾,
the model of the actual rotor is analyzed in more detail.

5.4.1. Rotor Hub Model

𝜔
blade

𝑙𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

 

rubber
rotor-shaft

shaft

 

blade grip steel
aluminum
carbon
rubber

Figure 5.8: Actual Rotor Hub Simplified Schematics.

Figure 5.8 shows a simplified cross-section of the rotor head used in the heli-
copter with wings prototype from Figure 5.1. The center part consists of an alu-
minum T-shaped hub on the main rotor shaft. The feathering shaft holding both
blades is only connected to the hub via rubber o-rings.

Precise modeling of the bending of all parts of the rotor is beyond the scope of
this work. The feathering shaft and the blade grips can bend, and the blade itself
has a structure with non-uniform properties, but most of the flexing comes from
the rubber rings.

𝜔

𝑚

𝑙𝑐.𝑔.

  𝛽

𝑙𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝐾𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑧𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

Figure 5.9: Simplified rotor hub model where the rubber o-rings holding the feathering axis are linearized
as springs.

Modeling how a force is transferred from the rotor system to the main rotor shaft
is therefore simplified by modeling only the rubber o-rings as a linear spring 𝐾𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
and their location 𝑙𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 as schematized in Figure 5.9. For one blade, the moment
from the rotor on the rotor shaft then becomes:
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𝑀𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟−𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 = 𝑧𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝐾𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝑙𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 (5.8)

The relation between the linear spring constant 𝐾𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 and torsional spring
constant 𝐾 from Equation (5.6) with 𝑧𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ≈ 𝑙𝑜 ⋅ 𝛽 is given by:

𝐾 = 𝐾𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 ⋅ 𝑙2𝑜−𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 (5.9)

The stiffness of the central rotor block rubbers was measured by hanging weights
at the rotor and measuring the deflection [1]. A close-up photograph of the rotor-
head and swashplate can be found in Figure 5.10.

swashplate

blade grip

rotor hub

pitch links

servos

brushless motor

Figure 5.10: A close-up of the rotor head of the helicopter with wings vehicle. The swash-plate has 3
servos at 120° from each other. The collective pitch travel was increased and the blades have more twist
to allow efficient forward flight.

5.4.2. Constrained rotor-shaft motion
When the rotor shaft is forced to rotate in pitch or roll—corresponding to a fuselage
change in attitude—the rotor plane is following the fuselage motion through the
blade hinge force and the cyclic mechanism. Since the swashplate moves along with
the fuselage and rotor axis, it effectively changes the blade pitch 𝜃𝐵. Figure 5.11
depicts the simulation results of a 10 degree pitch up of the fuselage and main rotor
shaft in the case of a pure hinged rotor with 𝐾 = 0 (left) and the case of a rotor
with non-zero 𝐾 (right).
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Figure 5.11: Rotor dynamics 𝛽 due to imposed fuselage motion. Left 𝐾 = 0, right 𝐾 ≠ 0. The flapping
angle is given in the earth frame (𝛽𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ) and with respect to the rotor shaft (𝛽𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡). Even with zero
𝐾, the rotor 𝛽 follows the rotor shaft through the swashplate mechanism. With non-zero 𝐾, the rotor
follows the rotor shaft faster but applies moments on the rotor shaft in both Mx and My direction. These
moments are acting on the whole vehicle.

In the case of a fully hinged rotor, the rotor disc still tracks the motion of the
rotor shaft, as the feathering angle 𝜃𝐵 of the blade follows a plane perpendicular to
the rotor shaft through the swash-plate mechanism. This creates an aerodynamic
force that makes the rotor plane follow the rotor shaft even without spring 𝐾. When
neglecting the blade grip push-rods and swash-plate forces, the moment from the
fuselage to the rotor is zero.

On the other hand, whenever a moment can be transferred from the rotor to the
rotor-shaft directly via 𝐾, the relative blade flapping angle 𝛽𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 creates moments
𝑀𝑥 and 𝑀𝑦 with a frequency of 2𝜔, or two times the rotor frequency.

Note that a pure imposed pitch motion will generate moments in both𝑀𝑥 and𝑀𝑦
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directions. This will also happen in free flight whenever the wing imposes a motion
on the rotor. While the swashplate mechanism creates an aerodynamic force to
make the rotor pitch up as above, the fuselage also applies a pitch-up moment on
the rotor directly through the spring. The gyroscopic reaction of the rotor on that
pitching moment is a rolling motion. This yields a roll moment from the rotor on
the fuselage in return. This happens whenever the fuselage and rotor plane are
not aligned. An extreme case is for instance upon landing the helicopter with wings
(See Figure 5.1) with a roll angle, one tip will touch the ground first, yielding a
constrained roll rate of the fuselage which resembles the constrained shaft motion
of this simulation. As shown in Figure 5.11, this results in significant pitch moments
imposed back from the rotor on the fuselage, which, if not compensated can make
the vehicle tip over. Similarly, in forward flight, a pitching moment from the wings
and its elevons will cause an undesired yawing moment from the rotor back on the
fuselage.

In the next section, the dynamics of a non-constrained fuselage on the rotor
system will be investigated.

5.4.3. Free fuselage dynamics
To simulate the free fuselage dynamics, the fuselage is modeled as four-point loads
of a quarter of the total mass, as depicted in Figure 5.12. The fuselage is symmetric
around the 𝑋 and 𝑌 axis but the dimensions are not equal.

rotor

𝑚𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔/4

(𝑙𝑥 , 𝑙𝑦)𝑐.𝑔.𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔

 
wing

elevon

Figure 5.12: The fuselage body of the helicopter with wings is modeled as four point-masses 𝑚𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔/4
at distances 𝑙𝑥 and 𝑙𝑦 from the center of gravity of the vehicle.

The distance from the vehicle center of gravity to each modeled point load 𝑚/4
in the 𝑋 direction is 𝑙𝑥 and in the 𝑌 direction 𝑙𝑦.

𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 4 ⋅
𝑚𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
4 ⋅ 𝑙2𝑥𝑐.𝑔.𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 , (5.10)

𝐼𝑦𝑦 = 4 ⋅
𝑚𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔
4 ⋅ 𝑙𝑦2𝑐.𝑔.𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 (5.11)

Assuming that there are no aerodynamic forces on the wing during hover, that
there is no yaw rate, and that angles are small, the fuselage roll and pitch rates 𝑝
and 𝑞 are obtained through integration of the rotor shaft moments.
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𝑝 = ∫
𝑡

0

𝑀𝑥
𝐼𝑥𝑥
𝑑𝑡, 𝑞 = ∫

𝑡

0

𝑀𝑦
𝐼𝑦𝑦
𝑑𝑡 (5.12)

The interaction between the rotor and the fuselage is simulated for three differ-
ent values of 𝑙𝑥 and 𝑙𝑦 in Figure 5.13. In all three simulations, the same inputs are
applied, shown in the top left figure. The distribution of fuselage inertia over the 𝑋
and 𝑌 axes which is also present in the helicopter with wings prototype is seen to
have a big influence on the way the vehicle reacts to inputs.
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Figure 5.13: The influence of fuselage inertia on a free body helicopter with wings. Three simulations of
an identical rotor with identical inputs and non-zero stiffness but different fuselage inertia distribution.

5.5. Attitude Control

T he insights from the derived models were applied to the control of the helicopter
with wings shown in Figure 5.1. This prototype has light, stiff, and relatively

small carbon-fiber rotor blades mounted on a stiff conventional Logo-480 rotor head
with modified blade grips to double the pitch range. The rotor blade airfoils are
highly cambered to obtain high lift coefficients. The biplane wing-shaped fuselage
contains all electronics and power and spreads the weight over the entire wingspan,
giving it large rotational inertia. Similarly, as the simulation from Figure 5.13, the
combination is not behaving like a conventional helicopter anymore.
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To obtain real flight tests data, the vehicle was equipped with an autopilot with a
simple controller shown in the next section and flown manually. A governor was also
programmed to maintain a constant rpm as previous sections showed the influence
of rotor speed. The flight controller is the Lisa-MX from the Paparazzi-UAV autopilot
project as described [21–23]. Figure 5.14 shows onboard measurements of a test
flight in which can be seen that rpm is kept constant even before the vehicle takes
off.
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Figure 5.14: Take-off sequence of the manual identification test flight of the prototype helicopter with
wings. Due to the influence of 𝜔 in the rotor dynamics, the RPM of the rotor is kept constant when the
governor is enabled at 358 s. The lift-off represented by the vertical black line at 383 s.

5.5.1. Axis definitions

 

 

Z

Y

𝜃, 𝑞
𝜙, 𝑝

Figure 5.15: Body axis definitions, with the 𝑋 axis defined by the right-hand rule. The 𝑋 axis points
down in forward flight. 𝑝 and 𝑞 are the body rates around the 𝑋 and 𝑌 axes respectively.

Figure 5.15 shows the body axis definitions used in the controller. Angular rates
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around the 𝑋, 𝑌, and 𝑍 axes are denoted with 𝑝, 𝑞, and 𝑟 respectively. Together,
they are denoted by the vector �̄�.

To control the attitude, the cyclic 𝛿𝑥 and 𝛿𝑦 are controlled through the swash-
plate. The swashplate also controls the collective pitch which is changing the pitch
of all blades collectively to regulate the total lift.

Tip propellers provide a moment around the body 𝑍 axis in hover, and four flaps,
one on each wing, can provide a moment around the body 𝑌 and 𝑍 axes.

5.5.2. Baseline attitude controller
The control of the attitude is formulated in quaternions because tail-sitter hybrid
UAV pitch down 90° or more to transition from hover to forward flight and at these
angles Euler representations reach singularities [24]. A reference angular rate is
constructed from the vector part of the error quaternion multiplied by a proportional
and integral gain 𝐾𝑃 and 𝐾𝐼 respectively:

�̄�ref = 𝐾𝑃 [ 𝑞𝑥 𝑞𝑦 𝑞𝑧 ]
𝑇
err + 𝐾𝐼∑

𝑖
[ 𝑞𝑥 𝑞𝑦 𝑞𝑧 ]

𝑇
err (5.13)

where the error quaternion is calculated using the Hamilton product:

𝑞err = 𝑞ref⊗𝑞∗𝑚 (5.14)

where ∗ denotes conjugation [24]. Equation (5.13) contains the integrator term,
which sums the quaternion error over every discrete time instant 𝑖.

From the reference angular rate, the angular rate error is calculated:

[
𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟
𝑞𝑒𝑟𝑟
𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑟

] = �̄�err = �̄�ref − �̄� (5.15)

Then, roll pitch and yaw commands are calculated by multiplying the angular rate
error with a linear rate gain 𝐾𝐷 to obtain cyclic commands and yaw compensation
using the tip motors.

Once the desired cyclic commands 𝛿𝑥 and 𝛿𝑦 are computed, which rotate the
swash plate around the body 𝑋 and 𝑌 axes respectively, the actuator deflections are
computed to move the swash-plate as desired. Three servos 𝛿𝑠1, 𝛿𝑠2 and 𝛿𝑠3 are
used to control the swash-plate (See Figure 5.10):

𝛿𝑠1 = √2
2 𝛿𝑥 +

𝛿𝑦
2 , (5.16)

𝛿𝑠2 = −√22 𝛿𝑥 +
𝛿𝑦
2 , (5.17)

𝛿𝑠3 = −𝛿𝑦 (5.18)
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5.5.3. Compensating for fuselage-rotor interaction
In steady conditions, the prototype helicopter with wings can just be kept airborne
with the proposed baseline controller. The feedback was initially done with 𝜉 =90°
(See Figure 5.6), such that roll feedback was applied to 𝛿𝑥 and pitch feedback to
𝛿𝑦. Using the onboard logging on an SD-card, data was collected to identify these
coupled vehicle dynamics. The pitch and roll during the resulting marginally stable
flight are shown in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: An early manual hovering test flight of the helicopter with wings prototype with a manually
tuned standard helicopter rate controller from the paparazzi-UAV autopilot showed that a doublet step
input right (𝑡 = 555 s) and then left (𝑡 = 559 s) on roll rate 𝑝 (rotation rate around body 𝑋 axis) yields
an undesired but very significant pitch rate 𝑞 (rotation rate around body 𝑌 axis). Pilots described this
undesired and delayed effect of pitch on roll commands as ‘wobbling’.

Section 5.4 found that the angular accelerations in pitch �̇� and roll �̇� are expected
to depend on both cyclic inputs 𝛿𝑥 and 𝛿𝑦 but also on motion of the fuselage, or
in other words, the rates in roll 𝑝 and pitch 𝑞. To identify their relative influence,
coefficients were introduced to fit the relation of the former variables on the pitch
and roll accelerations. 𝐶𝐴𝐵 denotes the influence of input A on output B. Coefficients
were introduced for inputs 𝑝, 𝑞, 𝛿𝑥 and 𝛿𝑦 on outputs �̇� and �̇�. Offsets 𝐶𝑂�̇� and 𝐶𝑂�̇�
are added to the fit to compensate for trim errors. The fits are referred to as 𝑓𝑝()
and 𝑓𝑞() and shown in Equation (5.19) and Equation (5.20):

�̇� ≈ 𝑓𝑝() = 𝐶𝑂�̇� + 𝐶𝛿𝑥�̇�𝛿𝑥 + 𝐶𝛿𝑦�̇�𝛿𝑦 + 𝐶𝑝�̇�𝑝 + 𝐶𝑞�̇�𝑞 (5.19)

�̇� ≈ 𝑓𝑞() = 𝐶𝑂�̇� + 𝐶𝛿𝑥�̇�𝛿𝑥 + 𝐶𝛿𝑦�̇�𝛿𝑦 + 𝐶𝑝�̇�𝑝 + 𝐶𝑞�̇�𝑞 (5.20)

Figure 5.17 shows the angular acceleration in roll and pitch along with the best
fit of the coefficients for a short indoor flight fragment where the helicopter with
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Figure 5.17: Fitting the control inputs and body rates to body accelerations �̇�, �̇�. The best model fits
𝑓𝑝(), 𝑓𝑞() relate well to the observed filtered angular accelerations.

wings performs a step in roll angle of approximately 20 degrees. All signals were
filtered with a second-order filter with a cutoff frequency of 15 rad/s [25]. From the
figure, it can be seen that this model can explain most of the behavior for this part
of the flight. The coefficients that were found using the data shown in Figure 5.17
are given in Table 5.2. When looking closely at the coefficients for 𝐶𝑝 and 𝐶𝑞 in
Table 5.2, they confirm that a roll rate causes a pitch acceleration and vice-versa.

Taking into account the identified couplings, the linear controller is revised to:

[ 𝛿𝑥𝛿𝑦 ] = 𝐺
−1 [ 𝐾𝑝 ⋅ 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 + 𝑞 ⋅ 𝐶𝑞�̇� ⋅ 𝐾𝑐𝐾𝑞 ⋅ 𝑞𝑒𝑟𝑟 + 𝑝 ⋅ 𝐶𝑝�̇� ⋅ 𝐾𝑐

] , (5.21)

𝐺 = [
𝐶𝛿𝑥�̇� 𝐶𝛿𝑦�̇�
𝐶𝛿𝑥�̇� 𝐶𝛿𝑦�̇�

] (5.22)

Where 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 and 𝑞𝑒𝑟𝑟 are the difference between the desired rates and the actual
rates of the vehicle, and 𝐾𝑝 and 𝐾𝑞 are gains that can be tuned. An in-flight tuning
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parameter 𝐾𝑐 is introduced with a value between 0 and 1. It was introduced to
gradually enable the compensation of angular acceleration due to rates during flight.

Test flights showed that a value of 𝐾𝑐 = 0.5 gives better results than a value
of 𝐾𝑐 = 1. This may be caused by actuator dynamics or the filtering, as a control
moment can not be instantly generated when a rate is measured. More research is
necessary to better explain why 𝐾𝑐 = 1 still gives a wobble.

5.5.4. Flight validation of the controller
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Figure 5.18: Manual test flight in attitude mode to confirm the observed coupling as seen in Figure 5.16
has been resolved with the proposed controller. In this flight, a 𝐾𝑐 of 0.5 was selected to yield the best
results. Before time 𝑡 = 598 the test pilot was applying mainly pitch commands, and after mainly roll
commands while keeping the vehicle in the flight area.

Figure 5.18 shows the measured angular rates of the vehicle during some pitch
maneuvers in the first part of the flight and some roll maneuvers in the second
part of the flight. The rates were filtered with a second-order filter with a cutoff
frequency of 25 rad/s. In the bottom figure, the roll angle 𝜙 and pitch angle 𝜃, as
defined by ZYX Euler angles, are shown. From Figure 5.18 it can be seen that no
wobble is present, and the motion in roll and pitch is uncoupled. When compared
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back to the initial situation in Figure 5.16, it can be seen that the control was highly
improved. But for every change in fuselage inertia, rotor inertia, or rotor rpm, new
values need to be computed.

5.6. Conclusion

W hen designing combinations of conventional cyclic controlled helicopters rotors
and fixed-wing aircraft, it is important to understand the interactions between

rotor and wing to optimize the design. Although a very simplified simulation model
cannot be used to directly identify control parameters, it can help understand the
variables affecting the control.

The Lock Number was shown to influence the response speed of the rotor plane
while the rotor hinge spring stiffness was shown to influence the amplitude of the
rotor plane tilt and even its direction.

Non-homogeneous inertia of the fuselage and fuselage-rotor interactions were
shown to add non-symmetrical coupling between the pitch and roll axes. Compen-
sation for gyroscopic effects was needed in the controller to remove this coupling.

Finally, an attitude controller was formulated and tested in flight that compen-
sates the rotor-fuselage interaction, enabling functional attitude control in hover.

Variable Value Unit
𝑅 51 cm
𝑟𝑐.𝑔. 30 cm
𝑚 55 gram
𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑝 3.0 cm
𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 5.7 cm
𝑐𝑙𝛼 2𝜋 cm
𝐾 88 Nm/rad

Table 5.1: Rotor blade parameters of the simulations, estimated to resemble the prototype helicopter
with wings in De Wagter et al. [20].

Coefficient �̇� �̇�
𝐶𝑂 -2.4661 -2.8847
𝐶𝛿𝑥 0.0032 -0.0044
𝐶𝛿𝑦 0.0011 0.0073
𝐶𝑝 -0.5703 7.4479
𝐶𝑞 -3.4308 -3.4487

Table 5.2: Identified control parameters of the helicopter with wings prototype.
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6
The DelftaCopter

Good judgment comes from experience,
and often experience comes from bad judgment

Will Rogers

To participate in the Outback Medical Express UAV Challenge 2016, a vehi-
cle was designed and tested that can autonomously hover precisely, take-off
and land vertically, fly fast forward efficiently, and use computer vision to
locate a person and a suitable landing location. The vehicle is a novel hy-
brid tail-sitter combining a delta-shaped biplane fixed-wing and a conven-
tional helicopter rotor. The rotor and wing are mounted perpendicularly to
each other and the entire vehicle pitches down to transition from hover to
fast forward flight where the rotor serves as propulsion. To deliver sufficient
thrust in hover while still being efficient in fast forward flight, a custom ro-
tor system was designed. The theoretical design was validated with energy
measurements, wind tunnel tests, and application in real-world missions.
A rotor-head and corresponding control algorithm were developed to allow
transitioning flight with the non-conventional rotor dynamics that are caused
by fuselage-rotor interaction. Dedicated electronics were designed that meet
vehicle needs and comply with regulations to allow safe flight beyond vi-
sual line of sight. Vision-based search and guidance algorithms running on a
stereo-vision fish-eye camera were developed and tested to locate a person in
cluttered terrain never seen before. Flight tests and competition participation
illustrate the applicability of the DelftaCopter concept.

Parts of this chapter have been published in the Journal of Field Robotics 35, 6 (2018) [1]. My main
contributions to this paper are the wind tunnel analysis, linking the aerodynamics and propulsion design
values with the test results, the design of the electronics, the development and tuning of the control,
the test-flying, and the writing of the manuscript.
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6.1. Introduction

T he possible applications of aircraft with combined efficient long-range flight and
hovering capabilities are numerous [2, 3]. Typical examples are long observation

missions from ships, survey operations over vast forests, or long-distance flights
departing from densely built-up areas. Unfortunately, requirements for fast and
slow or even hovering flight are very contradictory [4], making it difficult to design
an aircraft that is efficient and controllable while having a very large flight envelope.

Though hybrid aircraft have existed for a long time [5], the first hybrid aircraft
had to carry a human pilot. This created some additional constraints, as the pilot
needs to be comfortable and able to see the surroundings at all times.

With the advent of UAVs, several hybrid aircraft concepts that were previously
impracticable have gained new interest. This includes the so-called tail-sitter UAV.

Figure 6.1: Novel hybrid UAV which combines a cyclic and collective pitch controlled main rotor with
a biplane delta-wing and torque compensating tip rotors. The biplane concept adds structural rigidity
and minimizes the lateral surface area to reduce the perturbations from turbulence during hover. The
large main rotor allows efficient hovering flight while the cyclic control provides large control authority
in hover.

To solve the combined requirement on control authority and efficiency, a new
tail-sitter concept is proposed based on two principles from conventional helicopters.
The first is that conventional helicopters not only vary the pitch of the main rotor for
all blades collectively, but they can also create different lift on two opposing blades.
This is referred to as cyclic control, as the pitch is increased or decreased every
time the blade passes a certain point in its cycle. This control of blade pitch is done
through a swashplate where the top part is turning with the rotor and has pushrods
to the blades while the bottom part does not rotate and connects to servos in the
fuselage. While this adds complexity and maintenance, it allows the rotor to very
quickly create very large control moments that, unlike aerodynamic actuators, are
nearly independent on vehicle flight speed [6].

The second aspect of conventional helicopter rotor advantages, when compared
to multicopters, is that propulsion theory predicts the best efficiency is obtained
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with a single rotor that induces only a small velocity increment to a large surface of
air [7].

Finally, for fast forward flight, the most energy-efficient way of flying is by using
high aspect ratio fixed wings to provide the lift.

By combining a large efficient conventional helicopter rotor with cyclic control
and a pair of delta-wings, a platform is obtained that can hover efficiently, fly forward
efficiently and still maintain very good control in case of perturbations during hover.

6.1.1. Medical Express Challenge
One use-case for Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) aircraft with long-range ca-
pabilities is the Outback Medical Express UAV Challenge 2016. The Outback UAV
Challenge has a long history of creating realistic but very hard challenges to stimu-
late the state of the art in UAV technology [8–10].

The 2016 edition of the Outback UAV Challenge was called Medical Express and
had set its competition goals to stimulate the development of aircraft with both
hovering and long-range flight capabilities. The competition requires an unmanned
vehicle to take off from a model airstrip in Dalby, Australia and fly to a remote
location 30 km away. The selected remote area had often been inaccessible due to
floods for real. At the location, a lost bush-walker must be located. The unmanned
vehicle must then select a suitable landing location within 80m from the found
person, but for safety reasons may never come closer than 30m to the person [11].
After an automatic vertical landing, medical assistance is delivered before flying
back to base with a medical sample.

6.1.2. Long-Distance VTOL
This chapter describes the design and application of the novel UAV concept called
DelftaCopter shown in Figure 6.1, that combines efficient and high control authority
hover with efficient fast long-range flight. While the design was optimized for the
Outback Medical Express, it has applications far beyond. It contains all avionics and
computer vision needed to turn the UAV into a flying fully autonomous vision-guided
robot.

During hover, all lift is provided by the main rotor and it uses tip-rotors and
ailerons to compensate for the main rotor torque resulting in the DelftaCopter be-
coming a helicopter. In forward flight, DelftaCopter pitches down almost 90° and
transitions to a fixed-wing aircraft with a large propeller, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.
The motor rpm is then reduced and the rotor blade pitch is increased to reach flight
speeds of around 20 to 25m/s. These flight speeds are necessary to cover the re-
quired 60 km in under an hour, particularly in case of winds up to 25 kt or 12.9m/s
stated as the limit in the competition rules.

The delta-wing of the DelftaCopter has the advantage of being simple and com-
pact. Not needing a long fuselage and tail section also yields advantages in the
landing phases. The natural wind has a severe wind gradient close to the ground
[12]. When hovering, the top of the aircraft experiences a higher wind velocity than
the lower part, which calls for aircraft without a long tail.

The choice for a biplane was made on three grounds. First, two wings have less
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surface area exposed to the wind in VTOL mode, compared to a single wing that
can provide the same lift. This diminishes the perturbations of take-off and landing
in wind. Moreover, the two wings and fins at the tips form a box construction with
landing legs at the extremities. This results in a large footprint and thereby maximal
stability when landed. And finally, a biplane configuration remains non-stalled in a
higher range of angles of attack [13], which gives advantages in the transition from
hover to forward flight and back.

6.1.3. Outline
The outline of this chapter is as follows. First, a propulsion system for both hover and
forward flight is derived in Section 6.2. Then the energy consumption (Section 6.3)
is addressed. Based on the available propulsion and energy, the aerodynamic and
structural design are detailed in Section 6.4. The electrical design is explained in
Section 6.6. The control of the DelftaCopter is explained in Section 6.7. An overview
of the on-board computer-vision follows in Section 6.8. Flight testing is described in
Section 6.9 and finally the Conclusions and Recommendations follow in Sections 6.10
and 6.11.

6.2. Propulsion design

T he design of a propulsion system that is efficient in the wide range from fast
forward flight down to stationary hovering flight remains a challenge. For the

DelftaCopter, the propulsion is designed to be a compromise between efficient hover
and efficient forward flight. This results in a rotor blade that is different from rotors
seen in conventional helicopters.

Maximum efficiency for hover is obtained using a single large rotor with a low
pitch angle [6]. Also for forward flight, a single rotor is the most efficient solution
to provide propulsion, albeit with a higher pitch angle [4]. While in theory, a single-
blade rotor is more efficient than a two-blade rotor, in practice to balance vibrations
at all power settings, the dual blade is more practicable than the single blade.

Blade twist is the change in angle of attack between tip and root. Since the tip
of a propeller or rotor moves a lot faster than the root, it needs a different angle of
attack to be optimal. The DelftaCopter rotor blades are designed with blade twist.
Conventional helicopters suffer from blade-twist as in fast forward flight the rotor
undergoes a lot of sideward airflow [14]. This lateral flow hits both tip and root
of the blades at the same speed, hereby changing the optimal blade angles and
reducing efficiency in case of twist. In the DelftaCopter, the use of twist is possible
thanks to the transitioning as the rotor can always be kept in an axial flow regime.

6.2.1. Propeller design
For efficient hovering, the diameter has to be big enough to reach a reasonable
figure of merit [6]. For forward flight where the power is significantly less than for
hover, the big diameter is only acceptable when the rpm is reduced and the pitch
is increased [7]. The DelftaCopter, therefore, uses a large rotor to hover efficiently
and create large control moments and increases the pitch in forward flight. This
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is achieved by modifying a flybarless 480-sized model helicopter rotor head and
reducing the size of the pitch links, more than double the collective pitch range was
achieved; namely from −40° to 40°.
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Figure 6.2: Blade cord 𝑐(𝑟) and blade pitch angle 𝜃𝐵(𝑟) of the designed rotor blade in function of the
radial location 𝑟.

The design of the propeller was iteratively performed with the support of Prop-
Calc 3.01 [15] to minimize both hover power and forward flight power for a given
weight of the DelftaCopter. A diameter of 1 meter was selected as a compromise
between hover and forward flight requirements. A blade twist of 25° from root
to tip was applied. For the airfoil, the MA409 section was chosen, targeted at a
Reynolds numbers of 𝑅𝑒0.7 = 200.000 and below. The resulting propeller is shown
in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.3 shows computations of the thrust 𝑇 generated by the DelftaCopter
rotor in function of the incoming airflow 𝑉𝑎 for various collective pitch and rpm
settings of the blades. A higher thrust for hover or forward acceleration can only
be obtained at higher rpm. Lower airspeeds 𝑉𝑎 correspond to hovering conditions
or slow vertical climb as a low 𝑉𝑎 means the rotor moves little compared to the
air. Higher 𝑉𝑎 occur in fast forward flight. The corresponding predicted required
shaft power 𝑃 to achieve this thrust is shown in Figure 6.4. These figures must be
taken into account when designing the automatic flight control of the DelftaCopter.
Finally, Figure 6.5 shows the computed efficiency 𝜂 of the propulsion, showing that
at each forward speed, another blade pitch angle is optimal. The rotor is producing
the required hover thrust (See Figure 6.3) at 1500 rpm with 10° tip pitch angle. For
fast forward flight, the best efficiency at 25m/s (See Figure 6.5) is obtained using
500 rpm with 50° tip pitch angle. The propeller should then be able to produce
about 5.5N thrust.

During the wind tunnel measurements (See Section 6.5) and flight tests (See
Section 6.9), the drag of the DelftaCopter was found to be higher than initially es-
timated. To overcome this higher drag, a higher thrust is needed, which can only
be obtained (See Figure 6.3) by using a lower pitch and increased rpm. While
this results in a slightly lower maximal forward cruise speed, it has the advantage
to improve the control responsiveness and allows to climb more quickly when re-

1See http://www.drivecalc.de/PropCalc/

http://www.drivecalc.de/PropCalc/
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Figure 6.3: Calculated propulsion thrust 𝑇 in function of the incoming free stream airspeed 𝑉𝑎 at selected
rotor-blade tip pitch angles and rpm. Low 𝑉𝑎 corresponds to hovering flight while high 𝑉𝑎 corresponds
to cruising flight. In hover, all the weight of the DelftaCopter (≈ 43 N) must be carried by the rotor. This
can only be done at low pitch angles and an rpm of 1500. On the other hand, at low pitch angles, the
DelftaCopter would never be able to reach 20 m/s as the thrust becomes zero at that speed. Meanwhile,
using very high pitch angles of 50∘, thrust can be generated up to at least 30 m/s.
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Figure 6.4: Calculated available propulsion power at selected rotor-blade tip pitch angles and rpm. The
lower 𝑉𝑎 corresponds to hover while the higher 𝑉𝑎 corresponds to fast forward flight. Note that the
actual lift, motor efficiency, and electronic control efficiency have to be taken into account before the
total used power is found.
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Figure 6.5: Calculated propulsion efficiency 𝜂 defined as power obtained divided by power applied at
selected pitch angles and rpm in function of airspeed. This shows the most efficient pitch setting in
function of airspeed 𝑉𝑎. Up to airspeeds 𝑉𝑎 of about 16m/s, the most efficient pitch setting is 10°. For
a speed of 20m/s the pitch setting of 10° is not possible anymore but ≈ 23° seems quite efficient. The
pitch setting of 50° only becomes more efficient than 30° at speeds over 23m/s.
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quired. For forward flight at this slightly lower cruise speed of ≈21m/s, the most
efficient setting is a pitch angle of about 23° combined with a reduced rpm of about
1140 rpm.

6.2.2. Motor
To deliver the required torque and power, a 105 kV direct-drive sensorless Brush-
Less Direct Current (BLDC) motor was selected. The iPower MT8017 motor rated
for 900W and 40A was used and powered at a nominal voltage of 22.2V from the 6
cell lithium-polymer pack (LiPo). This 90mm diameter outrunner weighs 385 g and
was able to spin the 1m diameter rotor at 1650 rpm in hover at full load. A higher
torque motor able to achieve the same rpm would have been preferred but was not
available at the moment of the design.

The absence of gears in the direct-drive system with a low-rpm motor on a large
efficient low rpm main rotor reduces the three main sources of sound. In hover,
the DelftaCopter produces noise equivalent to a medium-sized quadrotor, with most
noise originating from the high rpm fixed-pitch counter-torque wingtip propellers.
But when transitioning to forward flight, the tip propellers are shut off completely
and the main rotor rpm is reduced, which enables the DelftaCopter to become very
silent. This reduced noise production is a benefit of using one large efficient rotor
with low disc-loading, low rpm, and a gearless direct-drive motor.

6.3. Energy subsystem design

C ommon high energy density battery technologies for electric UAVs are lithium-
polymer and lithium-ion batteries. Even higher energy densities can be achieved

using fuel cells [16]. But because of the short mission time of less than 1 hour and
high flight speed involved in the competition, the power these systems can deliver
is also important. No fuel cell systems could be found within the weight budget and
power rating, so instead, lithium cells were selected.

The choice between the more energy-dense lithium-ion and high-current-rated
lithium-polymer types is not obvious. Two cells were found that in theory should
have sufficient energy to fly the mission; namely the 3300mAh LG-HG2-3300 lithium-
ion battery and the 2700mAh Extron 2700 lithium-polymer battery. While the for-
mer has 22% more energy, it becomes very inefficient at loads close to or over
3.3A per cell or so-called 1C: one time the capacity. Since batteries can behave
differently than specified under non-constant loads, the selected cells were submit-
ted to a load that simulates an actual flight. The energy profile consists of an initial
high-load phase during vertical take-off, followed by an endurance low load-phase
during the cruise and another high-load phase during the landing. After a short
downtime, there is also a return flight with the same profile.

DelftaCopter needs six lithium cells in series to boost the voltage to the required
22.2V nominal as single lithium cells have a nominal voltage of 3.7V. Three series of
cells are then placed in parallel to increase the maximally allowed discharge current
and be able to deliver the required peaks of 600W during the climb. The average
current during hover was computed to be about 7.5A per cell and is further referred
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Figure 6.6: Battery Discharge Test: Voltage in function of time and current for a single lithium-polymer
versus lithium-ion cell subjected to the mission load profile, emulating a 1-minute hovering take-off,
followed by an efficient 29min forward cruising flight, a 1min hovering landing, 3min of waiting time
and the same return flight. DelftaCopter uses six cells in series to boost the voltage to 22.2V nominal
and three series in parallel to reach the required about 500W peak. Although the LG-HG2-3300 contains
22% more energy than the Extron 2700, under the load of the DelftaCopter mission it is the first to be
depleted as it cannot handle high discharge rates well.

to as the high-load while during forward flight the current per cell is about 2.5A,
which is referred to as the low-load.

Figure 6.6 shows the battery discharge test results for the best lithium-polymer
and the best lithium-ion battery for the DelftaCopter. Large differences can be
observed in the discharge voltage while both are loaded with the same current. It
can be seen that the voltage of the lithium-ion cell reaches critically low levels of
2.7V before the end of the flight. While the lithium-ion cells contain 22%more mAh
under ideal conditions, namely 3300mAh compared to 2700mAh for the lithium-
polymer cell, under the mission load it delivers less energy and could not deliver
the power needed for the final landing. The Extron 2700 lithium-polymer cells were
selected for the DelftaCopter as they could better cope with the high loads of the
hover and the fast discharge rate imposed by the relatively short competition time.
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6.4. Airframe design

G iven the propulsion system, energy package, and performance requirements, a
fixed-wing airframe was designed. The airframe needs to generate lift during

fast forward flight with little drag, but at the same time, it must also accommodate
all the systems of the flying robot, including a swash-plate system for the control of
the main rotors blades. Finally, it must provide structural integrity for the airframe
to land as a rotorcraft as shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7: Photo of the DelftaCopter standing on the ground using the wingtips as landing legs and
utilizing the double-wing structure to increase rigidity and ground stability.

6.4.1. Structural
When the DelftaCopter is in hover, the wings make the helicopter more sensitive
to lateral gusts. The biplane configuration has the advantage that the total lateral
surface area in hover is reduced by almost a factor of two when compared to a single
wing. This in turn means the size of the vehicle and the moments from external
perturbations are reduced, while the two wings also provide a stable rectangular
basis for landing as shown in Figure 6.7. The wings are kept together by a central
assembly that also supports the rotor head. Based on the blade size, parts from a
rotor-head and swash-plate system from a LOGO4802 were used and built into an
own carbon-aluminum frame. The rotor-head was equipped with shorter blade grid
handles to achieve a higher range of pitch angles. Figure 6.16 in Section 6.7 shows
a close-up of the rotor system and central fuselage.

6.4.2. Aerodynamic design
A delta-shaped auto-stable flying wing concept was selected for efficient forward
flight while removing the need for a long fuselage with a stabilizer that would conflict
with the landing. A ‘Peter Wick’ PW513 airfoil was manually selected. The PW51 is
an airfoil designed for and proven in flying wings at Reynolds numbers from 100 000
until 800 000. This marginally stable relatively thin airfoil with reflex was designed to

2MIKADO Model Helicopter
3https://tracfoil.com/airfoils/uploads/files/profils/p/PW51i.dat

https://tracfoil.com/airfoils/uploads/files/profils/p/PW51i.dat
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Figure 6.8: Lift-Drag computation using XFLR for a 4.5 kg DelftaCopter. The figures show computed drag
polars in the case of wings only, wings with an ideal fuselage, and the total vehicle including drag from
rotor head and all protruding items like antennas. The best glide ratio (𝐶𝐿/𝐶𝐷)𝑚𝑎𝑥 is 11.4.
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Figure 6.9: The total aerodynamic drag in function of airspeed 𝑉𝑎. When compared to the available
thrust from the propulsion from Figure 6.3, one can see that at about 25m/s the drag becomes larger
than 5N while the maximal achievable thrust with any blade setting becomes lower than 5N. If the real
drag of a built prototype is higher, this will reduce the maximal speed.
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Figure 6.10: The required aerodynamic power in function of forward airspeed 𝑉𝑎 computation using
XFLR. It is visible that especially at higher speeds, which correspond to lower 𝐶𝐿, a lot can still be gained
by reducing the parasitic drag of the DelftaCopter. The actual power used depends on the propulsion
setting used and all electrical losses.
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have low drag at 𝐶𝐿=0 for fast flight and a high 𝐶𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 of around 1.2 for sharp turning
or slow flight. The pitching moment curve is as flat as possible and the zero pitching
moment is around 𝐶𝐿=0 so that no flap deflections are needed at high speeds to
get minimal drag. Finally, it has gentle stall properties, which is important during
the transitioning phase. Passive longitudinal stability in forward flight is achieved
when the delta-wing is given 18° of sweepback and 1° of washout. The wingspan
is set at 1.5m and the cord decreases from 20 cm at the root to 12 cm at the tip.
Lift and drag computations were performed using XFLR [17].

Figure 6.8 shows the drag polars which relate the amount of drag for a given
amount of lift [4]. Higher angles of attack correspond to higher lift coefficients at
lower speeds. It can be seen that the insertion of the fuselage “Body” has almost no
influence on 𝐶𝐷 at 𝐶𝐿=0 due to the inviscid calculation used in XFLR. The drag due
to the non-streamlined fuselage, the rotor head, motor cooling, and all protrusions
like antennae, etc is therefore added as an extra term and initially set at 𝐶𝐷0=0.012.

Using the drag polar from Figure 6.8 in the formula of lift 𝐿 = 0.5𝜌𝑉2𝑎 ⋅ 𝑆 ⋅ 𝐶𝐿 with
a total wing surface of 𝑆=0.496m2 and 𝜌 at sea-level of 1.225 kg/m2 the total drag
can be computed. This is shown in Figure 6.9 and can directly be compared with
the available propulsion thrust in Figure 6.3 to determine which flight speeds are
possible, namely, according to these calculations, speeds of up to 25m/s.

Figure 6.10 shows the power needed in function of forward speed given the
previously computed drag polar in Figure 6.8 and given a total system weight of
4.5 kg. When compared with the propulsion power required to hover with the same
weight in Figure 6.4, one can see that flying with the wing requires an order of
magnitude less power. From Figure 6.3, one can also see that in pure helicopter
mode without wing, the maximal airspeed where the rotor can still provide enough
thrust to carry the entire weight of 4.5 kg or 44N is about 7m/s. In that case, more
than 500W is used. In comparison, Figure 6.10 shows that thanks to its wings the
DelftaCopter can fly using much less power and also reach much higher speeds.

6.5. Wind tunnel analysis

T o find optimal settings for energy-efficient forward flight, a wind tunnel experi-
ment was performed in the Open Jet Facility of the Delft University of Technol-

ogy. The vehicle was placed in the middle of the 2.85m by 2.85m wind tunnel outlet,
with zero angle of attack. The DelftaCopter was rigidly attached to a pole, which
was mounted on a force-moment balance below the wind tunnel outlet as shown in
Figure 6.11. Measurements were taken at several representative airspeeds, namely
at 15, 19, 24, and 27m/s. For each airspeed, a range of main rotor collective pitch
angles and power settings was tested as shown in Figure 6.12. These settings were
manually selected based on the earlier predictions and adapted during the test such
that no rpm, current, or motor temperature limitation was breached.

Compared to the theoretic predictions from Section 6.2, the wind tunnel obser-
vations show several differences. First of all that the actual reserve thrust (𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑡−
𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔) of the tested prototype is smaller than predicted, which means that the max-
imal velocity will be less than the design value and measurements show it will lie
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Figure 6.11: The DelftaCopter in the Open Jet Windtunnel of TUDelft. The tunnel outlet measures
2.85m by 2.85m and can reach 30m/s wind speeds. DelftaCopter was mounted on a 1.8m aluminum
pole which was standing on a force and moment balance. The Y-axis of the balance points into the
tunnel opening. The X-axis points right in the picture and the Z-axis up.

between 19 and 24m/s. Similarly, the rpm values below 700 rpm can not produce
sufficient thrust to fly at even 19m/s cruise speed. Increasing the rpm allows hav-
ing more thrust. While the optimal forward speed for a given power or kilometer
per mAh can not be extracted precisely from the wind tunnel data as this would
have required to tune the angle of attack to produce the correct amount of lift, it
could be seen through the lack of thrust that high pitch settings become very inef-
ficient. To further investigate this, the main motor temperature was measured by
the onboard avionics using an Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) thermistor
glued to the inner coils of the main motor. High motor temperatures were only ob-
served at high power combined with low rpm. Hereby the electrical motor efficiency
was shown to reduce significantly at high torque. This counteracts the increase in
aerodynamic efficiency predicted with higher pitch settings in Figure 6.5. Because
of this, it was found that pitch and rpm can be exchanged without a significant dif-
ference in power efficiency. Figure 6.13 shows the produced net thrust in function
of power for various throttle sweeps at several flight speeds and pitch settings. The
reduced electric motor efficiency at lower rpm appears to precisely cancel out the
gain in propeller efficiency at lower rpm for the main operating conditions since the
thrust-to-power ratio remains nearly constant (except 3 low-rpm sweeps where it is
assumed from the vibrations and noise that the rotor was stalled). This shows that
at normal cruise conditions, the selected rpm and blade pitch combination do not
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Figure 6.12: Raw windtunnel data and onboard measurements for the tunnel setting at 15, 19, and
24m/s. For every pitch setting all acceptable throttle settings are visited and the effect on power use
and forward thrust is measured. Note that the tip pitch is 25deg smaller than the root pitch.
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Figure 6.13: Measured thrust in function of the power for various up and down throttle sweeps at various
pitch settings. Except a few very inefficient cases, around the zero net thrust most pitch angles require
the same amount of power. Note that there are about three runs where the rotor is much less efficient
while the motor is unable to provide the requested torque.

influence the power efficiency very much.
Overall it can be concluded that in the cruise regime, the DelftaCopter can oper-

ate at a large range of rpm and pitch settings without important change in efficiency
as the aerodynamic rotor efficiency increase at reduced rpm is canceled out by elec-
trical motor efficiency loss.

This led to the following compromise to select an ideal rpm for the forward
flight. The rotor needs time to spin up and can only hover at over 1500 rpm. From
Figure 6.5 we know head rotor speeds below 1000 rpm are only useful for speeds
over 22m/s, but wind tunnel measurements showed that these speeds can not be
reached. The DelftaCopter can operate at a large range of rpm and pitch settings
while cruising at about 19m/s without significant change in total efficiency as in-
creases in aerodynamic efficiency are canceled out by the reduced electrical motor
efficiency. In the case of low motor efficiency, its temperature can grow danger-
ously hot. Because it is safer in case of quick deceleration to hover and puts less
thermal stress on the motor, in its current form the DelftaCopter can best fly in
forward flight with high rotor speeds.

6.6. Electronic design

T o comply with the strict requirements of the Outback Medical Challenge [11]
dictated by the Australian aviation safety organization Civil Aviation Safety Au-
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Figure 6.14: Schematic overview of the DelftaCopter electronics

thority (CASA) and be allowed to fly Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) missions
of up to 30 km, custom electronic are required (See Figure 6.15).

The electronics board consists of two independently powered circuits. As seen in
Figure 6.14, the first part is called the ‘flight termination device’. This part has all the
safety-critical functions like driving actuators but also geo-fencing and long-range
kill switches, motor un-powering, and arming.

All navigation and control functions together with the flight plan logic are in the
second part called ‘autopilot’. Both parts are modifications of the Paparazzi-UAV
[18] Lisa-MX autopilot [19].

Because of the number of extra functions and boards, like SD-card logging, mas-
ter power cut-off, line drivers to modems in wings, power converters, current sen-
sors, voltage sensors and, temperature sensors, the design started to grow larger.
To minimize interconnection failures and minimize the total weight, a custom Printed
Circuit Board (PCB) was designed with all needed functions. The custom system is
shown in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.15: All central electrical functions of the DelftaCopter are integrated into a single board PCB for
minimal weight and minimal interconnection failure. The four corner connectors lead to the systems in
all four wings. From left to right the board contains power, flight termination, and autopilot.

6.7. Control

I n hover, the DelftaCopter is a helicopter and is controlled with blade pitch changesof the main helicopter rotor through a conventional swashplate. Rotorcraft dy-
namics have been well studied for many years [6, 14, 20–26]. But the properties
of the light efficient rotor on a large heavy fuselage found in the DelftaCopter are
different from what is seen in similarly sized conventional helicopters. In conven-
tional helicopters, the gyroscopic effect of the rotor dominates in the total system
dynamics, and roll is steered by changing the lift at the front and back of the rotor.
Opposingly, in conventional quadrotor control, the inertia of the body dominates
over the precession of the propellers. Roll is steered by altering the lift of the left
or right rotors. The DelftaCopter seems to be precisely in between both [27].

6.7.1. Attitude control in hover and forward flight
The total weight of the DelftaCopter with all its batteries is well over 4 kg while the
power-efficient 60 g rotor blades with high camber and lift coefficients only require
low rotor speeds. The rotational inertia of the wings is increased as its weight is
spread over the high aspect ratio wings with a lot of electronics like radios and anten-
nas being placed in the wingtips for reasons of interference and antenna placement.
Previous work (covered in Chapter 5) has shown that this high fuselage inertia is
altering the control of the light DelftaCopter rotor in hover [27] and proposed a rate
controller in the form:

[ 𝛿𝑥𝛿𝑦 ] = 𝐺
−1 [ 𝐾𝑝 ⋅ 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 + 𝑞 ⋅ 𝐶𝑞�̇� ⋅ 𝐾𝑐𝐾𝑞 ⋅ 𝑞𝑒𝑟𝑟 + 𝑝 ⋅ 𝐶𝑝�̇� ⋅ 𝐾𝑐

] , 𝐺 = [
𝐶𝛿𝑥�̇� 𝐶𝛿𝑦�̇�
𝐶𝛿𝑥�̇� 𝐶𝛿𝑦�̇�

] (6.1)

where 𝛿𝑥 and 𝛿𝑦 are the desired swashplate cyclic deflections, 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 and 𝑞𝑒𝑟𝑟 are
the rate errors between the actual rate and desired rate, 𝐾𝑝, 𝐾𝑞, and 𝐾𝑐 are tunable
gains, 𝑝 and 𝑞 are the body rotational rates and 𝐶𝑥 represent the identified coeffi-
cients. Around this rate control loop with compensation for the coupled dynamics,
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an attitude PID controller is implemented.

Rotor in forward flight
In forward flight, the rotor-fuselage interaction will change due to the large de-
pendency of rotor dynamics on rotor rpm [27]. Moreover, it was found to take
several seconds to accelerate a slow turning rotor back to hovering speed. Finally,
wind tunnel testing in Section 6.5 showed only a little decrease in total efficiency
at higher rpm Therefore, it was chosen to initially fly forward with the same rotor
rpm as in hover so a single set of rotor head coefficients needed to be identified
while the vehicle could instantly go back from forward flight to hover in the case of
a problem4. Detailed identification of the rotor dynamics in forward flight is left to
future work.

Control allocation of the aerodynamic surfaces

Figure 6.16: Close up of the rotor head of the DelftaCopter. The swashplate has three leverage points
at 120° from each other. The collective pitch can reach from -40 to 40°, which is double that of a
conventional helicopter. The blades have high camber, a high lift coefficient, and 25° of blade twist from
root to tip. Hovering flight is performed at a designed tip angle of attack of around 10° with 1500 rpm.
In forward flight, the tip angle of attack can change up to 50° at 500 rpm. The root angle of attack
is then about 75°. Having blade twist is possible because the flow is always axial as the DelftaCopter
transitions. This allows the rotor to be efficient from hover to fast forward flight.

Besides the swashplate for the control of the rotor blade pitch, the DelftaCopter
also has two fixed-pitch torque compensating tip rotors and four aerodynamic sur-
faces. A control allocation module was developed with sends the commands to the

4The DelftaCopter was developed for a competition and was on a very strict and short schedule.
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various actuators for the flaps, the tip motors, and the swashplate. In parallel with
the swashplate control, the pitch rate error 𝑞𝑒𝑟𝑟 was also sent to the elevator, and
the hover yaw rate or fixed-wing roll was sent to the top motors and ailerons:

[
𝛿elevator
𝛿ailerons
𝛿tipprops

] = [
𝐾𝑞𝑎 ⋅ 𝑞𝑒𝑟𝑟
𝐾𝑟𝑎 ⋅ 𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑟
𝐾𝑟2 ⋅ 𝑟𝑒𝑟𝑟

] (6.2)

The flaps and swashplate are both always active at the same time in hover
and in forward flight and the gains 𝐾𝑥 are scaled such that a 100% deflection
of the swashplate corresponds to a 100% deflection of the elevator or ailerons.
The tip motors are only active in hover and disabled in forward flight. The actual
aerodynamic surfaces mix the elevator and aileron linearly and act as elevons.

To cope with the large differences in actuator effectiveness of these actuators
in function of airspeed, different PID gains are implemented for hover and forward
flight.

6.7.2. Horizontal position control
The horizontal position control of the DelftaCopter differs based on the flight mode:
hover or forward flight.

Hover
The control of the horizontal position during the hover phase is done with the
Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) controller from Smeur et al. [28].
This sensor-based control approach avoids the need for precise aerodynamic mod-
eling but instead exploits the fact that accelerometers measure the sum of forces
acting on the vehicle. This sum contains external forces acting on the airframe,
but also the control forces, such as the thrust vector. Therefore, a change, or in-
crement, in acceleration can be achieved by incrementing the control forces. INDI
therefore only requires a precise actuator model.

The position control of the DelftaCopter in hover is purely based on the thrust
vector from the rotor and does not take the wing into account. However, because
of the large wing area, wind gusts can result in significant forces. However, be-
cause these forces are directly sensed by the accelerometer even before an actual
displacement occurs, INDI immediately compensates them even though no knowl-
edge of the wing is provided.

Forward flight
During forward flight, the goal of horizontal navigation is to fly towards waypoints,
and the direction of flight is controlled by making coordinated turns. Vehicle pitch
and roll are controlled with PID controllers based on the altitude error and heading
error. For the heading, a coordinated turn is made purely on a feedforward basis,
where the heading change is proportional to the tangent of the roll angle:

�̇� = 𝑔 ⋅ 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜙)
𝑉𝐴

(6.3)
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Because there is no measurement of the sideslip, in the controller it is not actively
controlled but is reduced passively by the vertical tip fins.

6.7.3. Altitude control
When the rotor points upwards, the vertical axis is controlled using the thrust of
the main rotor via a classical controller. During forward flight, the vertical axis is
controlled with the pitch angle of the vehicle while, thrust controls the airspeed.
Additionally, a proportional feed-forward gain compensates for the loss of lift during
turns.

6.7.4. Transition control
In this work, the first generation of DelftaCopter is controlled either in hover mode
or forward mode. Transitions between the two flight modes are governed by the
flight plan. Practically, during a transition, the roll angle is kept zero and the heading
is kept constant, while the pitch angle is gradually increased or decreased during
about 3 s. When going from hover to forward flight, the tip propellers are turned
off when the transition is halfway. The rotor thrust is set to maximal practical safe
values to quickly build airspeed. In forward flight, the flaps become sufficiently
effective to counter the rotor torque due to the increased airflow, and energy is
saved by not using the tip propellers.

This first-generation DelftaCopter controller was limited by conservative maxi-
mum bank angles, which only allowed it to hover up to and including maximum
wind speeds of 7m/s. Although this open-loop transition method does not keep
the altitude constant during the transition particularly during the slow down, it was
shown to be very reliable.

6.8. Onboard computer vision

T o enable automatic landing site selection, the DelftaCopter was equipped with
the state-of-the-art computer vision system shown in Figure 6.17: a prototype

of the Parrot SLAMdunk5.

Figure 6.17: Parrot SLAMdunk vision system with a dual fish-eye lens at a baseline of 20 cm and an
Nvidia Tegra TK1 processor.

The SLAMdunk Application Programming Interface (API) provides access to a
96x96 pixels depth map and a 1280x1024 pixel color image. The depth map is
5https://www.parrot.com/

https://www.parrot.com/
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generated at 30 fps, employing Semi-Global Block Matching (SGBM) accelerated
by the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). The hardware specifications are shown in
Table 6.1.

Figure 6.18: The SLAMdunk vision system was mounted on the side of the center fuselage DelftaCopter
looking away from the main rotor. In hovering flight, this means the camera has a perfect view of the
ground, and in forward flight, the camera looks backward. Thanks to the wide field of view fisheye lenses
the camera can also look vertically down during forward flight.

On the DelftaCopter, the SLAMdunk looked straight down towards the ground
when in hover mode, as can be seen in Figure 6.18. This system was used for
the detection of targets, for flat landing spot selection, and determining the ground
altitude at the remote landing site.

Processor Nvidia Tegra TK1
Cameras 1280x1024 RGB
Depth map 96x96 corresponding to the central 640x480 pixels
Frame rate 30 fps
Stereo base line 20 cm
Lenses Fish eye
Sensors 10-DOF Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and sonar

Table 6.1: SLAMdunk prototype properties.
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6.8.1. Visual target detection
The outback medical challenge requires UAV to find a lost bushwalker called ‘Outback-
Joe’ located at a roughly known GPS position (±100m accuracy) [29]. The UAV has
to land as close as possible to the target but shall at all times keep a minimum dis-
tance of 30m from Joe in all directions. Joe is to be recognized standing upright in
a field near a farm, wearing normal blue jeans and an Australian Akubra hat. No ex-
ample visual data was available beforehand and vision test flights in representative
environments were very limited due to the ongoing development of the platform.
This does not favor detection methods that need many training samples [30]. In-
stead of using a real human as Joe, the challenge used a full-size dressed dummy.
This means no movement or thermal features could be used [31]. The overall qual-
ity of the images of Joe taken from a moving and vibrating platform at 40m height
was also low. Since Joe was reported to be standing upright, a birds-eye view is
advantageous to detect it [32].

A Hue Saturation Value (HSV) color filter combined with a shape filter6 was
used as a salience detector to select possible targets Joes. These were clustered
based on their projected GPS locations over time and sent over the low bandwidth
long-range data link to the Ground Control Station (GCS) in the form of thumbnails
accompanied with their projected GPS positions and Joe likelihood scores. At GCS, a
human operator would select the best candidate and update the landing waypoint.

6.8.2. Ground model and altitude

Figure 6.19: Image from the landing avoidance system based on the SLAMdunk disparity map. The
colored disparity map in the center of the image shows a high tree where the red represents the landable
area.

The stereo disparity images provide direct measurements of the height above the
terrain and obstacles and can measure up to a maximum of 30m and the SLAMdunk
also has a sonar to measure precisely up to 10 cm from obstacles. This was used to
estimate the ground altitude, ground flatness and find obstacles [33, 34]. To prevent
false positives from the noise in the depth map at small disparities, the stereo vision
was only enabled at heights below 20m Above Ground Level (AGL). Additionally,

6The OpenCV simple blob detector
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reference textures of areas with a known good surface (farmer’s land, grass, desert,
road, etc) and non-landable surface (water, trees, roofs, etc) were annotated and
classified during flight with a simple Euclidean distance texture comparison on 11x11
pixel patches [35].

Finally, a proportional gain was used to steer the DelftaCopter laterally away from
the closest obstacle or non-landable area towards the flattest landable area while
adjusting the descending speed in case of close obstacles. This simple strategy was
shown to cope well with simple sceneries like farm setups with trees, buildings, and
fences but a lot of landable areas. An example landing view is shown in Figure 6.19.

6.9. Flight performance

D uring the flights, data are logged onboard the autopilot on an SD-card at 512Hz
and can be followed in real-time with low bandwidth through the telemetry. The

logged data consists of gyroscopic body rates and body accelerations, magnetome-
ter readings, dual air pressure from inside the fuselage and from a static port in the
wing, total pressure converted to airspeed, main rotor rpm, main battery voltage,
auxiliary battery voltage, propulsion current, and the main motor coil temperature.
In this section, the flight performance of the DelftaCopter is evaluated from the
onboard logs.

6.9.1. Transitioning flight
Figure 6.20 shows a flight with six transitions from hover to forward flight and back.
During a transition from hover to forward, the DelftaCopter has a small increase in
altitude due to the applied power to accelerate the vehicle. During the transition
from a fast forward flight back to hover a non-negligible large altitude overshoot
is observed of about 17m due to excess energy during the fast transition. This
has the advantage of only reaching stall speeds when the DelftaCopter is already
nearly vertical and results in visually smooth transitions. The flight in this test is
performed in a very confined area of about 150 by 150m and in forward flight, the
DelftaCopter is turning most of the time. Figure 6.20 also shows how during every
hover the engine temperature is rising due to the increased load.

Figure 6.21 shows a close up of a transition from the same flight as Figure 6.20.
The figure shows a smooth transition from hover at body pitch angles around zero
to forward flight with body pitch angles down to −90° with the 𝑋 axis pointing to
earth in that configuration. During the short thirty-second forward flight, four turns
are performed during which the pitch angle is increased (less negative) to maintain
the correct altitude. During the transition from hover to forward flight, the main
rotor thrust is increased to accelerate. The result is a peak in power used. During
the forward flight, altitude is well maintained even during the turns. During the
transition from forward flight to hover, the vehicle has a lot of excess energy to
dissipate. The transition is made based on timing and the excess energy results in
a climb of more than 15m. The hover controller then slowly returns the vehicle to
the desired altitude.
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Figure 6.20: Onboard measurements (main rotor rpm, current, airspeed, main motor temperature,
altitude, battery voltage, pitch angle, and ground track) from a test flight containing six transitions from
hover to forward flight and back.
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Figure 6.21: Close-up of a single transition. The DelftaCopter is starting from hover and transitions to
forward flight. The current temporarily increases to over 20A during the acceleration phase and altitude
increases during this open-loop transition. It then flies a square pattern while the body pitch angle is
used to control altitude. During each of the four turns, a significant pitch up is required to keep the
altitude constant. Finally, the DelftaCopter transitions back to hover in a 3 s open-loop maneuver where
all excess kinetic energy is transformed into altitude.

6.9.2. Efficiency testing
During another test flight shown in Figure 6.22 an attempt is made to find the
optimal forward flight regime. According to the design from Section 6.2, a lower
rotor rpm in forward flight should be more efficient. The actual flight data does
however not clearly show an efficiency increase. This corresponds exactly to the
wind tunnel observations from Section 6.5. The rising motor temperature shows
that the high motor load does decrease the electrical efficiency. Since no loss of
total efficiency is observed, this means the propeller efficiency indeed increases but
is undone by the loss of electric motor efficiency.

6.9.3. Competition flight
The goal of the DelftaCopter was to bring medical aid to an isolated person in need.
This was tested during the 2016 Medical Express competition held in Dalby, Aus-
tralia. The remote location of ‘Outback-Joe’, namely the dummy person in need,
was never visited before and his appearance was not known. On average, weather
conditions were good with only mild ≈5m/s winds, no precipitation, and more than
10 km visibility. However, there were occasional whirlwinds, sucking sand and but-
terflies 100m into the air. The team had 15min to set up all equipment like laptops,
antennas, and prepare the DelftaCopter. After a thorough preflight inspection, the
DelftaCopter performed a great autonomous take-off and transition to forward flight
in front of all spectators.
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Figure 6.22: In search for a rotor rpm for the most efficient forward flight, a long outdoor flight was
performed on a very calm evening in which a large range of pitch and throttle settings were tested.

As can be seen in Figure 6.23, the flight started at Waypoint 1 and the path
passed the take-off location again at Waypoint 5 after approximately 10 km of flying.
This was done for safety reasons. Waypoint 3 was located over agricultural areas
with very little danger for people on the ground. Safely flying this return segment
increased the chances that the unmanned air vehicle was operating properly before
attempting the flight over roads near Waypoint 6 and towards a farm at Waypoint 9.

The total traveled distance to Joe is 21.1 km or 11.4Nm one-way.
During the flight, all systems worked as desired and performance was consistent

with all the test flying data. The DelftaCopter was carrying a full 10.5Ah 6 cell
lithium-polymer battery weighing 1.6 kg and the Parrot SLAMdunk stereo camera.
The total weight was 4.3 kg.

Figure 6.24 shows that its cruise airspeed was a little under the designed 40 kt,
which corresponds to 20.5m/s. The eastern wind meant that DelftaCopter has a
head-wind during most of the flight and therefore the altitude was selected to be as
low as allowed to exploit wind gradient effects which yield lower wind speeds close
to the ground. At the remote location, the DelftaCopter successfully made a scan,
transitioned back to hover, and initiated a landing. In the 2016 Outback Medical
Challenge, no participant managed to complete the challenge, but the DelftaCopter
nevertheless won the second prize. Overall this novel helicopter with wings concept
called DelftaCopter7 was shown to successfully handle real-world conditions, hover
efficiently, fly fast forward efficiently, and transition seemingly between both.

7http://www.delftacopter.nl/

http://www.delftacopter.nl/
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Figure 6.23: Competition flight ground track. The flight starts at Waypoint 1 and searches for Joe around
Waypoint 9. Including the hovering take-off and landing, the flight to Joe took 24.6min and the total
distance of the flight was 11.4Nm or 21.1 km.

6.10. Conclusion

T he novel DelftaCopter concept was proposed which exhibits efficient hovering
with one large rotor, good control authority in hover with fast cyclic control, a

simple and structurally strong biplane delta-wing design that also serves as landing
gear and yields improved stall behavior over single wings. The biplane also reduces
the lateral surface affected by turbulence and wind during hover of this tail-sitter
VTOL aircraft. While the swash-plate adds mechanical complexity and maintenance,
it yields very fast large control moments and the collective pitch change is crucial to
the efficiency of both hover and forward flight. The DelftaCopter was built, tested
in a wind tunnel and in-flight. Finally, the DelftaCopter participated in the Outback
Medical Express Challenge 2016 where it won the second prize. The concept applies
to a variety of scenarios, especially when long-distance and efficient hovering at
minimal weight are driving requirements. It was about five times lighter than the
concept winning the first prize.

The hover efficiency of the DelftaCopter is high thanks to its large single low
rpm optimized rotor. The energy efficiency during fast forward flight turned out to
be lower than expected from computations. This is most likely due to the electrical
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Figure 6.24: Competition flight data of the flight to Joe. The average airspeed during the flight was
roughly 40 kt or 20.5m/s. During hover, the engine temperature rises to 80° but during forward flight,
it settles at a value of about 40°. The current during the climbing hover in the first phase is about 23A,
540Watt. During the cruise, the current reduces to about 12A or power of 280W. Non-climbing hover
is achieved at 18A or 420W.

inefficiency of the motor at high torque. The maximal forward speed was also lower
than expected due to the higher than expected drag of the final airframe.

Video

The cyclic control of the DelftaCopter yields very fast and
effective attitude control. Previous work proposed a controller
that compensates for the different lateral and longitudinal in-
ertia of the fuselage and the fuselage-rotor interactions with
couplings between the pitch and roll. This controller was ex-
tended to handle forward flight and fly trajectories and perform
transitions.

The stereo depth map of the SLAMdunk allows path plan-
ning around obstacles and selection of flat areas during landing.
The large field of view provided by the fisheye lens enabled the
DelftaCopter to perform its mission with one fixed stereo cam-
era, even though the aircraft tilts 90°. A salient detector with human feedback
option was developed to find a lost bushwalker. The DelftaCopter is also capable of
autonomously selecting a safe landing spot based on texture analysis and flatness
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analysis. During the landing phase, an autonomous obstacle avoidance algorithm
ensures safe landing based on the depth map provided by stereo vision.

6.11. Recommendations and future work

T he current design has shown outstanding efficiency in hovering flight and slightly
less efficiency than predicted during forward flight. During the Outback Medical

Express Challenge but also most other application scenarios of the DelftaCopter,
the forward flight phase is the predominant mode of flight. A future design could
therefore place slightly less emphasis on hover efficiency and more on forward flight
where some efficiency gains highly affect the operational range and flight speed.
A smaller diameter rotor/propeller will also put less demand on the torque require-
ments of the direct-drive motor which was currently overloaded in fast forward flight.
When higher torque direct drive brushless motors become available, they could also
yield efficiency improvements in fast forward flight.

Although sufficient information about the flight dynamics was gathered in this
work to allow successful flight, many aspects could benefit from further research.
One particular topic of interest is the interaction between the wing and the rotor.
Especially the influence of wing forces on the rotor was not studied for higher fre-
quencies and for forward flight. This will be the topic of Chapter 7.

Appendix
Key specification values of the DelftaCopter are repeated in Table 6.2. Figure 6.25
gives an overview of the team. Finally, Figure 6.26 shows the three views of the
DelftaCopter with sizing information.

Figure 6.25: DelftaCopter team at the Outback Medical Express UAV Challenge 2016, Dalby Australia.
From left to right: Bart Remes, Christophe De Wagter, Freek van Tienen, Ewoud Smeur, Kevin van Hecke,
Rick Ruijsink and Erik van der Horst.
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Figure 6.26: Plan view of the DelftaCopter. The center part consists of a 480-sized helicopter head with
a direct drive motor. Two pairs of delta-wings form a box structure. The wingtips are stabilizing the
delta-wing by increasing its 𝐶𝑚𝛽 , they connect the top and bottom wing and provide structural strength
while housing modems and acting as landing gear.
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Property Value
Weight 4.3 kg
MTOW 4.5 kg
Wing Area 0.496m2

Wing Loading 8.7 kg/m2

Span 1.54m
Length 0.6m
Height 0.4m
Design cruise speed 20.5m/s (40 kt)
Measured cruise speed 19.5m/s to 20.5 at 4.3 kg
Measured cruise power 300W at 4.3 kg 20m/s
Theoretical most efficient speed 18.0m/s (|SI35kt)
Measured power at most efficient speed 280W at 18.0m/s
Theoretical maximum speed 25.5m/s (49.5 kt)
Measured maximum speed 23.5m/s
Measured hover power (4.3 kg) 420W at 1650 rpm
Measured climb power (4.3 kg) 600W at 1650 rpm
Main battery 10.5Ah 6 Cell LiPo
FTD battery 250mAh 2 Cell LiFe

Table 6.2: DelftaCopter key specifications
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7
Identification of DelftaCopter
Dynamics from Flight Data

To be conscious that you are ignorant
is a great step to knowledge.

Benjamin Disraeli

The DelftaCopter is a tilt-body tailsitter UAV which combines a large swash-
plate controlled helicopter rotor with a biplane delta-wing. Previous research
has shown that the large moment of inertia of the wing interacts with the
dynamics of the rotor but did not investigate the higher frequency dynamics
nor the forward flight dynamics. In this work, a Cylinder Dynamics (CD) is
compared with a Tip-Path Plane (TPP) model and then extended to include
the wing and elevon dynamics in forward flight. Flight test data are used to
identify the model parameters using grey-box modeling while flying with a
feedback controller. This is made possible by identifying one axis at a time
while injecting white noise on all other axes. The TPP model is shown to
accurately reproduce the high-frequency attitude dynamics including the sig-
nificant rotor-wing interaction. Finally, a Linear-Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
controller based on the TPP model is derived and tested to further validate
the model.

Parts of this chapter have been published in the International Journal of Micro Air Vehicles 9, 1 (2019) [1]
and presented at IMAV2018 [2]. It presents the research I conducted on the modeling and identification
of a Tip-Path-Plane dynamic model of the DelftaCopter. The programming and data fitting were done by
J. Meulenbeld.
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7.1. Introduction

U nmanned Air Vehicles have enabled new applications in many areas [3]. A wide
range of those applications benefits from long endurance combined with VTOL

capability. Hybrid UAVs combine the hovering capabilities of helicopters with the
range efficiency and speed of fixed-wing aircraft [4]. One of the many concepts
for combining this long-range with VTOL is the tailsitter or tilt-body hybrid UAV [5].
This concept has its rotors pointed upwards during hover, but can tilt downward by
90° to transition to fast foward flight. During forward flight, the wing provides the
required lift while the rotor only counters the drag.

Figure 7.1: The DelftaCopter tailsitter UAV in hovering flight. DelftaCopter has a single large rotor with
collective and cyclic blade pitch control, two small torque countering tip propellers, and a pair of delta-
wings placed in a biplane configuration. The tips form the landing legs and provide yaw stability in
forward flight. It weighs 4.3 kg and was designed to fly 60 km in the Outback Medical Challenge 2016
[6] [7]

Many tailsitter concepts have been proposed. Using at least four rotors in hover
combined with traditional multicopter control is the earliest and most common so-
lution. Examples include the QuadShot [8] and the VertiKUL [9]. A dynamic model
for such platforms has been proposed by [10].

Reducing the number of rotors, [11] have proposed two counter-rotating in-line
propellers on their Vertigo platform. The counter-rotating small propellers reduce
the gyroscopic effects of the propellers on the body to levels where it does not need
to be compensated by the attitude controller. Similarly, when both propellers are
in-plane but side by side, the gyroscopic effect of both counter-rotating propellers
cancel each other out pretty well. This was for instance shown in the control of the
MAVION by [12] and the Cyclone by [13]. [14] have proposed a similar concept
but with variable pitch propellers, and show that a controller based on a simple 2𝑛𝑑

order model achieves acceptable control. But for all three, the biggest difficulty
was coping with the highly non-linear and imprecisely modeled effectiveness of the
aerodynamic control surfaces.

To further increase hovering efficiency and control moments, [15] have proposed
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the DelftaCopter tailsitter (See Figure 7.1) which has a single rotor with cyclic and
collective blade pitch control. The rotor inertia of the DelftaCopter was shown to be
sufficiently large to affect the dynamics of the rigid body, yet is too small to act as a
pure gyroscope as in conventional helicopter models [16]. Several other single rotor
concepts were proposed like the AeroVel Flexrotor [17], but these do not report the
same properties as the DelftaCopter.

The initial work on the DelftaCopter allowed the creation of a working controller,
but only modeled the low-frequency dynamics in hover [15]. While black-box mod-
eling has recently shown practical results in modeling unconventional UAV [18], this
work will extend a helicopter model to capture the tailsitter dynamics in hover and
forward flight by using grey-box parameter estimation.

Section 7.2 first compares the different models that can be applied to single rotor
tailsitters, and Section 7.3 formulates the state-space model. Section 7.4 describes
how system identification is performed in-flight on an unstable platform. Section 7.5
describes the results of the system identification. With the fitted models, a controller
was designed and implemented for hover in Section 7.6. The model is extended
to model the forward flight dynamics in Section 7.7. Finally, the conclusions are
presented in Section 7.8.

7.2. Single Rotor Tailsitter Modeling

M odeling helicopter rotor dynamics can be categorized into roughly three levels
of simplification in blade flapping dynamics.

7.2.1. Flapping dynamics
The first and most elaborate approach is to deal with the blade flapping explicitly
and to include all the degrees of freedom of every individual blade as states of the
model [19]. The blades can at least change their pitch angle 𝜃𝐵, flap up and down
with angle 𝛽, and lead and lag, for instance, due to sideward wind. More complex
models can include blade bending and hinge dampers. This requires too many
physical parameters to be identified to allow identification from onboard logfiles
without adding sensors to measure rotor blade positions.

7.2.2. Tip-Path-Plane
A first simplification is to relate the attitude dynamics of the helicopter to the Tip-
Path Plane (TPP). This is the approximate plane in which the tips of the rotor travel
and is shown in Figure 7.2. Mettler [20] have derived a TPP model by neglecting
high-frequency dynamics of the rotor. The TPP is represented by the longitudinal
and lateral angles 𝑎 and 𝑏 in radians between the TPP and a plane perpendicular
to the rotor axis. These correspond to the steady-state flapping angles when the
blade is aligned with the 𝑋 and 𝑌 axis. The TPP angles change under influence
of control inputs, rotations of the fuselage, and gyroscopic precession of the rotor.
The fuselage is a separate rigid body and a moment is transferred from the rotor to
the fuselage if the 𝑎 and 𝑏 angles are non-zero, due to the effective spring between
the rotor blade and axis and the offset of thrust application point on the rotor and
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the center of mass of the fuselage [20, 21].

𝑍

𝑌
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Swashplate
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𝛿𝑥

𝜃𝛿𝑒
Figure 7.2: Helicopter Tip-Path Plane (TPP) model showing the tip angles 𝑎 and 𝑏, the cyclic deflections
𝛿𝑥 and 𝛿𝑦 as well as the body 𝑋, 𝑌 and 𝑍 axes and 𝑝, 𝑞 and 𝑟 turn rates. Ω is the rotor speed.

7.2.3. Cylinder Dynamics Model
A final simplification is to ignore the flapping dynamics completely and treat the
rotor as a rigid disc or cylinder. This model is widely used for small helicopters [22–
24]. A TPP model can be transformed into a model without flapping dynamics by
setting the derivatives of the 𝑎 and 𝑏 angles to zero. This simplification can still yield
accurate results if the relative fuselage inertial compared to the rotor inertial is very
small or the hinge spring forces are very large [21]. The model without flapping
dynamics is referred to as a Cylinder Dynamics (CD) model.

7.3. State Space Description

T he TPP and CD models will be given as linear time-invariant models in state-
space form:

̇�̄� = 𝐴�̄� + 𝐵�̄� (7.1)

�̄� = 𝐶�̄� + 𝐷�̄� (7.2)

7.3.1. TPP Model
The Tip-Path Plane (TPP) model has been adapted from [20]. Only the attitude
dynamics are considered and the “Hiller bar” dynamics are removed since the Delf-
taCopter does not have one. The state vector becomes �̄� = (𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑎, 𝑏)𝑇 with 𝑝 and
𝑞 being the roll and pitch rates expressed in radians per second. The input vector is
�̄� = (𝛿𝑥 , 𝛿𝑦)𝑇 where 𝛿𝑥 and 𝛿𝑦 are measured in percent. The observable states are
�̄� = (𝑝, 𝑞). The state-space 𝐴 and 𝐵 and 𝐶 matrices for the TPP model are given in
Equations (7.3) and (7.4). The 𝐶-matrix shows that only the body rates are mea-
surable and the 𝐷-matrix consists of only zeros. The model has nine parameters
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that need to be identified: 𝐿𝑏 and𝑀𝑎 represent the spring constants of the Tip-Path
Plane and consist of the combined stiffness of the blade and blade hinge and the
offset between the rotor thrust vector and center of mass of the fuselage. 𝜏𝑓𝑛 is
the time constant of the TPP dynamics. 𝐴𝑏𝑛 and 𝐵𝑎𝑛 are cross-coupling terms that
describe how the TPP interchanges the 𝑎 and 𝑏 angles over time. The four param-
eters in the 𝐵-matrix give the actuator effectiveness. The dependence of several
parameters on the rotor Rotations Per Minute (RPM) Ω is reflected in 𝜏𝑓 = 𝜏𝑓𝑛/Ω,
𝐴𝑏 = 𝐴𝑏𝑛/Ω2 and 𝐵𝑎 = 𝐵𝑎𝑛/Ω2 [20, sec. 2.3]. This results in :

𝐴TPP =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0 0 Lb
0 0 Ma 0
0 −1 − Ω

𝜏𝑓𝑛

Abn
Ω𝜏𝑓𝑛

−1 0 Ban
Ω𝜏𝑓𝑛

− Ω
𝜏𝑓𝑛

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(7.3)

𝐵TPP =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0
0 0

Alat Ω
𝜏𝑓𝑛

Alon Ω
𝜏𝑓𝑛

Blat Ω
𝜏𝑓𝑛

Blon Ω
𝜏𝑓𝑛

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, 𝐶TPP = [
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 ] (7.4)

7.3.2. CD Model
The Cylinder Dynamics (CD) model state variables are only the body rates �̄� =
(𝑝, 𝑞)𝑇, and the input is the same as for the TPP model. Both the 𝐴- and 𝐵-matrices
consist of four identifiable parameters, as shown in Equation (7.5) below.

𝐴𝑐𝑦𝑙 = [
𝐿𝑝 𝐿𝑞
𝑀𝑝 𝑀𝑞 ] , 𝐵𝑐𝑦𝑙 = [

𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑡 𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑛
𝑀𝑙𝑎𝑡 𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑛 ] (7.5)

7.3.3. Relation between CD and TPP
In the TPP model, only the 𝑎 and 𝑏 states drive the angular accelerations in the 𝑞
and 𝑝 states, and control inputs first affect the dynamics of this TPP.

When substituting the 𝑎 and 𝑏 values of the steady-state solution �̇� = �̇� = 0 in
the �̇� and �̇� equations then results in a comparable system as the CD model, with
every CD model parameter linked directly to a combination of parameters in the
steady-state TPP model [21].

7.4. Unstable platform System Identification

T o identify the parameters from the derived models, a grey-box parameter es-
timation procedure is used based on the input-output response found in flight

test data. To get the best identification results, the system should be measured
open-loop [25]. In the case of the DelftaCopter, this is not possible because it has
an unstable attitude and requires at least a rate controller to fly. Constraining the
motion to one axis at a time is not an option as the rotor dynamics create cou-
plings between pitch and roll that would then not be identified. Initial attempts
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by hanging the DelftaCopter using a rope introduced too many external forces on
the system and made identification impossible. Therefore system identification was
finally performed in free flight using a minimal linear rate feedback controller, and is
a simplified version of the one described in Chapter 3 [26] in which the rate coupling
compensations are removed as given in:

[ 𝛿𝑥𝛿𝑦 ] = 𝐺
−1 [ 𝐾𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟𝐾𝑞𝑞𝑒𝑟𝑟 ] (7.6)

where 𝐾𝑝 and 𝐾𝑞 are proportional gains, 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑟 and 𝑞𝑒𝑟𝑟 are the rate errors and 2
by 2 matrix 𝐺−1 is the inverted control effectiveness.

7.4.1. Noise
To lower the risk of false correlation between different inputs and states that become
coupled through the attitude controller, [27] suggested adding white noise to every
axis independently. This reduces the chance of false correlations and hereby allows
in-flight system identification of an unstable platform if a simple baseline controller
is available. Finally, further complicating system identification, not all states can be
measured in flight since only the body rates can be measured and the 𝑎 and 𝑏 states
are not directly observable. Absolute values of 𝑎 and 𝑏 are thereby not validated.

7.4.2. Flight Maneuvers
Flight tests were performed in an indoor environment without wind nor turbulence.
As proposed by [27], a “chirp-shaped” actuator deflection is applied on each control
input separately. A chirp is a sine wave with a frequency increasing continuously
over time. White noise is injected on all axes during the chirp after filtering with a
first-order low-pass filter with the cut-off at the highest frequency of the chirp. An
exponential-time chirp is used to have enough content at the lower frequencies. The
resulting actuator signal is stored with the gyroscope measurements on an SD-card
at a frequency of 512Hz using a custom Paparazzi-UAV autopilot [28].

The exponential-time chirp formulation by [27] was implemented as:

𝐾 = 𝐶2 (𝑒
(𝐶1⋅

𝑡
Δ𝑡
) − 1) 𝜙 = 2𝜋 (𝑓0 ⋅ 𝑡 + (𝑓1 − 𝑓0) ⋅ (

Δ𝑡
𝐶1
⋅ 𝐾 − 𝐶2 ⋅ 𝑡)) (7.7)

where 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 are coefficients, 𝑡 is the time, Δ𝑡 is the chirp duration in seconds,
𝑓0 and 𝑓1 are the start and stop frequencies, 𝜙 is the phase of the chirp and the
amplitude of the chirp in funtion of time is 𝑠(𝑡) = sin(𝜙). The lower frequency and
amplitude are limited by the maximal roll angle that the system is allowed to reach
during the test. The maximal attitude angles were not permitted to grow larger
than about 30deg. The chirp settings are given in Table 7.1. The noise fraction
is the ratio between the amplitude of the chirp and the standard deviation of the
white noise that is filtered and added to the chirp signal.
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Variable Value
Start frequency 𝑓0 0.5Hz
End frequency 𝑓1 10Hz
Noise fraction 0.2
𝐶1 4
𝐶2

1
𝑒𝐶1−1

Table 7.1: Exponential-time chirp settings.

7.4.3. Post-processing
To cope with the sensor noise in the measured data, some post-processing was
performed as in [29]. The measurements were filtered digitally using an ideal low-
pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 15Hz. This removes vibrations caused by the
DelftaCopter rotor which rotates at about 27.5Hz. The inputs bias was removed
and the resulting time-domain chirp log files were used to fit the parameters using
the MATLAB 2018a system identification toolbox greyest function.

7.5. Identification Results in Hover

T he full time-sequences including fitted models for a roll chirp are shown in Fig-
ure 7.3. The figure shows the measured pitch and roll rates together with the

predicted pitch and roll rates from both CD and TPP models. The predicted pitch
and roll rates are obtained by feeding the logged inputs into the respective identified
models. The CD model can accurately predict the response up to a certain frequency
but does not include the eigenfrequency which is excited at around 28.5 s. The TPP
dynamics model has four states and was found to have two pairs of complex poles
which leads to 2 eigenfrequencies. The slowest eigenfrequency is the same as in
the CD model while the highest eigenfrequency corresponds to the faster oscilla-
tions seen in the chirp plots. Particularly intereting is that after 25 s or roughly 3Hz,
the roll chirp drives pitch more than roll. A pitch chirp is shown in Figure 7.4. In this
chirp, the difference between the CD model and the measurements is even larger.

7.5.1. Validation maneuvers
To validate the identified model parameters, pitch and roll doublets were recorded
separately and not used in the identification. Figure 7.5 shows pitch and roll com-
mands manually given by a pilot, which represent normal flight maneuvers of the
DelftaCopter. While the roll rate is relatively well captured by both models, even at
these relatively low-frequency doublets, the pitch rate dynamics shows important
differences in the CD model.

Table 7.2 shows the eigenfrequencies of both identified TPP and CD state-space
systems. The first pole-pair has almost the same eigenfrequency in both models,
which means that at lower frequencies both models respond comparably. However,
the higher eigenfrequency of the flapping dynamics model is not present in the CD
model, which explains why high-frequency dynamics are missing (See Figure 7.4).
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Figure 7.3: A chirp on the roll axis in hover. The pitch response to the roll chirp is due to pitch-roll
couplings of the system. The TPP model is much better at reproducing the measured pitch signals in the
higher frequency range.
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Figure 7.4: A chirp on the pitch axis in hover. The roll motion due to pitching is not as pronounced as
the pitch due to roll since the roll inertia of the fuselage is much larger than the pitch inertia. Here, the
CD model accuracy is also worse than the TPP model at low frequencies.
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Pole Frequency [Hz] Damping [−]
CD model 1-2 1.54 0.35

TPP model 1-2 1.64 0.39
3-4 5.04 0.22

Table 7.2: Comparison of eigenfrequencies of the TPP and CD models.
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Figure 7.5: Validation flight test sequence flown in manual control consisting of first a roll doublet and
then a pitch doublet. The roll response is quite accurately modeled by both models while the pitch
response is better in the TPP model.

7.5.2. Results
Table 7.3 lists all the identified model parameters. These are the matrix elements
in Equations (7.3) to (7.5) where the following substitutions were performed:

𝜏𝑓 = 𝜏𝑓𝑛/Ω, 𝐴𝑏 = 𝐴𝑏𝑛/Ω2, 𝐵𝑎 = 𝐵𝑎𝑛/Ω2 (7.8)

The difference in roll and pitch inertia of the DelftaCopter is apparent from the
𝐿𝑏 and 𝑀𝑎 values, which differ by a factor of 4.8 in the identified parameters. Fur-
thermore the principal components for actuation of pitch and roll 𝐴 and 𝐵 are dif-
ferent than in helicopters and are not perpendicular but are at a 43.2° angle with
eachother.

7.5.3. Fitting quality
To assess the fitting quality, the Coefficient of Multiple Correlation (CoMC) is used
as given in Equation (7.9), where 100% constitutes a perfect match:
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TPP Value CD Value
𝐴𝑏 −1.338 𝐿𝑝 −2.056
𝐵𝑎 1.448 𝑀𝑝 10.536
𝐿𝑏 147.548 𝐿𝑞 −7.900
𝑀𝑎 713.378 𝑀𝑞 −4.777
𝜏𝑓 0.091 𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑡 −5.361
𝐴𝑙𝑎𝑡 −0.282 𝑀𝑙𝑎𝑡 −67.573
𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑛 0.296 𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑛 9.917
𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑡 0.524 𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑛 11.136
𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑛 −0.050

Table 7.3: The identified TPP and CD model parameters.

𝑅 = (1 −
||𝑠 − �̂�||
||𝑠 − �̄�||) (7.9)

in which 𝑅 is the CoMC, 𝑠 is the measured signal, �̂� is the model output and
�̄� is the average of the measured signal. The CoMC of both identified models on
the indentification and validation data is given in Table 7.4. For both the chirp and
validation doublet, the CoMC of the roll response of both models is very similar.
Interestingly, the CoMC of the pitch on the validation doublet is lower than on the
chirp data. This shows that even the TPP does not capture all the dynamics or the
optimizer might overfit the chirp data. When looking back at Figure 7.5, the time
series of 𝑞 shows that the biggest error in pitch seems to occur when large roll rates
occur at t=1.5 and 3.5 seconds. This points to uncaptured couplings, which could,
for instance, come from hinge spring non-linearities.

Axis TPP model CD model

Chirp p 77.8% 77.2%
q 77.3% 25.9%

Doublets p 77.6% 76.7%
q 64.7 % 20.0%

Table 7.4: CoMC of the TPP and CD model fits on identification chirps and validation doublets.

7.5.4. Reproducibility
To validate that the parameters were not overfitted to a particular chirp, the TPP
model was fitted to two different sets of chirp data and their fitted parameters were
compared. The highest single change in model parameter between the two sets
of chirps was 7.7%, but the eigenfrequencies and damping ratios of the systems
differed not more than 0.9% and 1.8% respectively.

7.5.5. RPM dependence of parameters
The model from Equations (7.3) to (7.5) contains the rotor RPM Ω and is expected
to compensate changes in rotor speed. To assess if the identified model parameters
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remain constant at different rotor rotational speeds, measurements were performed
at a range of rotor speeds between 1500 and 1650 RPM.

Although the rotor speed was varied only 10%, some model parameters, which
should stay constant, showed changes of up to 185% (𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑛) with many others
changing tens of percents as shown in Table 7.5. The importance of these changes
in model parameters in terms of model response is analyzed by comparing the
eigenfrequency and damping of the model fitted on the 1650 RPM data with the
model fitted on 1500 RPM and then corrected to 1650 RPM using Equation (7.8).
The largest change in eigenfrequency was only 4%, while the largest change in
damping ratio was up to 28%. This leads to the conclusion that mainly the damping
properties still contain unmodeled dynamics. The CoMC of this model fitted on 1500
RPM was 72.4% in roll and 67.1% in pitch when tested on the same 1650 RPM chirp
as in Table 7.4. Further research is thus needed to obtain models that generalize
well with different rotor RPMs.

Rpm 1499.8 1549.8 1599.7 1649.6
𝐴𝑏𝑛 −45350 −55960 −54590 −57000
𝐵𝑎𝑛 46180 49720 57790 62700
𝐿𝑏 176.100 179.400 178.100 181.200
𝑀𝑎 746.800 754.000 754.200 760.900
𝜏𝑓𝑛 14.010 15.980 18.370 19.350
𝐴𝑙𝑎𝑡 −0.157 −0.173 −0.243 −0.268
𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑛 0.240 0.270 0.291 0.302
𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑡 0.484 0.494 0.564 0.599
𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑛 −0.040 −0.063 −0.098 −0.114

Table 7.5: The identified TPP parameters in function of RPM.

7.6. Controller Derivation

T o test the applicability of the model, it was used to derive a linear rate controller
which was subsequently tested. Since the tip-path plane angles 𝑎 and 𝑏 are not

measured onboard the DelftaCopter, a linear observer was created in the form:

̇�̂� = 𝐴�̂� + 𝐵�̄� + 𝐿(�̄�𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 − �̂�), �̂� = 𝐶�̂� + 𝐷�̄� (7.10)

in which �̂� is the current state estimate and 𝐿 is the correction matrix. The 𝐴,
𝐵 and 𝐶 matrices are as given in Equations (7.3) and (7.4) and the parameters are
shown in Table 7.3. The 𝐿 matrix is chosen using pole placement such that the
error dynamics of the observer are asymptotically stable with sufficient speed to
capture the dynamics but filter the main rotor vibrations. The poles where placed
at (−50,−50,−51,−51). The controller is then designed using the feedback law:

�̄� = −𝐾�̂� + 𝑔�̄�𝑟𝑒𝑓 (7.11)

in which �̄�𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference attitude rate and the steady-state gain of the
controlled system is 𝑔.
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The gain matrix 𝐾 is selected using Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR). This finds
the optimal gain matrix 𝐾 for the system minimizing a cost function 𝐽 consisting of
a combination of states and inputs 𝐽 = ∫∞0 (𝑥𝑇𝑄𝑥 + 𝑢𝑇𝑅𝑢)𝑑𝑡. The cost parameters
for the states 𝑝 and 𝑞 in 𝑄 are set to 1 and since the actual values of the 𝑎 and 𝑏
states do not matter, they were given a cost of only 0.001. The costs on the inputs
𝑅 were varied to yield several controllers, where the lower the cost on the input,
the larger the allowed deflections and the faster the controller steers the system.
The input cost of 5 made the system the fastest without introducing oscillations nor
saturating the actuators.
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Figure 7.6: Performance test of an LQR controller derived directly from the identified TTP DelftaCopter
model. The pilot manually commands the attitude rate of the DelftaCopter. The roll response has a
small delay with the command but otherwise has adequate tracking performance. The pitch rate shows
coupling with the roll and the response shows larger values than the command.

The controlled system response is shown in Figure 7.6. It can be seen that the
roll response has a small delay, but the roll measurement follows the command well.
The pitch response shows a coupling when larger roll rates are present. The pitch
response is also larger in magnitude than the commanded rate, but the fact that
the model can be used to design a controller for the DelftaCopter, further confirms
that the TPP model covers the most essential dynamics of the platform.

7.7. Forward Flight Modeling

I n forward flight, the DelftaCopter pitches down 90° such that the wings providethe required lift while the main rotor is providing forward pointed thrust, as shown
in Figure 7.7. The aerodynamic surfaces then play a significant role in the balance
of moments of the DelftaCopter attitude dynamics. Both models are therefore ex-
tended with linear aerodynamic moments for the aerodynamic actuators.
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Figure 7.7: The DelftaCopter tailsitter UAV has a single main rotor that points up and provides lift during
hover. Two tip props provide counter-torque in hover, and the swashplate gives lateral and altitude
control. In forward flight, the entire vehicle tilts 90° down, and the rotor provides thurst while the
biplane delta-wings provide lift, and the elevons provide most of the control.

7.7.1. Aerodynamic surface models
The DelftaCopter has four movable surfaces that together perform the role of aileron
and elevator for the delta-wing. The ailerons apply a moment on the body along the
𝑍 axis, which is the axis of rotation of the rotor and points forward during forward
flight. Since the yaw angle is not included in the model and differential aileron drag
of the ailerons is further neglected, it is not added to the model. The elevator can
generate a significant moment in the pitch axis and is included in the model as
parameter 𝑀𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣. The longitudinal damping moment of the wings due to a pitch-
rate 𝑞 is named 𝑀𝑞 and lateral damping due to rate 𝑝 is called 𝐿𝑝. Note that for
the DelftaCopter, the body 𝑋 axis points down in forward flight and represents the
yawing of the delta-wing. In the CD model, these extra effects are lumped into the
parameters already present. The state vector 𝑥 is the same as the model in hover
while the input vector is extended to �̄� = (𝛿𝑥 , 𝛿𝑦 , 𝛿𝑒)𝑇, with 𝛿𝑒 being the elevator
deflection. The aileron deflection 𝛿𝑎 represents a rotation along the rotor axis which
is not part of the rotor model. The resulting TPP state space system for forward
flight thereby becomes:

𝐴FW =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

Lp 0 0 Lb
0 Mq Ma 0
0 −1 − Ω

𝜏𝑓𝑛

Abn
Ω𝜏𝑓𝑛

−1 0 Ban
Ω𝜏𝑓𝑛

− Ω
𝜏𝑓𝑛

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, 𝐵FW =
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0 0
0 0 𝑀𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣

Alat Ω
𝜏𝑓𝑛

Alon Ω
𝜏𝑓𝑛

0
Blat Ω
𝜏𝑓𝑛

Blon Ω
𝜏𝑓𝑛

0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(7.12)
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The parameters 𝐿𝑏 and 𝑀𝑎 of the TPP model contain the spring constants of the
rotor and their physical meaning is given by [20, sec. 3.1] where 𝑀𝑎 is defined as:

𝑀𝑎 =
𝑘𝛽 + ℎ𝑇
𝐼𝑦𝑦

(7.13)

This relates the angle 𝑎 to the angular acceleration �̇� of the body and contains
a rotor stiffness term 𝑘𝛽 and moment due to the offset ℎ of where the thrust 𝑇 acts
on the body compared to the center of gravity. Chapter 3 estimated the rotor blade
spring stiffness 𝑘𝛽 to be ≈ 88Nm rad−1. The contribution to the moment caused
by the thrust at maximum weight ℎ𝑇 ≈ ℎ𝑚𝑔 ≈ 0.15 ⋅ 4.5 ⋅ 9.81=6.6Nm rad−1. In
forward flight, the actual thrust will be much smaller than the full weight. Therefore
the contribution of the variable thrust on the parameters 𝐿𝑏 and 𝑀𝑎 is assumed to
be very small and the parameters 𝐿𝑏 and 𝑀𝑎 are further assumed to be constant.

The 𝐴𝑐𝑦𝑙,𝐹𝑊 matrix in the CD model in forward flight is the same as in hover given
in Equation (7.5), and the damping moments from the rotor and wing are mixed.
The 𝐵𝑐𝑦𝑙,𝐹𝑊 matrix is as given in Equation (7.5) and has the addition of the third
input 𝛿𝑒 which is modeled to yield a linear pitch acceleration �̇� through parameter
𝑀𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣.

7.7.2. Results
The parameters are fitted from measurements obtained during several chirp maneu-
vers on all three actuators �̄� in steady level flight. The model fitting is always done
using a different set of chirps than the validation chirps depicted in this chapter.
Due to perturbations from amongst others the chirp itself, the airspeed fluctuates
between 17ms−1 and 19.5ms−1, while the RPM fluctuates between 1550 and 1720.
This RPM range is quite broad compared to the hover experiments, especially con-
sidering the observed sensitivity of parameters to the RPM.

TPP Value CD Value
Ab −0.908 𝐿𝑝 −10.690
Ba 0.999 𝑀𝑝 14.899
Lb 147.550 𝐿𝑞 −9.251
Ma 713.380 𝑀𝑞 1.050
𝜏𝑓 0.075 𝐿𝑙𝑎𝑡 6.605
Alat −0.196 𝑀𝑙𝑎𝑡 −70.459
Alon 0.214 𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑛 −2.903
Blat 0.440 𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑛 11.532
Blon −0.026 𝑀𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣 10.263
Lp −0.930
Mq 4.691
Melev 37.752

Table 7.6: The fitted values for the TPP and CD models in forward flight.

The parameters of the TPP and CD models are given in Table 7.6. Comparing
these to the hover parameters in Table 7.3 shows that both have comparable param-
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Figure 7.8: A validation chirp on the roll axis in forward flight. The pitch motions are mainly due to
pitch-roll coupling. The TPP and CD models have a similar response. The high-frequency fluctuations in
the pitch are due to the attitude controller which is active during the chirp.
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Figure 7.9: A validation chirp on the pitch axis in forward flight. The CD model accuracy is much worse
than the TPP model, while the latter is also unable to follow the measurements at higher frequencies.
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Figure 7.10: Validation chirp on the elevator axis in forward flight. The roll response 𝑝 (yaw in fixed-wing
aircraft reference frame) is fitted accurately by both TPP and CD models, while in the pitch response 𝑞,
the TPP models start to show significant difference around 20 s and the CD model is unable to replicate
those frequencies at all.
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eters for the rotor dynamics in the TPP model. The fact that the roll rate damping
is very small is to be expected since the vertical stabilizing tips of DelftaCopter have
a small moment arm to the center of mass.

Figures 7.8 to 7.10 show the measurements and the model responses of chirps
on roll, pitch and elevator respectively. The resulting TPP and CD model fits are
overlayed in the figures and clearly show which frequencies are not well modeled.
It is clear that the TPP model is better at predicting the high-frequency response
than the CD model, but the fit is not as good as for the hover model. This can be
due to the RPM fluctuations or the TPP model. Another cause of model inaccuracy
could be unmodeled aerodynamic effects or the energy exchange during the chirps.
Atmospheric conditions are also less steady during outdoor forward flights than
during the indoor hover tests. The angle of attack and sideslip are not part of
the model either and were not measured, but could have an important influence.
Surprisingly, the 𝑀𝑞 parameter is identified as being positive, implying a positive
feedback loop on the pitch rate. The CoMC of the fits can be found in Table 7.7.
While the 𝑝 axis in the CD model is better than the TPP model, the 𝑞 axis is so much
worse that this advantage is completely lost. Both fitting and validation percentages
are obtained from three chirps, one in roll, one in pitch, and one with the elevator.
The validation chirps and model responses can be found in Figures 7.8 to 7.10.

Axis TPP model CD model

Fitting p 66.0% 70.8%
q 54.7% 21.7%

Validation p 49.7% 53.1%
q 47.1% 17.0%

Table 7.7: Comparison of the CoMC percentage as given in Equation (7.9) for forward flight.

7.8. Conclusion

T he DelftaCopter is a tailsitter UAV consisting of a single rotor with cyclic and
collective pitch control on top of a delta-wing biplane. Previous research de-

veloped a Cylinder Dynamics (CD) model which assumes a rigid rotor [26]. This
work compared the CD model with a linearized Tip-Path Plane (TPP) model of the
attitude dynamics based on work by [20]. A system identification modeling ap-
proach was chosen and chirps were used as system identification maneuvers to fit
a wide frequency range. The TPP model is shown to be much better at modeling
the high-frequency response than the CD model. This is validated using data from
manually flown doublets, for which the TPP response also shows better accuracy.
In particular, the flapping dynamics modeled as the Tip-Path Plane significantly in-
fluence the pitch dynamics of the DelftaCopter at about 5Hz. It was shown that this
model can be used for controller design by deriving an LQR attitude rate controller.
The relationship between the identified parameters and rotor RPM was found to be
different than predicted from theory. This may be due to the lumping together of
unmodeled effects into the present parameters, but is likely to be due to non-linear
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effects that the current state-space model has linearized. In particular, the rotor
hinge spring is believed to have very non-linear characteristics.

For forward flight, the TPP and CD models were extended to include roll rate and
pitch rate damping and include a constant for the elevator effectiveness. Further-
more, the model confirmed particular characteristics of the DelftaCopter, namely:
the principal components for the actuation of pitch and roll are different than in
traditional helicopters and are not even perpendicular and the roll actuator mainly
drives roll at low frequencies and mainly drives pitch at high frequencies. Overall,
the derived linear state-space model captures most of the dynamics of the Delfta-
Copter in the frequency range up to 10Hz. Nevertheless, the data clearly shows
that not all dynamics are modeled and more states and non-linearities have to be
included to improve the modeling.

7.9. Recommendations

D ue to technical constraints, the 𝑎 and 𝑏 angles of the TPP could not be mea-
sured. They were estimated using the derived model, but could not be val-

idated. The angle of attack 𝛼 or fuselage sideslip angle 𝛽 of the delta-wing in
forward flight could also not be measured, but could better model errors like the
end of Figure 7.10 where sideslip or increased angle of attack could be the cause
of the steady-state error. Although separate tests have shown that the used MKV
HV9767 servos could track the required chirp commands with small deflections up to
frequencies of over 20Hz, the role of servo dynamics on the faster dynamics should
be further investigated. Finally, in forward flight, it is recommended to generalize
the flight model for different airspeeds and RPM as these values do change during
normal flight conditions.
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The Nederdrone: a hybrid lift,
hybrid energy hydrogen UAV

If we all would be willing to change our mind when proven wrong
then the world would be a better place.

Lawrence Maxwell Krauss

Many Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) applications require vertical take-off and
landing and very long-range capabilities. Fixed-wing aircraft need long run-
ways to land, and electric energy is still a bottleneck for helicopters, which
are not range efficient. In this paper, we introduce the Nederdrone, a hybrid
lift, hybrid energy hydrogen-powered UAV that can perform vertical take-
off and landings using its 12 propellers while flying efficiently in forward
flight thanks to its fixed wings. The energy is supplied from a combination of
hydrogen-driven Polymer Electrolyte Membrane fuel-cells for endurance and
lithium batteries for high-power situations. The hydrogen is stored in a pres-
surized cylinder around which the UAV is optimized. This work analyses
the selection of the concept, the implemented safety elements, the electronics
and flight control and shows flight data including a 3h38 flight at sea while
starting and landing from a moving ship.

Parts of this chapter have been published in the Unmanned Systems Journal 8, 4 (2020) [1], and in
the International Journal of Hydrogen Energy 46, 29 (2021) [2] My main contribution is the derivation
of the hybrid-energy hybrid-lift concept with sufficient redundancy & minimal drag in forward flight and
sufficient power in hover. Furthermore, I am the main author of both publications and I have removed
parts for which my contribution was not substantial.
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8.1. Introduction

U AVs offer solutions in a large variety of applications [3–6]. While a lot of ap-
plications can be performed with current battery technology, for many others

the energy requirements cannot be met [7]. In particular, when combined with the
requirement to have VTOL capabilities, the traditional efficient fixed-wing aircraft
concept is not an option. For these applications, hybrid concepts have been pro-
posed which combine the most efficient way of flying, namely using fixed wings,
with the capability to land vertically.

(a) DelftaCopter [8] (b) VertiKUL [9] (c) DHL Parcelcopter 3 [10]

Figure 8.1: Hybrid UAV able to take-off and land vertically while using fixed-wings to increase flight
efficiency in forward flight.

The most common categories of hybrid lift UAV are the tail-sitters, dual-systems,
and transforming UAV [11]. Tail-sitters pitch down 90° during the transition from
hover to forward flight, and while they have important drawbacks for pilot comfort
[12], they have gained a lot of interest for UAV. They do not require any mechanical
reconfiguration and allow the re-use of the same propulsion systems in several
phases of the flight [9] (See Figure 8.1b). Many different types of tail-sitters exist.
They can either be optimized to maximize the hovering efficiency with a single large
rotor [8] (See Figure 8.1a) or to minimize complexity [13–15]. Other tail-sitters
were optimized for maximal redundancy [1] or were given re-configurable wings
to minimize sensitivity to gusts in hover [16]. The second category is formed by
‘dual systems’ like quad-planes. These UAVs contain a complete hovering vehicle
combined ‘in-plane’ with a separate fixed-wing vehicle. Both parts are typically
operated separately [17]. The last category consists of transforming vehicles that
try to re-use propulsion systems in hover and forward flight by either tilting the
entire wings with respect to the fuselage [10] (See Figure 8.1c) or by only tilting
the propulsion system [18]. These hybrid concepts increase the endurance of UAV
while maintaining the ability to hover and land vertically.

Despite large improvements in battery technology, battery capacity is still a bot-
tleneck for the endurance of UAVs. This is why recent lightweight robust fuel-cell
technology advancements [19] have led to increased interest from UAV applications
[20–23]. Fuel-cells can be divided into five types: alkaline [24], Polymer Electrolyte
Membrane (PEM) [25], phosphoric acid [26], solid oxide [27], and molten carbonate
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batteries [28]. The most suitable for portable micro-systems are the PEM [29] as
they can work at room temperature, have a small size, are lightweight, and have
anti-aging. PEM fuel cells can be powered by fuels like liquid methanol [29] or
hydrogen [30].

Apart from storage [31], hydrogen is ideal as a synthetic fuel because it is
lightweight, highly abundant and its oxidation product is environmentally benign.
Moreover, the hydrogen to electricity cycle is bi-directional [32]. Hydrogen can be
generated in a variety of ways even without generating COx [33]. It can be gener-
ated off-grid [34], and recent research even addresses the generation of hydrogen
without the need for rare and expensive platinum (Pt) [35] nor Ruthenium (Ru) [36]
by using hybrid nano-plates as catalytic material instead [37].

Fuel-cells do come with power constraints and developing small reliable mem-
branes for power-hungry UAVs can be a challenge [38]. So, while flight with a single
energy source is the most weight-efficient solution [39], in most hydrogen-powered
UAVs the fuel-cell power had to be complemented with batteries [40]. Hovering also
requires a higher power density than forward flight [11]. So while hydrogen fuel-
cell powered quadrotors have been developed [21], their flight times have never
reached the endurance seen in fixed-wings. This power efficiency is why so many
fixed wing hydrogen UAVs have been proposed like the 16 kg 500W demonstrator
from [41] in 2007, the 1.5 kg 100W UAV from [21] in 2012, the 11 kg 200W from
[22] in 2017 to the 2020 6.4 kg 250W [23].

As even hydrogen’s energy storage capacity is limited, the combination of hydro-
gen power with solar power has also been investigated [42] and effectively helped
to double the flight time in ideal conditions. This combination has also been pro-
posed to cross the Atlantic [43] with a fixed-wing UAV. But the mainstream solution
remains a combination of battery power for high-demand situations and hydrogen
power for endurance. This combination is further referred to as “hybrid energy”
[44].

To combine the advantages of a hybrid lift UAV with those of hybrid energy
from batteries and hydrogen fuel-cells, a new concept is developed called: the
Nederdrone.

Section 8.2 investigates the selected type of fuel-cell and safety aspects of fly-
ing with hydrogen. Section 8.3 explains the design choices of the hybrid UAV built
around the fuel-cell system. Section 8.4 describes the essential aerodynamic prop-
erties. Section 8.5 explains the hybrid power wiring and dual control bus of the
Nederdrone. Section 8.6 explains the control. Section 8.7 shows actual test flight
data. Finally Section 8.8, 8.9 and 8.10 give a discussion, conclusions, and recom-
mendations respectively.

8.2. Selection of the hydrogen systems

H ydrogen-powered fuel-cells form an attractive solution for sustainable aircraft if
the remaining technological problems can be solved [45]. The following section

will address the selection of the fuel-cell, the selection of the fuel storage solution,
and its safety considerations.
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8.2.1. Fuel-cell

Figure 8.2: Intelligent Energy’s 800W fuel-cell system with dual fan.

The three most common fuel-cells used to power UAVs are: 1) hydrogen PEM
fuel-cells, 2) direct methanol PEM fuel-cells, and 3) solid oxide fuel cells [46]. But the
availability of ready-to-use systems at the time of selection also plays an important
role. Although PEM fuel-cell efficiency drops with altitude [25, 47, 48], and their
membrane must be re-humidified to unlock their full power when not used for a
few days [49], their small size and weight form an attractive choice for UAV. Two
options within the power range from 300W to 1000W were available, namely PEM
fuel-cell systems from Intelligent Energy1 (IE) and HES Energy Systems2 (HES).

𝑃 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 Lipo 𝜁 𝑊 𝑃/𝑊
Unit [W] [W] [cell] [%] [kg] [W/kg]
HES 250 250 6 50% 0.73 342.5

500 500 7 52% 1.4 357.1
IE 650 1000 6 56% 0.81 802.5

800 1400 6 55% 0.96 833.3

Table 8.1: Available fuel-fell power 𝑃, system maximum power 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥, number of auxiliary battery lithium
cells, hydrogen efficiency 𝜁, weight 𝑊 and weight efficiency 𝑃/𝑊.

The IE 800W air-cooled PEM fuel-cell running at ambient temperatures was
selected, which is packaged as a small light-weight cost effective and robust system
and shown in Figure 8.2. It runs at the easily available 6-cell lithium output voltage
and—at the time of selection—had the better hydrogen efficiency 𝜁 and weight
efficiency 𝑃/𝑊 of the two.

The Lower Heating Value (LHV) efficiency 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑃𝐸𝑀𝐹𝐶 of the 800W system is
between 53% at 800W and 56% at 700W3. The fuel consumption 𝑓𝑓𝐻2 in g/h at
the predicted forward flight conditions of 600W average power then becomes:

𝑓𝑓𝐻2 =
𝑃𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

𝐸𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝐻2 ⋅ 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑃𝐸𝑀𝐹𝐶
(8.1)

1http://www.intelligent-energy.com
2https://www.hes.sg/
3IE: uploads/product_docs/61126_IE_-_Cylinder_Guide_May_2020.pdf

http://www.intelligent-energy.com
https://www.hes.sg/
https://www.intelligent-energy.com/uploads/product_docs/61126_IE_-_Cylinder_Guide_May_2020.pdf
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Figure 8.3: Density of pressurized hydrogen in function of temperature Equation (8.2).

A hydrogen LHV of 33.3Wh/g is used in further computations. This results in
a fuel consumption (8.1) of not more than 34 g/h at 600W average power and up
to 45.3 g/h at full power. To fly at least 3 h at maximum fuel-cell power—to also
deliver payload power and be able to climb, hover and recharge hover batteries
in-flight—about 140 g of hydrogen would be desired.

The corresponding Intelligent Energy Transportable Pressure Equipment Direc-
tive (TPED) regulator weighs 0.28 kg, is 40 by 35mm (diameter x length), 20 to
500 bar ‘in’ and 0.55 bar ‘out’ and is equipped with an electronic shut-off valve,
pressure sensors and a standard 8mm Pre-Charged Pneumatic (PCP) fill port. The
fuel-cell system weighs 0.96 kg and measures 196 by 100 by 140mm. Its output
voltage ranges from 19.6V to 25.2V. It is equipped with a 1800mAh 6-cell lithium-
polymer auxiliary battery of 0.3 kg which enables the combined system to deliver
1400W of peak power for a short time.

8.2.2. Hydrogen storage
At room temperature, the main two options to store hydrogen are as a pressurized
gas in a pressure cylinder, or as a chemical solution that releases hydrogen [50].
Sodium borohydride (𝑁𝑎𝐵𝐻4) is often used in UAV and portable applications as a
hydrogen source to power PEM fuel-cells [30, 51, 52].

The downside of pressure cylinders is that they weigh much more than the
hydrogen inside them [53]. But because of sustainability, overall system weight,
off-grid recharge options [34], price, and availability, the choice was made to use
pressure cylinders.

The mass of hydrogen 𝑚𝐻2 based on the cylinder volume 𝑉 and pressure 𝑝 in
flight conditions is fitted as4:

𝑚𝐻2 = (−0.00002757𝑝2 + 0.074969𝑝 + 0.6187) ⋅ 𝑉 (8.2)

It should be noted that the actual value varies with temperature. At 300 bar,
values change from 20.7 g/L at 25 °C to 21.2 g/L at 15 °C (See Figure 8.3) and a
25 °C drop in temperature leads to a 7.8% increase in hydrogen per liter. In this
paper, the more pessimistic values at 25 °C are used. Figure 8.4 shows an overview
of available cylinder options. The cylinders are compared for the weight percentage

4https://h2tools.org/hyarc/hydrogen-data/hydrogen-density-different-temperatures-and-pressures

https://h2tools.org/hyarc/hydrogen-data/hydrogen-density-different-temperatures-and-pressures
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Figure 8.4: Overview of the specific hydrogen weight 𝑤𝑡%𝐻2 which should be as high as possible, for
various cylinders that were available at the time of selection. It can be seen that the actual hydrogen
weight is only a fraction of the storage weight.

of hydrogen they can contain compared to the total cylinder weight which is further
called 𝑤𝑡%𝐻2 [2]. The cylinders should be as light as possible for a given pressure
and volume to result in the highest weight percentage of hydrogen [54].

Figure 8.5: CTS 6.8 L 300 bar ultralight Type-4 pressure cylinder in a certified transport case.

Due to price, commercial availability, and availability of EU certification, the 6.8 L
Composite Technical Systems (CTS) Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) Liner Type-4
cylinder5 was selected and is shown in Figure 8.5. This is the heaviest certified
cylinder that still fitted in the weight budget of the ≈10 kg UAV. The graph does
however illustrate that doubled specific hydrogen weights can be expected in the
future.

8.2.3. Safety of handling pressurized hydrogen
Hydrogen gas is flammable in concentrations from 4% up to 75% when mixed with
air and burns optimally at a concentration of 29%. It has a self-ignition temperature
5http://www.ctscyl.com/prodotti/h2/cts-ultralight-6-8l-300-bar-h2

http://www.ctscyl.com/prodotti/h2/cts-ultralight-6-8l-300-bar-h2
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585 °C, but a very low required ignition energy of 17 µJ. Human body models show
that a person without static protection can easily cause a 40mJ discharge. To avoid
ignition, anti-static shoes and clothes are therefore required when leakages are
expected, for instance during filling. Refueling should be done at temperatures in
between −20 °C and 40 °C to stay within cylinder’s limitations. Hydrogen is roughly
14 times lighter than air and therefore easily gets trapped inside rooms and ceiling
cavities and can degrade material properties [55].

Pressure cylinders also have inherent risks. A lot of research has been done
on pressure cylinder rupture, but most research has been focusing on metal cylin-
der gasses like air and Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) [56]. For composite high-
pressure cylinders, models and methods have been developed and validated [57],
but these do not show all risks of hydrogen cylinder failures. Actual crush-tests of
composite hydrogen cylinders have been performed [58] to simulate a car crash.
But they used mainly cylinders with aluminum liners (type 3A/B). The blast from
hydrogen cylinders exposed to vehicle fires was also investigated [59]. They sug-
gest that the blast from a cylinder failure through fire (with combustion) can throw
debris up to 80m, but also shows that 35m would be a no-harm distance for the
shock-wave of a 12 L 700 bar cylinder.

(a) 12m high drop tower (b) Tank impact (c) Damage

Figure 8.6: Drop-test of a hydrogen-filled cylinder on steel-covered concrete did cause a leak at the
regulator but did not visibly damage the cylinder and did not lead to fire nor detonation.

The cylinder selected for this platform has been tested by the manufacturer ac-
cording to the NEN-EN12245+A1 norm. But since no data were available about the
safety of the combined cylinder and pressure regulator, a drop test was organized
that simulated the fall on the metal deck of a ship (See Figure 8.6b). While this does
not represent the worst-case scenario of a crash involving hydrogen, it does address
the operational scenario in which the hydrogen drone moves away from the ship
as soon as possible after take-off and only moves over the ship at low speed and
low altitude upon landings. A test was performed according to the STANAG 4375.
The cylinder was dropped from a 12m high tower (See Figure 8.6a) on a metal
plate on top of a concrete floor while filled with about 140 g of hydrogen (285 bar)
[60]. High-speed camera footage was made and the post-impact damage was as-
sessed. The metal regulator broke (See Figure 8.6c) which resulted in a leak. After
a few minutes, all hydrogen had escaped and the cylinder was inert. No combustion
occurred.
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8.3. Design of the hybrid lift UAV

A fter the selection of the fuel-cell system and hydrogen storage, a UAV was de-
signed around it from the ground up. Fitting a hydrogen cylinder and fuel-cell

in a hybrid UAV poses specific constraints [20, 21, 44]. The large and bulky cylin-
der highly influences the aerodynamic shape. To cool the fuel-cell and remove the
formed water vapor, airflow through the fuel-cell radiator is important. The rel-
atively large weight of the energy supply and payload combined with the weight
of the propulsion needed to hover poses strict limitations on structural weight and
flying with pressure cylinders and expensive equipment comes with redundancy
requirements. This section will discuss these challenges.

8.3.1. Hybrid lift UAV concept trade-off

a) b) c)

Figure 8.7: Hybrid lift UAV concepts around a hydrogen cylinder.

First, a trade-off is made between the three main classes of hybrid lift UAVs.
The dual-system VTOL UAV like quad-planes have a separate propulsion system for
hover and forward flight (Figure 8.7a). To minimize weight, a minimalistic hover
system is often used as this is only dummy weight during the largest part of the
flight. The hover propulsion blows perpendicularly to the wing and therefore needs
additional arms to support the motors at a distance from the wing, which also adds
weight and drag in forward flight. The tilt-wing (or tilt-motor) concept (Figure 8.7b)
has a mechanism to rotate the entire wing, thereby removing the need for separate
motor support arms and re-using part of the propulsion from hover in forward flight.
The downsides are the increased mechanical complexity, higher mechanical weight,
and the control complexity of flying with a changing morphology. The tail-sitter
concept shown in Figure 8.7c, re-uses the same motors in both flight regimes while
minimizing mechanical complexity. The propulsion can be attached to the wing,
which is already designed to carry the weight of the vehicle and this reduces overall
structural weight. As the vast majority of the flight is typically in forward flight, the
propulsion can be optimized for this phase. The drawbacks are that the UAV must
pitch down 90° during the transition and therefore pass through the stall regime of
the wing. Moreover, the cylinder is vertical after landing which makes it prone to
tipping over, especially on moving platforms like ships.

To minimize structural weight and complexity while re-using the hover propulsion
in forward flight, the tail-sitter concept was selected for the Nederdrone.
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8.3.2. Cylinder placement into the UAV

a) b) c)

Figure 8.8: Hybrid lift Tail-sitter UAV concepts with several cylinder orientations.

Within the class of tail-sitter UAVs, three variables form a trade-off for the ori-
entation of the cylinder: drag, ground stability, and control authority in hover. The
best control authority in hover is achieved by maximizing the distance between the
motor center lines as shown in Figure 8.8a. With this setup, larger control moments
can be created through differences in thrust. After landing the cylinder lies flat and
stable on the ground. But this configuration has the highest fuselage drag in for-
ward flight as the frontal surface is determined by the cylinder surface in the length
direction. Moreover, in forward flight, the wings are exactly on top of each other
which results in an aerodynamically unstable aircraft without an S-shaped airfoil or
significant wing sweep angle.

Previous work [1] made a compromise and placed the cylinder at a negative 30°
angle with the incoming flow as shown in Figure 8.8b. Upon landing, the fuselage
would roll down 30° until the cylinder was flat on the ground. But a shock-absorbing
landing gear was nevertheless needed to protect the propellers. Moreover, the de-
sign goal of staying below 600W in forward flight could not be achieved. Therefore,
for the Nederdrone, the cylinder was placed completely in line with the flow as in
Figure 8.8c, as any reduction in drag is crucial to increase the endurance and max-
imal forward flight speed.

8.3.3. Sizing the wings, stabilizer, and fuselage
The next step of the hybrid lift UAV design is the sizing of the wings, horizontal
stabilizer, and fuselage to achieve stable forward flight characteristics. The selected
concept has the cylinder and the fuel-cell placed in-line to minimize drag which
increases the longitudinal mass distribution. To improve the damping of the short
period pitch motion in forward flight, either a large elevator or a long fuselage is
required [61]. But since this is a tailsitter UAV, a long fuselage conflicts with the
ground stability requirement and is at high risk of tipping over.

The combined requirements are addressed by giving the Nederdrone a short
fuselage and a tandem wing configuration. The tandem wing has the best pitch
damping for a given fuselage length [61]. Moreover, it has a shorter wingspan for a
given amount of wing area at a given aspect ratio compared to a conventional large
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Figure 8.9: The Nederdrone concept: a drop-down tail-sitter with an in-flow oriented hydrogen pressur-
ized cylinder, rear-mounted fuel-cell with bottom cooling airflow vent, low front-wing, and high tail-wing.

main wing and a small horizontal stabilizer. These shorter wings help to reduce the
influence of perturbations in hover, as they provide less leverage than longer wings.

8.3.4. Ground stability

Figure 8.10: Landing sequence of the Nederdrone on a ship.

Since the pressure cylinder is placed in the direction of the airflow during forward
flight, it is upright during the landing and its stability after landing must nevertheless
be guaranteed, even on a moving platform like a ship.

The option was investigated to slowly drop-down the nose after landing by using
the hover propellers. Once the hover propellers start to point forward beyond a
certain angle, the ground friction is overcome and the drone starts to slide forward.
Just before this point, the thrust is cut off and the nose drops down. A sprung
landing gear then absorbs the last part of the gentle drop. The result is a UAV
which lies stably on the ground after landing.

To further minimize the impact of the landing, the center of gravity was moved
backward and closer to the ground while landing by choosing a canard configuration
with the largest wing at the back. The resulting landing sequence is shown in
Figure 8.10.
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8.3.5. Take-Off

(a) Take-off with 2m/s wind (b) Take-off with 7m/s wind

Figure 8.11: Composite image of the Nederdrone take-off.

In tail-sitter UAVs, the ground stability requirement is conflicting with the vertical
take-off requirement of the tail-sitter. The Nederdrone was designed to sit in a stable
60° nose down from hover. This means for take-off the nose points only 30° up,
but test flights showed that even in worst-case ‘no-wind’ conditions the UAV only
slides less than a foot before taking off as shown in composite image Figure 8.11.
The high thrust to weight, the ground effect of the propeller flow over the wing
squeezed between the wing and the ground, and the spring in the landing gear
makes the Nederdrone take-off into what will be referred to as an angled take-off.

The resulting hybrid-hybrid vehicle designed around a pressure cylinder has min-
imal drag in forward flight, has tandem wings that also serve as structural support
for the 12 propellers, does not require mechanical reconfiguration but uses its re-
dundant propulsion in both flight regimes, can take-off and land vertically and is
stable on the ground before take-off and after landing.

8.4. Aerodynamics

O nce the general concept shape was determined, the aerodynamics properties
were designed and tested. The airfoil for the wings has been chosen to yield

a good compromise between ‘gentle stall’ and ‘low drag throughout the lift curve’
using the XFoil module within XFLR56. The resulting airfoil is based on a MH32
airfoil but was modified to allow construction from Expanded Polypropylene (EPP).
Wind tunnel measurements were performed in the TUDelft OJF [62], in which the
full-scale Nederdrone was tested (See Figure 8.12).

The lift and drag forces were measured at different speeds and angles of attack
𝛼 from zero to over 60 degrees. The resulting lift coefficient 𝐶𝐿 and drag coefficient
6http://www.xflr5.tech/

http://www.xflr5.tech/
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Figure 8.12: The Nederdrone placed in the TUDelft Open Jet Facility (OJF). Smoke analysis shows that
in forward flight there is no interference between the wings and the cooling air reaches the rear inlet to
cool the fuel-cell.
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Figure 8.13: Lift and drag curves (lift coefficient 𝐶𝐿 and drag coefficient 𝐶𝐷 in function of angle of attack
𝛼) of the Nederdrone as measured during wind tunnel testing. The stall starts at about 15° but is very
gentle. This is important during the transition phase of the tail-sitter UAV as abruptly changing lift forces
complicate the control.

𝐶𝐷 curves are shown in Figure 8.13. The smooth reduction in lift coefficient after
𝛼 >20° confirms that the airfoil has gentle stall properties and that the front and
back wings of the tandem aircraft do not cause detrimental interactions with each
other. These two properties are very important for flight control as abrupt changes
in the lift or drag highly affect the control of the platform.

8.5. Electronics

W ith the concept design to fit the available fuel-cell power in forward flight fin-
ished, the required power to hover was analyzed.
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Figure 8.14: Dual power bus and dual Controller Area Network (CAN) controller area network brushless
ESC.

8.5.1. Hybrid electric power
Hovering a roughly 10 kg platform in gusts while the propulsion is optimized for the
forward flight regime is taking more than the 1400W maximum of the selected fuel-
cell system. To complement the fuel-cell during the short high power phases, high
C-rating lithium polymer batteries are added to the Nederdrone. This is traditionally
done with two DC-DC converters and a power management system. This allows
the application of various types of intelligent power management strategies, for
instance, based on fuzzy logic [63]. But even with state-of-the-art technology, the
mass of DC-DC converters is not negligible [64]. To avoid heavy power electronics
merging both energy sources, a passive approach is designed where both power
sources are connected in parallel. The company proprietary DC-DC converter inside
the IE800 fuel-cell system is tuned to act as a 25V constant voltage source when
the used power is less than 800W, while beyond 800W its voltage drops depending
on the load.

The six-cell lithium-polymer battery recommendations state that they can safely
be charged up to 25.2V, which is compatible with the fuel-cell voltage range in-
cluding a safety margin of 0.2V to prevent over-charge. To minimize weight, the
batteries are therefore connected directly to the motors in parallel to the fuel-cell.
To prevent the hover batteries from feeding current into the fuel-cell, the fuel-cell
current is run through a pair of SBRT15U50SP5-13 15A continuous power diodes
at each motor. This allows the very high currents to go from the lithium battery
directly to the ESC without loss and allows the fuel-cell to re-charge the batteries to
about 25V minus the diode forward drop voltage of about 0.2V in cruise conditions.
To minimize power loss, maximize redundancy and distribute heat production, two
diodes are used per motor, which results in lower current per diode and thereby
also lower diode forward voltage 𝑉𝐹. This means the lithium-polymer batteries are
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charged up to about 24.8V which corresponds to at least 95% full at a maximal rate
of 8 A per pack. Since this is within specifications, the fuel-cell and lithium batteries
can thus safely be placed in parallel without the need for heavy power electronics
nor additional charging circuits. The full diagram is shown in Figure 8.14.

The hover batteries have been selected to provide 800W for 30min in case
the fuel-cell would fail in-flight to allow the UAV to safely return and land. The
selected batteries are four Extron X2 4500mAh 6S 1P lithium-polymer batteries
with a nominal voltage of 22.2V and a discharge rate of 25C to 50C. They contain
just under 100Wh of energy at 640 g each and can supply 90A continuous current
and 180A burst current, which is more than sufficient to handle the largest peak
currents. The four batteries are placed as close as possible to the four wings to
supply the 3 motors on each wing through short high power wires for minimal loss.

8.5.2. Redundant control and status of 20 actuators

Dual CAN

Power Diodes STM32

BLDC
ESC

Dual power

Servo control

Figure 8.15: Dual power bus and dual Controller Area Network (CAN) ESC for BLDC motors (dashed lines
are on the bottom).

For redundancy and structural weight distribution purposes the Nederdrone has
twelve motors. Moreover, it has 8 aerodynamics flaps. To reduce wiring and con-
nector failures and create a system that is still able to fly even if any of the wires
would fail, the power and control wires need to be duplicated. This would lead
to 24 control wires going to the 12 motors, excluding the motor status feedback
wires and dual power bus and 16 additional control wires to servos. To reduce this
large amount of wiring and weight, the Nederdrone uses a network bus instead as
shown in Figure 8.14. The Controller Area Network (CAN) is an automotive indus-
try technology that has been proposed as a low-cost solution in several aerospace
applications [65]. The popular [66] UAVCAN7 implementation was selected with
custom messages. The result is a system where any control or power wire can be
cut without dramatic consequences while the weight and complexity are kept to a
minimum. The PCB design for the 12 CAN BLDC motor controllers with servo control
outputs is shown in Figure 8.15.

8.6. Flight control

T he flight control of the Nederdrone tail-sitter UAV poses several special chal-
lenges. First, the lift and moments generated by the wings are hard to model

7https://uavcan.org/

https://uavcan.org/
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at large angles, which occurs when tail-sitters fly slowly. Sudden changes in the
aerodynamic forces and moments can occur when the flow over the wings stalls or
re-attaches, and require fast and powerful control actions to compensate. In hover,
the large exposed up-pointing wing surfaces make tail-sitters susceptible to wind
gusts, which need to be compensated by the controller. Moreover, specifically to the
Nederdrone with its tandem-wing configuration, the slipstream from the front wing
can hit the back wing at certain hover attitudes. Finally, the experimental nature
of the project required a control method that could be easily adapted to changes
made to the platform, without needing new wind tunnel measurements.

To cope with these challenges, an INDI controller was selected as it does not
rely heavily on aerodynamic modeling but uses a sensor-based approach to identify
external forces. INDI has been successful implemented on tail-sitters with similar
challenges like the Cyclone tail-sitter UAV [15].

8.6.1. Cascaded INDI Control
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Figure 8.16: A schematic overview of the cascaded INDI control approach used in the Nederdrone. 𝜉 is
the position, 𝜂 is the attitude, and 𝜔 the angular rate of the vehicle. The control moments are denoted
by 𝐿, 𝑀 and 𝑁, the total thrust is 𝑇, and the command vector to the servos and motors is 𝑢. Signals
that are filtered have a subscript 𝑓.

INDI is a control method that makes use of feedback of linear and angular ac-
celeration to replace much of the modeling needs since these signals provide direct
information on the forces and moments that act on the vehicle [67]. The angular ac-
celeration can be obtained through differentiation of the gyroscope signal, and the
linear acceleration is directly measured with the accelerometer. To ensure a timely
and well-scaled response to these external forces, INDI does require modeling of
the actuators’ responses and their control effectiveness. Based on the difference be-
tween desired and measured linear and angular acceleration, control increments are
then calculated using this control effectiveness. The disturbance rejection proper-
ties of INDI have been shown theoretically and experimentally in previous research
[68, 69] and its successful implementation on a tail-sitter has been detailed in [15].

The general structure of the controller is given in Figure 8.16, in which 𝜉 is
the position, 𝜂 is the attitude, and 𝜔 the angular rate of the vehicle. The control
moments are denoted by 𝐿,𝑀, and 𝑁, the total thrust is 𝑇, and the command vector
to the servos and motors is 𝑢. Signals that are filtered with a low pass filter have a
subscript 𝑓.

The controller is split into an outer loop that controls the position and an inner
loop that controls attitude. Both start with a linear controller to generate the desired
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reference signals ̈𝜉𝑟 and �̇�𝑟. These signals are then compared with the filtered
measurements ̈𝜉𝑓 and �̇�𝑓. The INDI blocks then compute increments in actuator
deflection using the actuator effectiveness and dynamics to exactly cancel the errors
in linear or rotational acceleration [68].

8.6.2. Structural Modes
One particular property of the tandem-wing tail-sitter UAV which was found during
flight testing, is the relatively low frequency of some of the structural modes—in par-
ticular the longitudinal torsion mode. This is due to the large spread in mass over the
wings, the relative flexibility of the wings combined with the relatively low torsional
stiffness of the fuselage frame around the cylinder. To avoid interaction between
the controller and the structural modes, the common procedure in aerospace is to
give the controller a sufficiently small open-loop gain at the structural resonance
frequency [70].

This can be achieved by including a low pass or a notch filter on the relevant
feedback signals ̈𝜉𝑓 and �̇�𝑓. For the INDI inner loop, there is already a low pass
filter to cope with the high-frequency vibrations from the motors. To minimize com-
plexity, this filter was re-used by reducing the cutoff frequency of this second-order
Butterworth low pass filter to 1.5Hz for the pitch rate and roll rate, and 0.5Hz for
the yaw rate and linear acceleration. It should be noted that these filter cutoff fre-
quencies are relatively low, and lead to reduced disturbance rejection performance.
Increasing the stiffness of the platform and hereby the frequencies of the structural
body modes can therefore improve the disturbance rejection.

8.6.3. Disturbance rejection
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Figure 8.17: Time sequence of a take-off (𝑡=0) with a tip propeller spinning in reverse, causing a very
large roll disturbance. The INDI controller needs 100% deflections to counteract the disturbance but
finds the required trim command within seconds. Notice the 55° nose down 𝜃 when standing on the
ground.
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To illustrate the ability of INDI to handle very large perturbations, a test flight
was performed in which one tip propeller was configured to turn in the reverse
direction. Not only does this tip propeller thereby create negative lift and a very
large roll moment, but it also acts as a variable disturbance as it is being changed
by the controller. Figure 8.17 shows the resulting perturbed take-off of the Neder-
drone. Although some initial oscillations can be seen during the first five seconds,
the INDI controller keeps the Nederdrone within acceptable attitudes and applies
100% actuator deflections to cope with the unexpected perturbation. Within three
seconds it stabilized the platform and found the new equilibrium which requires a
25% roll command to compensate for the perturbation, while at the same time
tracking aggressive outer-loop commands.

8.7. Results

T he concept was built and tested in real flight. The wings are made of EPP cut
with hot-wire and strengthened with dual carbon spars. Carbon ribs connect

the spars to the motor mounts. Various parts like the motor mounts were built with
the increasingly popular and powerful 3D printing technology [71]. To withstand
the motor heat, the motor mounts were printed from a high-temperature resistant
Ultimaker CPE+ filament.

The autopilot software is the Paparazzi-UAV autopilot [72, 73] project, which
has support for various key features like low-level CAN drivers to INDI control im-
plementations for hybrid aircraft, together with the ability to easily create custom
modules to interface with the fuel-cell systems. The autopilot hardware is the Pix-
hawk PX4 MBS-ENTB-24 board. The motors are 12 T-Motor MN3510-25-360motors
equipped with APC 13x10 propellers. Servos are the waterproof HS-5086WP metal
gear, micro digital waterproof servos. Telemetry is exchanged via the HereLink
system.

8.7.1. Battery-only flight testing
Before flying with hydrogen, a mock-up hydrogen system was 3D printed and filled
with batteries and metal to achieve the same component weight. The mock-up cylin-
der was equipped with a 21Ah 1.865 kg 6S6P lithium-ion battery (NCR18650GA) to
simulate the power delivered from the fuel-cell. This allowed the battery-powered
Nederdrone to safely fly over 30min. A sample flight is shown in Figure 8.18 in
which the pitch angle on the ground, take-off, hover, transition, forward flight, and
forward turns can be seen. Once the Nederdrone with mock-up hydrogen compo-
nents had flown dozens of flight hours successfully including many test flights from
a ship, it was equipped with the hydrogen systems.

8.7.2. First hybrid lift hybrid energy hydrogen flight at sea
To demonstrate the capabilities of the Nederdrone, a test flight at sea was performed
in real-world conditions. On September 30𝑡ℎ 2020, the Nederdrone with fuel cell
took off from a sailing coast guard ship. The flight lasted 3 hours and 38 minutes.
A composite image of the take-off is shown in Figure 8.19a.
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Figure 8.18: Test flight with take-off, hover, transition to forward and forward flight through a set of
waypoints. The Euler angles in the plots swap from the hover frame to the forward frame upon transition.
Onboard computations are performed in quaternions.

The onboard video of the pan-tilt HD camera protruding from the top of the
Nederdrone was streamed via the 2.4GHz ISM-band HereLink datalink. A live video
view of the Nederdrone following the ship is shown in Figure 8.19b. All data links
and video systems were also charging from the hydrogen energy and remained fully
charged during the entire flight.

After landing, the empty cylinder can be replaced with a new full cylinder in
seconds, before taking off again. The presented test flight does not push endurance
to its limits. There were at least 20min worth of hydrogen and 15min of battery left
after landing. All systems were running at full power and the weather was rough
with 5 Beaufort or 20 kn wind with moderate turbulence. This illustrates that the
hybrid lift hybrid power UAV called Nederdrone can handle real-world operations
and has considerable safety, performance, and energy margins.

8.7.3. Energy profile of the 3h38 flight
The hydrogen cylinder was filled with 285 bar remaining after settling at ambient
temperature. During take-off and landing, lithium batteries provided the required
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(a) Composite image from take-off from the moving vessel. (b) Live-view of the telemetry.

Figure 8.19: Hydrogen powered flight at sea departing from the coast-guard vessel the Guardian.
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Figure 8.20: Flight power as reported by the ESC during the take-off and landing.

extra power while the fuel-cell was running at maximum power. Figure 8.20 shows
the reported power used by the ESCs. This excludes the power used by the fuel-cell
itself and its cooling, power losses in the long wires, power loss over the diodes, and
power used by the payload and video link. The descent power becomes nearly zero
at moments when the Nederdrone is gliding in forward flight with the propellers
windmilling. The climbing power (from 20 to 21min) is about 1250W during the
angled take-off with the wings not stalled and thus significantly helping in lift pro-
duction. The hover power required in the last phase of the landing while fighting
turbulence with the wing stalled (238min) consumed nearly 1500W with peaks of
over 2000W. This is much more than the raw fuel-cell system can handle but is
supplied from the high current rated lithium hover batteries with ease. Figure 8.21
shows that the power delivered by the fuel-cell in those cases is about 800W as by
design.
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Figure 8.21: Power generation of the IE800 fuel-cell system depletion rate of the hydrogen pressure.

Video
The Intelligent Energy fuel-cell system comes with an aux-

iliary battery, which powers the fuel-cell electronics before the
fuel-cell becomes active and helps in powering the system when
more than 800W is used. Figure 8.21 shows that since most of
the extra power is delivered by the much larger flight batteries,
the auxiliary battery mainly serves to power the fuel-cell elec-
tronics. While a power control loop could help to choose which
battery is used or charged at each point in time, it would also
add a lot of weight. The current fully passive setup performs
as expected without any heavy electronics.

Two minutes after the take-off, the Nederdrone transitions to forward flight and
starts using much less power. The sum of the flight power, payload power, and fuel-
cell systems (including cooling) power are an average of 550W. After the take-off,
the fuel-cell slowly re-charges the lithium batteries that were used during take-off.
This means the hovering lithium batteries are fully charged before landing.

Figure 8.21 also shows the depletion of the hydrogen cylinder as measured by
the onboard sensors. It follows the inverse of the density profile from (8.2). Having
reached the desired 3 flight hours, the flight was stopped at a remaining pressure
of 20 bar, although previous tests proved that the Nederdrone can continue to fly
safely on battery power after complete depletion of the cylinder and shutdown of
the fuel-cell.
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8.8. Discussion

H ydrogen is seen as a highly promising future fuel for aviation thanks to its high
energy density. But the limited power that can be generated by fuel-cells re-

quires help from alternative power sources. Furthermore, the onboard storage of
pure hydrogen requires a pressure cylinder with a weight that is easily one-quarter
of the vehicle weight and has shape constraints.

To allow the successful application of hydrogen in UAVs, operational limitations
have to be minimized and safety must be guaranteed, as the consequences of acci-
dents with onboard pressure cylinders filled with hydrogen can be significant. This
requires platforms with redundant flight modes, redundant energy, and redundant
control. The shape of the UAV also plays a role in the protection of the cylinder.
Light foam around the cylinder provides both an aerodynamic shape and a large
crumple zone for low weight. By placing the sensitive high-pressure regulators
backward in the middle of the vehicle, safety can be further increased. Last but not
least, by having dual flight modes, an additional recovery mode is created in case
of failure. When for instance aerodynamic actuators would fail, then the platform
can return and land in hovering flight. If on the other hand, many motor controllers
would fail, then the platform can still be flown in forward flight by exploiting the
efficiency of its fixed wings. This combined versatility and safety are expected to
play an important role in the development of hydrogen-fuelled flight.

8.9. Conclusions

A novel hydrogen UAV was presented called the Nederdrone8. It is a tail-sitter
hybrid lift vehicle with tandem wings for forward flight, and 12 propellers for

hover. The power comes from a PEM fuel-cell with hydrogen stored in a pressurized
cylinder around which the UAV is optimized. The dual automotive CAN control
bus, redundant power source, wiring, propulsion, dual flight modes, and model-less
INDI control make the Nederdrone particularly resilient to failures. The versatility
and flight endurance of the Nederdrone is shown with a 3h38 test flight at sea
from a moving ship with 20 kt winds. The main advantages and disadvantages are
summarized in Table 8.2.

8.10. Recommendations

S everal aspects of the concept could be the subject of improvement. First of
all, the presented flight time can be greatly extended by fitting larger amounts

of hydrogen. The Nederdrone was built with a 350 bar cylinder and tested with
285 bar while 700 bar cylinders are available. This would require a new analysis of
the safety aspects. Aerodynamically, airfoils with even smoother stall behavior but
very low drag in forward flight should be developed to accommodate the specific
needs of tail-sitter UAVs. Electrically, a lot of power is lost in the cooling of the fuel-
cell which could be done passively thanks to the incoming air. To reduce the risk of
overheating, this was not addressed in the present research as the temperature of

8http://www.nederdrone.nl/

http://www.nederdrone.nl/
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Advantage Disadvantage
Propulsion Re-use motors in Reduced efficiency

forward and hover. in hover.
Mechanical Light: wings support Transitioning

the motors & props. 90° nose down.
Control Redundant high Need for high

authority control current batteries
with excess power. during hover.

Hybrid Passive parallel Power loss over
power fuel-cell & batteries. diodes.
Redundancy Redundant wiring, Reduced propulsion

12 props, 8 flaps. efficiency.

Table 8.2: Overview of the main advantages and disadvantages of the Nederdrone concept

the fuel-cell could not be measured in real-time. The control of the Nederdrone is
also the topic of future work. In hovering flight, the yaw axis of the Nederdrone is
controlled using the torque of the propellers and the induced flow of the propellers
over the aerodynamic surfaces. Both moments are very small compared to pitch and
roll moments and this results in a lower performance of the yaw axis. Furthermore,
the pitch angle of the Nederdrone should not be allowed to move higher than about
20°-30° nose up in hover. Since during hover the Nederdrone has a 90° higher
pitch angle than during forward flight, pitching up even further will effectively place
the fixed-wings in an inverted attitude (See Figure 8.9 rotated 90 degrees coun-
terclockwise). While this is in itself not a problem, the flapping drag of the rotors
while hovering backward bends the thrust vectors in the opposite direction than the
direction of motion, which is such that it reduces the moment arm with respect to
the center of gravity. In other words, since in hover, not all rotors are in the same
plane, when translating in the positive 𝑋-direction (See Figure 8.9), the maximally
achievable pitch moment of the rotors is increased while in the negative 𝑋-direction
the maximally achievable pitch moment is decreased. In both cases, the forward
flight stability of the wings causes a disturbing moment. While this can be solved
by climbing or avoiding the situation altogether, further research is recommended.
Finally, a lot of small improvements can still be made to the concept like retracting
the landing gear in forward flight to reduce drag, reducing the small and underuti-
lized auxiliary battery, and reducing the power loss over the diodes, which combined
could result in additional improvements in performance and allow faster or longer
operation in even tougher real-world conditions.
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The AI behind the winning

entry to the 2019 AIRR
Competition

One of the great challenges in this world
is knowing enough to think you’re right
but not enough to know you’re wrong.

Neil deGrasse Tyson

A major challenge in robotics is formed by autonomous drone racing as it
signifies tackling fundamental problems in AI under extreme resource restric-
tions. Here we show how an AI-based approach surpassed the fastest state-
of-the-art vision-based indoor navigation in the first AI Robotic Racing (AIRR)
World Championship season 2019. The proposed human-inspired approach
combines computationally light but race-speed resistant gate detection us-
ing a deep neural segmentation network and active vision with model-based
predictions, robust state estimation, and risk-based control. We present an
in-depth analysis of the performance of each component using competition
data and simulations. The work addresses the fundamental problem of how
AI can best be designed so that flying robots need minimal time and data
to reach robust and highly agile flight. It represents a promising direction to
close the gap with human drone pilots and bring AI to the real world.

Parts of this chapter have been published in ‘Field Robotics’ [1] and ‘Nature Machine Intelligence’ [2]. The
proposed approach has been developed in the context of the MAVLab team’s participation in the AIRR
drone race. The approach contains many of my ideas and I have made major technical contributions to
all parts of the autonomy pipeline and their successful integration into the DRL drone system.

181
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9.1. Introduction

A rtificial Intelligence has seen tremendous progress over the last decade, espe-
cially due to the advent of deep neural networks [3, 4]. The major milestones

in the history of AI have always been associated with competitions against human
experts. These competitions clearly show the increasing complexity in the tasks
in which AI can extend beyond human performance. In 1997, IBM’s Deep Blue
showed the power of search methods combined with expert systems [5] by beating
the world champion in the game of chess, Garry Kasparov. Chess is a fully ob-
servable, turn-based game, with ≈ 10123 possible game states. After chess, the AI
community started to aim for the game of Go, which has a much larger branching
factor that also results in a much higher number of ≈ 10360 possible game states,
rendering most search methods ineffective. In 2017, the Master version of Google
Deepmind’s AlphaGo beat Ke Jie, the top-ranked Go player at the time. AlphaGo
used an elegant combination of Monte Carlo tree search and deep neural networks
for evaluating board positions [6]. In 2019, Google Deepmind’s AlphaStar reached
a GrandMaster status in the real-time strategy game StarCraft II. This game rep-
resents yet a higher complexity, as it involves real-time instead of turn-based play,
partial observability, and a large and varied action space.

Robotics will form a new frontier in AI research since the associated problems
are even more complex [7]. Typical robotics problems are high-dimensional, contin-
uous, and only partially observable. Moreover, and most importantly, robots have
to operate in the real world, of which many relevant aspects remain hard to model
or simulate. Sample-intensive learning methods may apply to simplified robot mod-
els in simulation, allowing for faster than real-time learning, but transferring them
to an actual robotic system typically leads to a reality gap [8–10] that substantially
reduces performance. One part of the reality gap is the difference in sensory in-
put like visual appearance and sensor noise. The other part of this reality gap is
the specifics of a robot itself, concerning both its “body” (energy source, structure,
sensors, actuators) and “brain” (processing power, memory). For example, there
may be unmodeled aerodynamic effects or different timings in the perception-action
cycle of the actual robotic hardware.

One extreme challenge at the moment for AI in robotics is formed by autonomous
drone racing. Similar to human drone races, the goal for the drones is to finish a
pre-determined racing track in as short a time as possible. The drones have to race
by using only their onboard resources, such as onboard sensors and processing,
which are heavily restricted in terms of Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP) [11]. To be
successful, the drones will have to fly through complex tracks at very high speeds
(human racers reach speeds of up to 190 km/h). This means that they need a
fast perception-action cycle on lightweight hardware, which additionally should be
robust, as the margin for error is small.

The research on autonomous drone racing finds its roots in seminal work on agile
and aggressive flight [12–14]. The focus of many of these early studies was mostly
on high-performance control, outsourcing sensing, and state estimation to external
motion tracking systems and associated central computers. Later studies focused
on also getting the sensing and state estimation onboard, allowing the drones to
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perform quick maneuvers through gaps [15, 16]. A real drone race additionally
requires the drone to detect racing gates in more complex spaces, with multiple
gates and potential distractors in view, while not only passing one gate, but flying
a full trajectory in sequence, dealing with unforeseen deviations on the way. The
research on drone racing received a boost by the first-ever Autonomous Drone Rac-
ing (ADR) competition, organized in conjunction with the IROS robotics conference
in 2016, in Daejeon, South Korea [17]. This competition let the participants free
in their choice of platform and only required that all sensing and processing took
place onboard. The first competition showed the difficulty of the problem, with the
winner reaching 10 gates at an average speed of 0.6m/s. This is in stark contrast
to the impressive racing performance reached a year later by Morrell et al. [18],
whose drone only lost by a few seconds from an expert human pilot on their track.
In-competition flight speeds remained inferior to out-of-competition flight speeds
also over the ensuing years, with IROS drone race speeds of the winner reaching
2.5m/s in 2018 [19]. The reason for this mostly lies in the real-world aspects of the
competitions. They take place in environments previously unknown by the teams,
with no opportunity for benign, solution-specific changes, and little time for adapt-
ing the developed solution to the environment in situ. Moreover, competitions often
pose a more challenging environment, with gates located slightly differently than on
the pre-communicated maps or even moving during the race, unforeseen lighting
effects optimized for spectators rather than for drones, and large crowds of moving
people around the flight arena.

Figure 9.1: Setup of the Washington Seasons race.

In this chapter, the winning approach to the 2019 Artificial Intelligence Robotic
Racing (AIRR) competition is presented (see Figure 9.1). This competition which is
also refered to as AlphaPilot, was organized by Lockheed Martin (LM) and the Drone
Racing League (DRL) in 2019 and had a grand prize for the best AI of 1M$. The
AIRR competition strives to support the development of AI for racing drones that
will be able to surpass human drone racing pilots. It is completely different from the
previous autonomous drone racing competitions in many aspects. For example, the
competition did not take place on a single day at a conference but had two phases:
a qualifier phase and a competition phase. In the qualifier phase, 424 teams reg-
istered worldwide and had to qualify by performing a computer vision task, racing
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in simulation, and describing their proposed approach and team composition. The
competition phase was also unique as it was organized as a complete season with
three seasonal races and a championship race. The races themselves were orga-
nized by DRL as e-sports events, also aiming for the amusement of the audience,
adding specific requirements on the teams and robots. Moreover, the organization
provided all teams with the same type of racing drone, developed by the organizers.
These drones were equipped with four high-resolution, wide field-of-view cameras,
and an NVIDIA AGX Xavier board to run the embedded AI (see Figure 9.1). Hence,
the robotic hardware was the same for all teams, making the competition only about
the difference between the AI software. Moreover, the teams had very little direct
access to the racing drone hardware, making it very hard to get acquainted with
the hardware, perform calibrations, and identify potential reality gaps. The amount
of flight testing was low and happened in different conditions than the races in
terms of light, room size, and even air density. Finally, during the races, the AI
code was uploaded to refurbished drones that had never flown this particular code
before without the possibility to improve in between the runs. Consequently, the
AI developed for the competition had to be very data efficient and robust.

The goal was to mainly develop AI solutions on the provided DRL simulator,
which figured a substantial reality gap in terms of drone dynamics and sampling
characteristics of especially the camera. The simulator did have a hardware-in-the-
loop setup for the processing, i.e., it communicated with the same NVIDIA AGX
Xavier board and allowed teams to accurately test the computational effort of the
developed algorithms.

9.2. Human-inspired, gate-based approach

I n our approach to developing an AI for the AIRR competition, we used the charac-teristics and restrictions of the competition as a point of departure (Figure 9.1,Fig-
ure 9.2). First and foremost, we desired to fly as fast as possible, ideally close to the
physical limits of the drone. This implied that we did not use perception methods
that would restrict the drone’s maximum speed. Importantly, it meant the exclu-
sion of state-of-the-art methods for feature-based Visual-Inertial Odometry (VIO)
cf. e.g. Delmerico and Scaramuzza [20], since the blurry images that occur at
higher speeds lead to more difficulties in finding and tracking features. The reliance
on this type of VIO was one of the main reasons that the runner-up team limited
their velocity to 8m/s [21]. Moreover, current accurate VIO methods have the
disadvantage that they are computationally intensive. For similar reasons, we did
not employ feature-based Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) methods,
e.g. Mur-Artal et al. [22] as used by the winning team in the IROS 2017 competition
[23]. Additionally SLAM methods have difficulties handling changes in the map, like
the foreseen gate displacements.

Instead, we drew inspiration from human pilots who focus greatly on the gates,
while combining their observations with knowledge of the drone’s responses to con-
trol inputs and an approximate map of the track (see Figure 9.2). Hence, we devel-
oped an accurate, robust, and computationally efficient monocular gate detection
method. We aimed to process images at frame-rate at the fastest speeds the drone
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Figure 9.2: The human-inspired approach to drone racing using single-camera position estimation, dy-
namics prediction, a rough model of the track, and risk-aware control followed from the training data
overview. *) 2 simulators, 5000 ft-dynamics, sea-level-dynamics **) loss of log files, test opportunities,
or races

could achieve. Whereas previous competitions contained gates of a uniform, unique
color [17, 23], the AIRR competition featured more complex gates, precluding hand-
designed detection methods as in Li et al. [24, 25]. Relative localization can also
not be done with standard rectangle-based detectors such as Single Shot MultiBox
Detector (SSD) [26, 27] since the bounding boxes generated by such methods by
themselves do not allow for an accurate determination of the drone’s relative pose.
Furthermore, we did not choose a deep neural network that immediately maps
images to relative pose, as in Kaufmann et al. [19], Cocoma-Ortega and Martínez-
Carranza [28]. Such networks experience difficulties when multiple gates are in
sight and are more difficult to analyze and fix.

We developed a novel gate segmentation deep neural network called “GateNet”
to create a fast vision pipeline that is minimally sensitive to the various known
perturbations at high velocities. This includes the increasing levels of motion blur,
rolling shutter deformation, the possible absence of texture in large parts of the
scene due to the lack of features in parts of the man-made environment. The Deep
Neural Network (DNN) also was used to overcome over-exposure as teams could
control neither the exposure settings of the camera nor the light conditions. The
vision pipeline also had to deal with the presence of moving unknown entities, the
absence of precise frame timing information, and unknown shutter-times.

Subsequently finding gate corners was done with very efficient active perception
[24]. Especially on flying robots where every gram matters, active vision is highly
relevant [29–31] and we show it can be part of successful engineering designs. Pose
estimates finally can then be computed using Perspective-n-Point (PnP) combined
with the racecourse map.

Further inspired by human First Person View (FPV) pilots’ ability to predict drone
motion, we enhanced the drone’s state estimates with model-based predictions from
a dynamic model fitted on flight data. Merging the visual measurements with the
predictions is then done with a Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) based Moving
Horizon Estimator (MHE) from previous work [25] but extended to better estimate
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the drone’s yaw angle during the race.
Concerning control, we designed a strategy that would permit high speeds but

would allow flying very early on and would have short intuitive tuning cycles, given
the little available flight time. As a result, promising methods such as deep rein-
forcement learning [32] or imitation learning [33] were ruled out. The short timeline
and little flight time would not allow for a thorough investigation of the reality gap
between the drone and the simulator with methods like abstraction [10, 34]. Even
online adaptation [35] would yield limited benefits in a race where every drone only
flew once, measurements could be very noisy and the time to the first gate is a
mere 2 seconds. Moreover, the long downtimes, loss of log files (stored in RAM)
and failed competition runs in case of a crash, made risk management a crucial part
of the control development. Finally, while perception-aware trajectory generation
[36] can optimize speed and perception, it does not take into account that collision
risks depend on relative position to the gate.

The control is therefore designed from a gate-centered perspective in which
risks and constraints but also position uncertainty vary depending on the distance
to the gate. The controller makes use of classical control theory but was gradually
augmented to fly increasingly close to the platform limits. This allowed us to start
flying early in the process and gather crucial log files to steadily investigate drone
limitations while minimizing risks.

Figure 9.3: Illustration of the various controller modifications S.2–S.5.

On top of the initial scheme, we implemented an open-loop full-throttle take-off
called “Boost” to overcome sensor boot-time delays (see Figure 9.3). We adopted a
pitch-for-altitude controller to maintain altitude when thrust saturated and an offline
optimized gate-approach-line strategy. Finally, we developed a human-inspired risk-
aware strategy that speeds the robot up substantially when far from obstacles or
when it is aligned with the next gate but slows down when uncertain or misaligned.
By reaching various hardware limitations we expect it to be not very far of the
performance of optimal control methods that employ multiple simplifications (like
minimizing snap [14] instead of time) or have short time horizons to allow real-time
computation onboard of a drone [37]. This was confirmed in the online qualification
where our approach was only slightly slower than the winning optimal control ap-
proaches. Whereas both in computer vision and robotics a lot of research effort is
invested in increasing the accuracy of methods, we put computational efficiency at
the core of our approach. The reason for this is that control performance is not only
determined by accuracy but also by the control delay, two factors which are most
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often on a trade-off with each other. Moreover, not saturating processing power al-
lowed us to have additional threads logging all data (images, states, measurements,
etc.). This logged data was extremely important to estimate the drone’s model and
fusion parameters and for retraining and improving the perception pipeline.

Figure 9.4: System schematic of the approach.

The full scheme is shown in Figure 9.4, and in the next section, we give an in-
depth explanation of the implementation used in the competition and our approach.

9.3. Implementation
9.3.1. Drone specifications

A ll participating teams in the 2019 AIRR competition operated the same race
drone type called “Racer AI” (see Figure 9.1). This plus-configuration quad-

copter was approximately 70 cm in diameter, weighed around 3 kg, and had a thrust-
to-weight ratio of about 1.4. It was equipped with two sets of forward-facing stereo
camera pairs which looked sideways with an angle of ±30° and up with an angle
of 15° (see Figure 9.8). The cameras were the global-shutter, color Sony IMX 264
sensor, which provided 1200×720 resolution images at a rate of 60Hz. The wide-
field-of-view lens had a focal length of ±590 pixels. Besides cameras, the Racer
AI had a Bosch BMI088 IMU, with a measurement range of ±24 g and ±34.5 rad/s
(with a resolution of 7 × 10−4 g and 1 × 10−3 rad/s) provided at an update rate of
430Hz; and a downward-facing laser rangefinder Garmin LIDAR-Lite v3 with a mea-
surement range up to 40m (resolution of 0.01m) and update rate of 120Hz. As
the embedded computer, the Racer AI was equipped with an NVIDIA Jetson AGX
Xavier, containing a GPU with 512 CUDA cores and an 8-core ARM Central Process-
ing Unit (CPU). It ran Linux with the PREEMPT RT kernel patch. Lastly, the Racer AI
had a BetaFlight low-level autopilot controlling the angular velocities of the drone
and accepting commands at a rate of 50Hz.
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9.3.2. Perception
The perception modules were executed sequentially in a dedicated thread, while a
separate thread did the logging of images. We only used one out of the four cam-
eras, as this setup matches the challenge that human pilots have to face. Although
monocular vision is more challenging in terms of depth perception, it entails less
computational load and calibration requirements. Moreover, it allows for lighter and
hereby faster drones to be created in the future. Since none of the cameras faced
forward, we flew in the direction of the optical axis of the selected camera. The
original 1200×720 images provided by the camera were first centrally cropped to
720×720 to remove parts of the own robot that were in sight, and then downsized
to 360×360 using OpenCV’s bilinear interpolation function. No radial lens undistor-
tion was performed on the images, but instead, the lens distortion was corrected
for in the pose estimation. The correction of only a few corners through reverse
lens parameters saves a lot of CPU load when compared to correcting all pixels.

Figure 9.5: Overview of the perception pipeline and execution time of each of the submodules on the
Jetson AGX Xavier. RANSAC was running on a separate CPU thread while the remaining vision pipeline
was running on a separate thread. The DNN was executed on the GPU.

GateNet: Gate detection by semantic segmentation
In the first stage of our perception pipeline, GateNet was used to transform each
resized input image I into a binary mask M that segments all visible gates regard-
less of their distance to the camera. GateNet is a fully convolutional deep neural
network architecture that consists of a 4-level U-Net [38] with [64, 128, 256, 256]
convolutional filters of size 3×3 and (elementwise-sum) skip connections. All layers
use ReLU activation functions except the final prediction layer, which uses a sigmoid
to keepM in the range [0, 1]. GateNet was trained in a supervised manner through
a weighted combination of the binary cross-entropy and soft-Dice loss functions on
a dataset eventually consisting of 2336 images recorded in 8 distinct environments
(see Figure 9.7). The ground-truth mask for each sample in the training dataset
was manually annotated. We augmented the training data through random affine
transformations and variations in the HSV color space and artificial motion blur. The
blur consists of the convolution of a squared averaging filter of random size between
5 and 15 pixels and random orientation. For the deployment on NVIDIA’s Jetson
AGX Xavier, we ported the network to TensorRT 5.0.2.6 with a batch size of 1 and
full precision FP32 mode. The network contains 1723713 trainable parameters.

We deployed a different GateNet version in each competition race, with the only
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BaltimoreWashingtonOrlando Austin

Figure 9.6: Qualitative results of the generated segmentation masks by the final GateNet model from
onboard images of each of the events.

differences being the size of the training dataset and the data augmentation mech-
anisms. Networks were always trained from scratch when changing the augmen-
tation mechanisms. The otherwise fine-tuning previous models when expanding
datasets. Before new races, we quickly fine-tuned the models to deployment en-
vironments with training data from the test sessions through incremental training
after adding hand-labeled training data from typically roughly 50 manually selected
difficult images.

Snake-gate: Active vision for corner identification
To then retrieve the inner and outer corners of only the next gate, even when
multiple gates were in sight, we employed a variation of the lightweight, active-
vision algorithm [31] known as snake-gate and first presented in Li et al. [24].
This two-stage, iterative sampling method reports the desired gate corners in a
fixed order. The first stage starts at the intersection of the vertical and horizontal
histograms of M. The histograms represent the number of white pixels per column
or row and the maxima in the histogram point to the pixel with a high probability
of belonging to the closest (largest) gate. From that point, it starts sampling white
pixels in a fixed direction in the image space (i.e., top-left, top-right, bottom-right, or
bottom-left) until the corresponding outer corner is found. Thereafter, the sampling
direction changes until all corners have been identified. A pixel is considered to be
a corner if the sampling method cannot progress in the specified direction. Once
the outer contour was identified, we used the centroid of this set of corners as the
starting point to identify the inner corners of the gate by sampling black pixels. To
overcome incorrect corner association at bank angles greater than |45|∘, the mask
M was first de-rotated using the drone’s estimated roll angle around the optical axis.

Snake-gate requires (i) the mask of a gate to be continuous, and (ii) no gate
overlap in the image space. The first requirement was normally met thanks to our
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Figure 9.7: Overview of training images: from left to right per column: qualification data, simulator,
workshop, Orlando, Washington, Baltimore, Austin and the testing area in Littleton.

robust and accurate GateNet model (see Figure 9.6). However, most of the AIRR
tracks had gates placed in front of each other, violating the second requirement. To
cope with this, we developed gate-prior.

Gate-prior: Sanity check on the identified corner locations
Snake-gate does not provide any form of confidence metric regarding the identified
corners. Therefore we developed a sanity check. The expected 3D location of the
next gate based on the internal flight plan was projected into the image space, and
is called “gate-prior”. We then compared the sides and angles of both inner and
outer contours of this projection to those of the identified gate and only accepted
the validity of a corner if the error of the associated sides and angle was below 25%.
Rejected corners of a contour with at least two valid corners were corrected using
the shape of the gate-prior (see Figure 9.11). This actively reduced the number of
outliers and it improved the robustness to challenging scenarios that could lead to
discontinuous masks (e.g., High Dynamic Range (HDR) scenes, fast motion, partial
gate in the image) and gate overlap (see Figure 9.11). If no valid corners were
found for two full seconds, a recovery mechanism would override “gate-prior” and
accept any gate corners given by “snake-gate”.

Localization via perspective-n-point
The size, approximate location, and orientation of the AIRR gates were known in all
races. The estimation of the drone’s position and orientation was found by solving
the PnP problem, using the identified corner locations in the image space and their
corresponding 3D locations (maximum 8 corners). As in Li et al. [24, 25], instead of
relying on pure vision-only PnP, we combined it with the onboard attitude estimate
of the drone to retrieve the camera’s 3D location, as this was shown to be more
robust in drone racing conditions. We used the OpenCV library to solve the PnP
problem, or more specifically: an iterative method based on Levenberg-Marquardt
optimization, which minimizes the reprojection error and requires at least three
point-correspondences.
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9.3.3. State estimation

𝑦𝑓𝑏 𝑧𝑓𝑏

𝑣𝑤

𝑥𝑓𝑏

𝑇

𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔

𝜃

30∘
15∘

Figure 9.8: Axis definition of the drag-based model with the camera viewing angle and its 30∘ degree
offset in the x-y plane and 15∘ up.

Attitude estimation was performed using a complementary filter fed with gyro-
scope and accelerometer data. Position and velocity estimates were propagated
using a drag and thrust model in the “flat-body” frame 𝑓𝑏𝑅W shown in Figure 9.8,
which is a local tangent plane rotated by the yaw 𝜓 of the drone. The predicted
drag specific forces in the flat-body frame (𝑎𝑓𝑏𝑥 , 𝑎𝑓𝑏𝑦 ) were modeled as:

[𝑎
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where 𝑐𝜓 and 𝑠𝜓 present the cosine and sine of the yaw angle, (𝑣W𝑥 , 𝑣W𝑦 ) the
velocities in the world frame and the linear drag parameters �̂�𝑥 and �̂�𝑦 were found
by fitting the integrated path to best match the know gate locations using flight
logs. To reduce the drift of drag-model predictions in the world frame 𝑎W, an addi-
tional first-order linear filter called “alpha” fused the drag specific force model with
accelerometer measurements (subscript 𝑚). The resulting prediction model is:

aW = 𝛼 ⋅ W𝑅𝑓𝑏 [
𝑎𝑓𝑏𝑥
𝑎𝑓𝑏𝑦
0
] + (1 − 𝛼)W𝑅𝐵 [

𝑎𝐵𝑥
𝑎𝐵𝑦
0
]
𝑚

+ [
0
0
𝑔
] +W 𝑅𝐵 [

0
0
𝑎𝐵𝑧
]
𝑚

(9.2)

where 𝛼 determines the ratio between predictions based on drag model or ac-
celerometers, w𝑅𝐵 is the rotation from body-to-world, 𝑔 is the local gravitational
acceleration and a𝐵𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 are the accelerometer measurements. A value of 𝛼 = 85%
was found to yield the best predictions. The predicted velocity 𝑣𝑤 and position 𝑝𝑤
in the world frame were obtained through integration: v𝑊 = ∫a𝑊 and p𝑊 = ∫v𝑊.

For the altitude, a Kalman filter merged the low-pass filtered (6Hz cutoff) vertical
accelerations and the low-pass filtered (50Hz cutoff) attitude-corrected downward-
facing laser range measurements.

Position corrections in the horizontal plane were performed by merging the PnP
estimates in world coordinates from the perception pipeline with the predicted path
(see Figure 9.9). As vision estimates occasionally still contained large errors, a
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Moving Horizon Estimator (MHE) based on RANSAC was used. It is directly adopted
from Li et al. [25], but besides position and velocity corrections, yaw corrections
were also made to account for initial heading alignment errors and yaw integration
drift. The corrections were done by running the MHE filter independently on each
axis (𝑝𝑥 , 𝑝𝑦 , 𝜓). Separate buffers with a maximum of 180 samples hold information
about PnP estimates and delay-compensated inertial estimates.

𝑡𝑘−5 𝑡𝑘−4 𝑡𝑘−3 𝑡𝑘−3 𝑡𝑘−2 𝑡𝑘−1 𝑡𝑘

𝑝

Prediction Measurement Estimate

Outlier

Time window

𝑝𝑘−2

�̄�𝑘−2

Δ𝑝𝑘−2

Δ𝑡𝑘−2

Figure 9.9: Moving Horizon Estimator: The predictions 𝑥𝑘 at various time steps 𝑘 is scaled (�̂�𝑣𝑥,𝑦 )
and offset (�̂�𝑝𝑥,𝑦 ) to best match the visual measurements �̄�𝑘 within the 2 second time window. Random
sample consensus is used to remove outliers by sampling 𝑁 random points from the buffer.

Samples older than 2 seconds were removed. The delay was fixed to 20 mea-
surements at 0.04 s intervals on the drone and 110 when run as HiL (Hardware in
the Loop) simulation. Using random sample consensus with 200 iterations with 80%
of the samples, the filter fitted the predicted world path and heading with the PnP
measurements. The result was a position correction �̂�𝑝𝑥,𝑦 and a velocity correction
�̂�𝑣𝑥,𝑦 on top of the predicted estimates to obtain the current state at each time step.
The heading correction �̂�𝜓 on the other hand, was only applied once upon passing
each gate. The least-squares fit for RANSAC was written as �̂� = (𝐴𝑇𝐴 + 𝜕𝐼)−1𝐴𝑇𝑦
where the prior 𝛿 ensured a preference for small corrections in velocity estimates,
and �̂�, 𝐴 and 𝑦 were defined to map the position and velocity errors in function of
time Δ𝑡 over the buffer with samples 𝑛 = 1 to 𝑁 (given only for 𝑝𝑥):

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

Δ𝑝𝑥|𝑛=1
Δ𝑝𝑥|𝑛=2

⋮
Δ𝑝𝑥|𝑛=𝑁

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦⏝⎵⎵⏟⎵⎵⏝

𝑦

=
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎣

1 Δ𝑡|𝑛=1
1 Δ𝑡|𝑛=2
⋮ ⋮
1 Δ𝑡|𝑛=𝑁

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

†

⏝⎵⎵⎵⏟⎵⎵⎵⏝
𝐴

⋅ [�̂�p�̂�v]⏟
𝑥

(9.3)

This estimator ran in a separate thread and was executed each time there were
enough samples in the buffers. When a gate was crossed, the prediction was reset
to the value of the state and the MHE buffers were cleared. A minimum number of
27 PnP estimates (18 in simulation due to lower frame rates) were then required
before the solution was allowed to jump to the new estimate.
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9.3.4. Flight planning
Path planning was done by tracking position waypoints from a list of approximate
gate locations. We used the locations provided by the organizers during the practice
runs and a manually updated flight plan during the races to better correspond to the
perceived gate locations, which corresponds to true locations only in case of perfect
calibrations. The altitude setpoint was kept constant at 1.75m since all gate heights
were identical and fixed. To better align with gates, the current commanded position
𝑝𝑥,𝑦,𝑧(𝑐𝑚𝑑) was not the gate waypoint itself, but a temporary waypoint placed 6m
perpendicularly in front of the gate along its so-called “centerline.” When the robot
got closer than 7m to this target, the point remained at 7m from the drone and
moved towards the gate along the centerline until reaching the gate center.

9.3.5. Control
The heading 𝜓 was commanded to align the active camera with the next gate center.
The selected active camera was either the right-center camera for tracks with right
turns or the left-center camera for tracks with only left turns. This maximized the
time gates were in-view and minimized the open-loop odometry phases. When
arriving close to a gate, heading commands could get unnecessarily aggressive
and reduce the quality of the model-based predictions. The yaw rate was therefore
limited to 180 deg/s and the robot even stopped aligning the camera with the current
gate when getting closer than 2.2m from the gate. This corresponds to the point
where the gate would not be completely visible anymore.

The proportional position controller mapped the horizontal position errors in the
flat-body frame Δ𝑝𝑓𝑏𝑥,𝑦 to commanded horizontal velocities 𝑣𝑓𝑏𝑥,𝑦. An additional pro-
portional term was be mixed in the lateral axis to have to robot align with the gate
sooner by computing the perpendicular distance towards the gate centerline Δ𝑝𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑦 .
The total lateral control became:

𝑣𝑓𝑏𝑦 = (1 − 𝛼𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟) ⋅ 𝑘𝑝1 ⋅ Δ𝑝𝑓𝑏𝑦 + 𝛼𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 ⋅ 𝑘𝑝2 ⋅ Δ𝑝𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑦 (9.4)

where 𝑘𝑝1 = 0.45 and 𝑘𝑝2 = 0.45 were gains and the mixing parameter 𝛼𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
would determine if the robot flew directly to the waypoint along the shortest path
or followed the gate centerline to improve perception and improve approach angles
at the cost of increased distance to fly. Since the distance between gates was small
in the last races, no obstacles were present along the gate centerlines, and some
gates were placed at shallow angles, in the end, a value of 𝛼𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 60% was
used.

The forward velocity was a function of the distance to the gate Δ𝑝𝑓𝑏𝑥 and the
current motion vector. Far from the gate (>10m), the winning version used a
commanded velocity of 7.5m/s. Then the speed was reduced to an alignment speed
of 5.5m/s. Once the state estimation predicted that the robot was sufficiently well
aligned to pass through the gate within 80 cm of the center, it was allowed to speed
up as much as possible. If the robot got so close to the gate that the gate was not
in sight anymore, to minimize the open-loop time spent in the gate it would always
accelerate if it had not reached at least the gate-crossing speed of 7.5m/s.
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Figure 9.10: Schematic representation of the cascaded PID control pipeline with several enhancements
for fast and risk-aware flight S.2–S.5.

A velocity control loop converted the velocity commands to desired pitch and
roll angles using a feedforward gain of 0.009 rad/m/s and a velocity error feedback
gain of 0.4 rad/m/s. The commanded pitch angle was constrained between -45
and −14° pitch down, hence preventing pitching up. This served in keeping a good
forward speed and helped perception as the fixed 15° upward-looking angle of the
camera meant that the bottom of the gate could fall outside the field of view when
pitching up. Moreover, slower speeds and fast deceleration into the own propeller
downwash also led to a larger drift of our drag-based odometry approach. The total
bank angle was saturated at 45° by maintaining the ratio between pitch and roll and
is referred to as coupled saturation. Finally, a rate limiter of 320 °/s was applied to
reduce the effects of attitude changes on the available throttle.

Thrust commands were generated using traditional PID with a feedforward hover-
thrust of 67% at sea-level and 73% in Littleton, which scaled with the inverse cosine
of the total bank angle of the drone. Saturation was applied to the altitude error
Δ𝑝𝑤𝑧 (±2m) and 𝑇𝑐𝑚𝑑 (15 - 100%). An integrator windup protection was added to
the PID loop by not integrating when the 𝑇𝑐𝑚𝑑 saturation was active.

When the throttle would saturate in full throttle, a “pitch-for-altitude” controller
was activated. As the throttle saturation could occur both in forward flight as well as
in turns, instead of implementing a traditional “pitch-up to climb” controller, a max-
bank reduction was added. In fast forward flight, the pitch-for-altitude controller
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would command pure pitch-up while during saturating turns the maximum roll angle
of 45° of roll was also reduced by the same amount.

Attitude control was achieved by computing feedforward rate commands for the
BetaFlight low-level autopilot that was running a fixed rate controller tuned by DRL.
This was augmented with a bounded feedback controller on the error between the
commanded and the current attitude. The errors in attitude are given as 𝑒𝜙 , 𝑒𝜃 , 𝑒𝜓
while the feedback and feedforward gains are 𝑘𝑝 = 0.12 and 𝑘𝑓𝑓 = 1/𝑑𝑡. The
change in desired pitch and roll angles in the given discrete time step are noted
Δ𝜃𝑐𝑚𝑑 and Δ𝜙𝑐𝑚𝑑 with time step 𝑑𝑡. The rate commands in roll, pitch, and yaw
𝑝𝑐𝑚𝑑 , 𝑞𝑐𝑚𝑑 , 𝑟𝑐𝑚𝑑 then become:

[
𝑝𝑐𝑚𝑑
−𝑞𝑐𝑚𝑑
𝑟𝑐𝑚𝑑

] = [
1 0 −𝑠𝜃
0 𝑐𝜙 𝑐𝜃𝑠𝜙
0 −𝑠𝜙 𝑐𝜃𝑐𝜙

] [
𝑘𝑓𝑓Δ𝜙𝑐𝑚𝑑 + 𝑘𝑝𝑒𝜙
𝑓𝑓𝑓Δ𝜃𝑐𝑚𝑑 + 𝑘𝑝𝑒𝜃

𝑘𝑝𝑒𝜓
] (9.5)

These were scaled and sent together with the commanded thrust to the BetaFlight
low-level controller at 50Hz.

The gains were tuned based on a total of 60 short remote outsourced flight
tests, lasting from 5 to 15 s, after which logs would be returned. The test flights
were performed at a separate roughly 60% smaller track with a different density
altitude than at the competition locations. This altered the drone dynamics, made
flights very short, limited the types of maneuvers, and made it hard to reach full
speed. The parameters were then manually fine-tuned during the 1-hour test slot
the day before the races.

9.4. Analysis and Results

I n this section, we show the impact of the various elements of our approach on
its performance, for perception, state estimation, and control. These experi-

ments are conducted with a combination of real data collected with the drone, and
synthetic data from the hardware-in-the-loop simulation platform provided by the
competition organizers. Regarding perception, we assess the accuracy and robust-
ness of the GateNet model qualitatively and quantitatively. Additionally, we provide
an overall view of the computational expenses of the perception pipeline. Subse-
quently, we compare the performance of the developed state estimation scheme
with that used in previous competitions. Concerning our control strategy, we con-
duct a detailed investigation of the various control improvements we introduced.
Then, we determine the robustness of our approach to inaccuracies in the internal
drone race map. Lastly, we discuss the results of the competition, for the qualifica-
tion stage, the seasonal races, and the final winning championship race.

9.4.1. Perception
To quantitatively analyze the GateNet model, we collected and manually annotated
a dataset consisting of 165 images logged during our 12-second winning run in the
championship race. This dataset is characterized by (i) motion blur on the images
due to the high-speed profile achieved in this run, (ii) strong illumination changes,
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and (iii) a challenging environment with banners containing visual features similar
to those of the gates along the course of the track. The reason for only using logged
images from this race in this evaluation is that it is the only data that was not used
in any training dataset. The GateNet model deployed for the championship race
achieves an average Intersection over Union (IoU) of 87%. After the third race,
we added an artificial motion blur data augmentation mechanism to the training
pipeline which notably improved the resilience towards blur. Note that this artificial
blur was not applied to the ground truth masks to still promote sharp segmentations
(see Figure 9.11, left).

Rejected outer corner
Rejected inner corner

Accepted/Corrected corner
Predicted corners

Figure 9.11: Robustness of our GateNet-based perception pipeline and corner refinement to motion
blur (left), distant gates leading to incomplete segmentation masks (middle), and gate overlap, and
aggressive bank angles (right).

The example images and segmentations in Figure 9.11 show the performance of
GateNet in challenging scenarios like motion blur, distant gates, and adverse lighting
conditions. They also show the robustness of our corner association algorithm.
Our computationally efficient gate corner detector called “snake-gate” identifies the
inner and outer corners of the front panel of the gates by actively sampling a small
percentage of the pixels of the segmentation result. Then, our state-prediction-
based sanity check and refinement of identified corner locations called “gate-prior,”
compares the sides and angles of the inner and outer contours of both the detected
and expected gate in the image plane to neglect distractor gates when multiple
gates are in sight (like overhead projected gates from the live video stream). It also
corrects the location of the estimated corners in case snake-gate didn’t identify a
corner properly. The resulting corrected corners are finally fed to the PnP-based
pose estimation. This allows the drone to localize itself with respect to the next
gate even in the case of a discontinuous GateNet mask (see Figure 9.11, center) or
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gate overlap in the image space (see Figure 9.11, right).
Computing the forward pass of GateNet on the GPU models requires on aver-

age 13.18ms and thus can be performed faster than the camera update rate (i.e.,
60Hz). The estimated gate mask from the cropped and downsized input image is
de-rotated using the estimated camera roll angle around the optical axis to prevent
incorrect corner association and requires an average of 1.32ms computing time
(see Figure 9.5). The active-vision-based snake-gate method requires accessing
the intensity information of only 1.64% of the pixels of a 360×360 mask, which
translates to a workload of 0.23ms per image. We used the full horizontal and
vertical histograms of the masks for snake-gate initialization even though compu-
tationally more efficient alternatives exist [24, 25]. Gate-prior takes on average
0.14ms to correct the identified corners, and lastly, solving the PnP to localize the
drone with respect to the gate requires 1.12ms. Combined with the 1.08ms import
and pre-processing, the perception pipeline takes 17.07ms while the thread runs at
an average of 54Hz, as it occasionally needs to wait a few milliseconds for delayed
images. Note that the full image derotation was only added just before the champi-
onship. It was not implemented in the active-vision-based corner detector for risk
mitigation purposes, although this could allow the vision pipeline to execute under
16ms.

9.4.2. State estimation
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Figure 9.12: Odometry results based on the real-world data from all competition and training runs.
Left: average of errors in odometry of the three dynamic models (inertial-only, model-only “flat-body”
and combined “alpha”, and the lateral and longitudinal components of “alpha”) after 1.8 s of prediction,
where the gate size is indicated as a dashed line. Right: statistics of the total accumulated odometry
errors from the starting podium to each gate for the 13 full tracks flown competition tracks.

The vision-based position estimates are fused with model-inertial-based odom-
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etry to smoothen the measurements and overcome periods in which no gates are
detected. This odometry is primarily based on a linear drag model of the quadrotor
in the “flat-body” frame (see Figure 9.8). The values of the linear drag were fitted
with the scarce data from the real flights. Under low flight speed and constant
altitude assumptions, this easy-to-identify model was shown to be a reasonable ap-
proximation [25]. To improve the predictions during more aggressive maneuvers,
instead of fitting a more complex model for which insufficient data was available,
we chose to fuse accelerometer data in the odometry (see Equation (9.2)). The
difference in performance was compared between the drag-only model called “flat-
body”, the combined model-inertial “alpha” method (named after its 𝛼 parameter
to set the relative importance of the drag-model versus accelerometer odometry),
and traditional body-frame accelerometer-only odometry.
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Figure 9.13: Odometry-based position estimate top view for a typical track based on the real-world data
from the Baltimore track. Note that the third gate had a different orientation than expected from the
flight plan, which causes the vision measurements to appear rotated. The flight times in seconds is
indicated, with the total track lasting about 12 seconds.

Since no position ground truth is available for the competition flights, the com-
parison is made with drone observations and track knowledge instead. This can in
theory be subject to scaling and offset errors, but as long as the robot perception
matches its predictions, they can successfully be merged, just like walking animals
merge step-based odometry with visual observations without the need for a cali-
brated meter representation.

Position measurements close to the gate are very precise thanks to the very
good geometry of the PnP triangulation. In other words, small changes in position
appear as large changes in pixel position of gate corners. Moreover, passing the
gate is a crucial part of the race and relies on odometry only for the last few me-
ters. We therefore first compared the odometry methods on 1.8-second stretches
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just before a gate (see Figure 9.12 for the statistics and Figure 9.13 for example
stretches). Subsequently, we integrated the odometry methods from start to end
on 13 full tracks and compared it with the end-gate in the relatively accurate gate
map (<1m displacements). The results can be seen in Figure 9.12 and a specific
track in Figure 9.13. They show that the model-inertial “alpha” method obtains the
best results, which is why we used it in the final championship race. In general,
the model-inertial-based odometry can obtain very good results given the scarce re-
sources it requires (50% within <15m endpoint error without calibration for a 12 s
prediction horizon). Nevertheless, it only seems well-suited for tracks that have
sufficient gates to perform position corrections.

9.4.3. Control and path planning
To qualitatively validate the contribution to speed and reliability of the different
control additions, a simulation study was performed. The initial classical control
setup, marked as S.1 and shown in Table 9.1 and Figure 9.14, only finished the
track half the time when configured to fly at competitive speeds. Four modifications
were made to increase its speed and reliability.

The first modification to the classical control scheme combines the maximum
roll and pitch angles into a single maximum bank called “coupled saturation” since
separate maximum pitch and roll angles could yield 42% higher bank angles when
saturating together. Moreover, instead of putting a low and safe maximum bank
angle of about 35° to never saturate thrust, we increased the limit past this point
to 45°. This would occasionally lead to insufficient thrust, which was addressed by
introducing a pitch-for-altitude control loop. As shown in Table 9.1 S.2, the pitch-
for-altitude control loop leads to higher robustness, now finishing 8 / 10 runs with
only a minor loss in speed.

An open-loop take-off with 100% thrust and a saturating nose-down attitude
called “boost” (S.3) was added that took off before the slow laser-range altitude
sensor had finished booting. Likewise, a saturating pitch down was applied just
before the final gate to get an even quicker finish in case the drone sensed it was
well aligned. This reduces robustness (6 out of 10 runs finishing the track) but
leads to slightly quicker flight times in simulation and much quicker finish times
in real races by skipping the up to 1.5 s laser-range startup delay (not present in
simulation).

Instead of moving along the shortest path towards the gate, an optimal ap-
proach line called “gate-centerline” was defined to prevent sharp approach angles
to gates. Too sharp angles not only significantly decrease the safety margin of
passing through gates but also affect the position dilution of precision (PDOP) of
PnP corners, in turn reducing the quality of state estimates. This addition (S.4) in-
creased the robustness to a success rate of 9 out of 10 through safer gate crossing
angles and increased quality of perception.

The final addition to the pipeline is an adaptive, risk-based longitudinal velocity
controller (Figure 9.3, S.5). At large distances from the gate, the drone is allowed
to accelerate to a higher speed until it arrives at the optimal gate viewing distance,
where it has to make sure the camera sees the gate. Once the drone is sufficiently
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Figure 9.14: Contribution of the various controller modifications in simulation on the Austin track. Top
view of the simulation test results of the different controllers S.2–S.5.

Setting number S.1 S.2 S.3 S.4 S.5
Pitch for altitude &
coupled saturation × ! ! ! !

Boosted take-off × × ! ! !

Gate centerline × × × ! !

Risk-awareness × × × × !
Robustness** 5 / 10 8 / 10 6 / 10 9 / 10 10 / 10
Completion time (s) 13.25±0.12 13.95±0.26 13.71±0.25 13.77± 0.32 12.08±0.27
Avg. speed (m/s) 4.57±0.52 4.55±0.25 4.62±0.23 4.73±0.22 5.38±0.18
Max. speed (m/s) 7.82±0.51 7.51±0.40 7.82±0.44 8.84±1.03 9.69±0.74

Table 9.1: Contribution of the various controller modifications in simulation on the Austin track.

confident that it is aligned properly with the gate, it can accelerate again. On the
other hand, when a gate is not at the expected location or takes longer to identify,
or if the control fails to align quickly, the drone slows down. This combination of
risk and perception awareness was simple to implement, very light, intuitive to tune,
and resulted in robust fast behavior. Table 9.1 S.5 shows that including risk-aware
accelerations led to 10 successes out of 10 runs, while substantially increasing the
average speed from 4.7m/s to 5.4m/s in simulation.

9.4.4. Robustness
Robustness was required to deal with possible camera calibration issues, the random
initial starting podiums, the uncertainty about which drone was used for which race,
and the inability to measure the track precisely (initially gate locations were even
planned to change between runs).

Variations in the track
To evaluate the robustness of our approach to changes in the racing environment,
we performed a set of simulation experiments in which we perturb our drone’s
internal representation of the individual gates and starting podium. Both position
and orientation are altered. The drone is thereby forced to react to unanticipated
gate locations. This is evaluated in the DRL simulator, which has fixed gate locations,
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by adding uniform errors to the flight plan.
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Figure 9.15: Robustness to errors in internal track representation in simulation. The onboard state
estimation based on the internal model (red gates) jumps to the correct relative solution (green track)
after gathering sufficient evidence.

Figure 9.15 shows that the state estimates quickly jump to the correct relative
location with respect to the internally gate locations (prior waypoints). These red
gates represent the (deliberately biased) expected gate locations in the robot’s in-
ternal map while the yellow gates mark the actual locations. The black line is the
simulator’s ground-truth of the drone trajectory, while the green line represents the
drone’s internal state estimates. The advantage of this approach in a race with only
a single lap is that the drone does not need to distinguish between its state error
and internal map error.

Cases Original Gate position error Gate yaw error
Flightplan error 0m, 0° 3m 5m 20° 40°
Completion time (s) 13.01±0.19 13.02±0.31 12.79±0.81 13.03±0.25 13.60±0.48
Runs completed 10/10 10/10 6/10 9/10 6/10

Table 9.2: Robustness to errors in internal track representation in simulation. Overview of the perturbed
flight plans and the effect on lap completion times.

Figure 9.16 show that our pipeline can finish the course even with 3m perturba-
tions in the course map or about 25% of the 12m inter-gate distance, albeit with
lateral swings due to the control initially aligning with a wrong gate location and then
needing to correct. Figure 9.16 also shows simulation with flight plan perturbations
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Figure 9.16: Robustness analysis in simulation on the Baltimore track with uniform flight plan gate
position errors of 3m and 5m and uniform gate orientation errors of 20° and 40°. Perturbations in
trajectories can be seen when the drone aligns with expected position of gates, but quickly have to
correct after observing the real positions.

of 5m, 20° and 40°. The table in Table 9.2 summarizes the robustness of the ap-
proach for various perturbations. The success rate only starts to drop substantially
(to 6/10 runs) when gates are displaced 5m on a track where the inter-gate distance
is about 12m or about 41% of the inter-gate-distance.

9.4.5. Competition outcome

Figure 9.17: Overview of our performance through the 2019 AIRR competition: completion times at the
different tracks.

Figure 9.17 represents our competition results for the three seasonal races and
the championship race and that of the best opponent. Each race consisted of several
“heats” which could use a different version of the code. This allowed teams to
ensure completion of the track with a steady speed in the initial heats and setting
best finish times in the later heats. Figure 9.19 shows the trajectories flown by our
best run during all races. Since there was no ground-truth position measurement
system, we show the onboard position estimates (marked in green).

The first race of the season in Orlando was won by team KAIST from South
Korea, who were able to fly through two gates of the track. Our drone was not able
to pass any gate primarily due to unanticipated enormous differences in illumination
between testing and competition. The second race took place in Washington DC
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Figure 9.18: Leader-board of the championship race, indicating the time it took for each team to reach
their farthest waypoint on the track. (DNF = “did not finish”). Right: our MAVLab autonomous drone
taking off at the championship race, before finishing the 74m course in 12 s (Picture credit: DRL)

and our team was the first to fully finish any track. Since then, our racing speed
has increased over the seasonal races. The championship race held at Austin was
a tight competition as multiple teams were finishing the track during their training
and qualification runs. The best performance of the finalists is shown in Figure 9.18.
Our finish time of 12 s with an average velocity of 6.75m/s and maximum velocity
of 9.19m/s was the prize-winning run.

After winning the AI v/s AI challenge, our drone was staged against the DRL
champion GAB707 in a Human v/s AI challenge. In this race where we were not
allowed to change any parameter, our first deployment led to a crash into the first
gate, due to a change in starting position of more than 50% of the distance to the
gate. Both other heats against the human also started from unanticipated podiums
but were within the robustness of the system and finished with the same 12 s lap
time.

9.5. Conclusion

W e presented our approach to the AIRR competition, which led to winning two
out of three seasonal races, the championship race, and the title of “AIRR

World Champion 2019”. Our approach was human-inspired in the sense that the
developed AI focuses on the drone racing gates, which serve as waypoints for the
race trajectory, relies a lot on model-based odometry, and accelerates as much as
possible when the situation is safe. The approach successfully dealt with the scarcity
of data and was highly computationally efficient, allowing for a very fast perception
and action cycle. By having a deep neural network vision front end, our approach
proved to be particularly resilient to frequent changes in the environment. The only
occasion that the changes proved to be too much was during the first season race
where all training was done in ambient light conditions while the race took place in
showbiz illumination conditions that over-exposed the gates.
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Figure 9.19: Overview of our performance through the 2019 AIRR competition. Top view of the estimated
executed path with the rough map of each track received by the organizers. Estimated speed profile at
the championship race. Our drone flew with an average speed of 6.75m/s and reached a top speed of
9.19m/s.
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Figure 9.20: Estimated speed profile at the championship race. Our drone flew with an average speed
of 6.75m/s and reached a top speed of 9.19m/s.

The constraints of the event drove the current implementation to make several
simplifications. First of all the vertical, lateral, and longitudinal dynamics are decou-
pled in the controller and the estimator. The current model also makes extensive
use of the constant altitude properties of the competition. Finally, the navigation so-
lution is tailored towards detecting specific gates. But the light monocular approach
opens the road to implementation onboard much lighter and hereby faster robots.
Finally, the approach of merging sparse visual observations with a dynamic model
which is capable of predicting the drone motion for longer distances has shown
great results and allowed record in-competition velocities.

9.6. Discussion

Video

AI purists may raise the question of how much the competi-
tion, and our approach, was actually about AI. In a “pure” AI
scenario, the drone’s perception and control would have been
learned from scratch, making use of the provided simulator.
Such an approach would, however, have clashed with the com-
petition setup and timeline. The simulator was ready only a few
weeks before the first race and had a substantial reality gap in
terms of the drone’s dynamics and image capturing. For exam-
ple, the images in the simulation had a variable delay, going up
to 0.5 s (which was worse than on the real platform). Combined
with the extremely scarce access to the drone and outsourced
testing, this would have left very little time for end-to-end training and a successful
crossing of the reality gap.

Robotics competitions like AIRR reveal highly relevant research areas for AI. In
this case: How can AI best be designed, so that robots need minimal time and
data to reach robust and highly agile flight? A monolithic neural network trained
end-to-end purely in simulation likely requires too many training samples to form
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the best answer to this question. And, if we equate the experience accumulated in
a simulator with the evolutionary experience before the birth of an animal, this is
not the strategy that we observe in animals either. Animals “even from the same
species” are all different physically, and their intelligence is set up in such a way as
to deal effectively with these differences. Whereas humans need a long develop-
ment time before becoming operational, many flying insects can almost immediately
fly and perform successful behaviors. The reason for this is that evolution has put
in place various mechanisms to deal with, e.g., the physical differences between
members of the same species, ranging from adaptation to various learning mech-
anisms. This means that true AI will require not only reinforcement learning [39],
but also, various types of self-supervised learning [40], unsupervised learning [41],
and lower-level adaptations as used for instance in adaptive control [35, 42]. This
last level of learning, arguably at the lowest level, is hugely important for crossing
the reality gap in robotics [10].

9.7. Future directions
To make our approach work in time and robustly enough for the competition, the
employed AI still relied quite a lot on us as human system designers. We learned
the drone’s model based on flight data, used supervised learning with human la-
beling of images, and designed an active vision algorithm for finding corners in the
segmented images. In the future, the generation of large amounts of training data
from simulation could reduce this manual work, but in this event, the qualification
round forced teams to label large amounts of images to at least assess the quality
of their detector (see Figure 9.7 first column). Using this data for training resulted
in a DNN that segmented so well that it was only complemented with actual flight
data.

Please note though that we and others are quickly developing deep learning ap-
proaches that can cross the reality gap for performing visual odometry [43], track-
ing of predetermined optimal trajectories [34, 44] or even for full optimal control
[45, 46]. AIRR has already been a driving force to develop AI methods that will
successfully bridge the reality gap, even for robots that are difficult to model in
detail upfront.

But to beat human pilots in multi-robot races in random complex windy environ-
ments with multiple gate types, a lot of elements still need further development.
Game theory on balancing risks of collisions with the ambition to overtake other
drones, detection of randomly shaped gates after having been shown their appear-
ance only minutes before the race, and adapting to competitor tactics are just a few
of the many additional challenges that future robotics research will need to face in
the competition against human pilots.

Ultimately, reducing the computational load while increasing the speed of algo-
rithms, or in other words improving the computational efficiency, will play a decid-
ing role in determining how fast and maneuverable flying robots can become, as
power and especially weight spent in computing adversely influence performance.
Facing these robotic challenges will bring the technology closer to applications for
the benefit of the real world. We expect the applications of very fast, agile, and
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situation-aware flying robots to range from ambulance drones or package delivery
drones swiftly planning around obstacles in cluttered environments, to search and
rescue drones. But most of all, autonomous racing helps develop solutions that
sooner or later improve the characteristics of all flying robots, and we succeed to
do this in heavily resource-constrained and time-pressed racing drones, then it will
also generalize to other types of robots and tasks, such as autonomous vacuum
cleaners and self-driving cars.
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10
Conclusion

Inspire the world to reduce the mass of flying robots
by proposing solutions to some of their biggest shortcomings.

Mission at the TUDelft MAVLab

In this final chapter, the research questions and problem statement formulated
in Chapter 1 are revisited and answered. Then the wider implications of the findings
are discussed and finally, various directions for future work are explored.

10.1. Answers to Research Questions

Research Question 1

How light can minimum-mass fly-
ing robots be created that com-
bine hover and fast flight for au-
tonomous exploration missions?

DelFly Explorer.

T he first research question is addressed with the development of a passively
stable 20 g indoor reconnaissance robot named DelFly Explorer, presented in

Chapter 2. It uses flapping wings in a tailed biplane concept to minimize rocking
of the fuselage and to obtain a stable observation platform that can combine fast
flight and stable slow hovering flight. It became the lightest autonomous indoor
exploration robot able to fly in unchanged rooms by using its custom 4g stereo
vision system. It obtains depth images using a simplified stereo vision algorithm,
tailored towards small low-memory microprocessors. The appearance variation cue
is added to overcome low-texture areas which are common in man-made indoor
environments. This uses the principle that the variation in the appearance of many
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different objects in view is larger than that of the detailed texture of one object
alone. The navigation algorithm keeps the area in front of the robot—needed for
timely avoidance—free of obstacles to enable automatic exploration of unchanged
rooms while the 0.9 g autopilot stabilizes the direction of flight and altitude. Since
testing and theoretical analysis showed that tailed ornithopters like de DelFly re-
quire a different center of gravity for passive longitudinal dynamic stability in slow
hovering flight and fast flight, Chapter 3 finally proposes a mechanism to move the
wings and combine both flight regimes.

Research Question 2

How can sensitivity to gusts be
reduced and controllability in-
creased in light flapping-wing
robots?

Quad-Thopter.

Chapter 4 identified that small actuators cannot be light, fast, and strong at the
same time. To address the research question of agile flight, fast and strong actu-
ation of the attitude of a tailless flapping-wing robot is sought. To minimize the
weight penalty, a concept is proposed that reuses the main propulsion for attitude
control. The so-called ‘Quad-thopter’ concept consists of 4 half pairs of indepen-
dently driven flapping wings. These use simple cranked-rocker mechanisms that
can control 4 thrust vectors not passing through the center of gravity to control
attitude. The residual vibration is shown to be highly reduced by using pairs of syn-
chronously flapping wings on each motor but it is still present in pitch and roll due to
the frequency differences of different pairs of wings combined with the non-steady
aerodynamic lift of the wing-pairs over the flapping cycle. The concept combines
precise hovering flight up to fast forward flight with very rapid attitude control that
allows the robot to make 3m sideward steps in under one and a half seconds from
hover to hover. This concept greatly enhances the amount of turbulence that small
flapping-wing robots can handle while combining hover and fast flight without the
need for reconfiguration.

Research Question 3

How can an efficient hover and
an efficient forward flight be com-
bined using a single rotor and
high aspect ratio wings?

The DelftaCopter.

A helicopter-with-wings concept is introduced in Chapter 5 where the challenges
in its control are explained. In particular, the inertia of the high aspect ratio wings
is shown to interact with the helicopter rotor dynamics. In traditional fixed-wing air-
craft, the gyroscopic effect of the propeller can typically be neglected as not more
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than a small perturbation, and in pure helicopters, the fuselage does not funda-
mentally change the control effectiveness of the rotor. The DelftaCopter appears to
be exactly in the cross-over regime. The phenomenon is reproduced in simulation
and a rate controller is proposed that addresses the mixed dynamics. Chapter 6
describes how a low-sweep angle delta-wing biplane concept is used to reduce
the lateral surface affected by turbulence and wind during hover for a given as-
pect ratio while adding structural rigidity, stability on the ground after landing, and
improved stall behavior. While the swash-plate adds mechanical complexity and
maintenance, it enables rapid changes in large control moments and the changes
in collective pitch which are crucial to the efficiency of flight from hover to fast
forward flight. The chapter shows how the flying robot is tested at the Medical Out-
back Challenge, where its flight efficiency is studied and a navigation and control
strategy is proposed to maximize range and minimize risks. Chapter 7 proposes
a more detailed dynamic model of the combination of a helicopter rotor and fixed
wings in hover and forward flight. Overall the concept was shown to achieve very
good efficiency combined with powerful attitude control at the cost of mechanical
and control complexity (Chapter 6).

Research Question 4

How can electrically powered fly-
ing robots capable of hover and
fast flight be designed to use
pressurized hydrogen as their en-
ergy source?

The Nederdrone.

A Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) fuel-cell is fed from a 300 bar hydrogen-
filled type IV pressure cylinder power source for the Nederdrone concept presented
in Chapter 8 to address research question 4. The average energy needed for fast
forward flight and the peak power demands in hover are shown to impose the need
for a hybrid power source which is found in a very light-weight passive combination
of lithium polymer batteries and the fuel cell. The pressure cylinder is aligned with
the flow for efficient fast flight and a tail-sitter concept is shown to minimize weight
and complexity while maximally re-using the 12 motor propulsion for attitude con-
trol, hover, and forward propulsion. To achieve this, the robot pitches down 90° to
transition from hover to forward flight. A double automotive CAN network and dual
flight modes further minimize the number of single points of failure. Destructive
pressure cylinder testing was performed to supplement the risk analysis of flying
with pressurized hydrogen. The ground stability challenge in landing a hydrogen
cylinder vertically is resolved by gently dropping the nose of the tail-sitter on its
sprung landing gear. An angled take-off from this intermediate semi-tail-sitting at-
titude is developed and the entire concept is tested at sea departing from a moving
ship in 5 Bf conditions during a test flight of over three hours. The priority-aware
dual control bus, redundant power source, dual wiring, dozen propellers and motors,
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dual flight modes, and model-less INDI based control make the Nederdrone partic-
ularly resilient to failures. Overall this chapter shows that practical and safe flying
robots combining hover and fast flight can be created using pressurized hydrogen
as fuel.

Research Question 5

How can very fast forward flight
through gates be achieved in
a GPS denied environment with
minimal processing and training
time? The AIRR Racer-AI.

The final research question originated from the real-world mission need to find
light intelligent solutions to navigate at high speed close to obstacles and is ad-
dressed in Chapter 8. To allow flight at speeds beyond the capabilities of current
visual-inertial navigation while not dramatically increasing the processing power, a
light monocular navigation system was developed. The proposed solution starts by
detecting known objects using a 4 layer U-Net-shaped segmentation Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) running on a GPU. A very light active vision algorithm called
snake-gate then searches for characteristic points in the segmented image, which in
this research were the corners of square gates. The accepted points after validation
with the robot’s prior expectations are subsequently fed into the navigation solution.
A rough aerodynamic model is combined with inertial measurements to augment the
visual observations and complement them in periods without visual measurements.
A risk-aware control strategy found a compromise between maximizing speeds and
increasing the chance of completing the track. The solution competed in the first
Artificial Intelligence Robotic Racing (AIRR) season 2019 and was able to fly faster
than the speeds reported by teams that used traditional approaches. Although the
proposed solution was tested on heavy and powerful hardware provided by the or-
ganization, it used only a fraction of the available processing power while processing
nearly all 60 frames per second and using excess computational resources for de-
bugging purposes. Minimization of the required processing power and weight is a
very important step in increasing the speed and agility of future flying robots.

Problem Statement

How can minimum-mass, mission-capable flying robots combine hover and
fast flight?

The various chapters attempt to answer the problem statement from various
perspectives by proposing novel solutions to combine hover and fast flight in flying
robots, while always striving towards a minimum mass and maintaining mission
capabilities.
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Overall, this research proposes that the solution to this combination is highly
dependent on the optimization criteria and leads to vastly different technologies.
Optimizations were proposed around minimum mass, maximum agility at minimum
mass, maximum efficiency, increased range, and increased environmental complex-
ity. The optimization for minimum mass mainly became a sensory and processing
power challenge. The optimization for agility in tiny robots was mainly an actua-
tor challenge. The optimization for maximum efficiency started as aerodynamics,
propulsion, and design challenges but revealed new insights in control. Optimiza-
tion for range using hydrogen turned out to contain important safety challenges,
required solutions to high power demands, and yielded novel take-off and landing
maneuvers. Finally, optimization of GPS-denied fast flight near obstacles was first
and foremost an Artificial Intelligence challenge.

10.2. Discussion of the future of UAV
In this research, the quest for mission-capable flying robots with combined hover
and fast flight capabilities has led to vastly different challenges and corresponding
solutions.

Applications of tiny flying robots
The desire to create very small flying robots has been fueled by the abundance of
their many biological counterparts and has been the source of imagination in many
science-fiction ideas like the Black Mirror robotic bees. But predicting what the true
applications of lightweight flying robots will be is as difficult as predicting during
the development of wireless communication technology several decades ago that
social media apps would become the most popular applications on phones, and that
phones would even be used to monitor personal health. In the case of small flying
robots, the hobby market is an obvious potential candidate, but whether indoor
aerial monitoring will go mainstream is uncertain given the alternatives offered by
fixed cameras. Long-term goals like providing alternatives for natural pollinators still
face many challenges, where recyclability is certainly not the least, as sowing lithium
batteries from broken robots in orchards is not conducive to the long-term health of
the crop. Recycling is an important topic if you consider how the frequent charging
due to energy limitations and increased likelihood of mishap due to limitations of
intelligence in a complex environment might reduce the lifespan of these ephemera.
But the potential contribution in securing our food supply combined with inspiring
visual properties largely offsets the uncertainties about their future use. And the
solutions found in the fundamental research to address shortcomings of these tiny
flying systems directly propagates to advantages in larger robots. Both make this a
lively research field.

Challenges in miniaturization of robotic flight
To create very light robots, the reduction of component weight turns out to be the
limiting factor. It is a lot easier to reduce the size than the weight as weight should
scale down more than quadratically with size to keep the same wing surface in
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more viscous air at comparable flight speeds. In particular, the weights of energy
source, processing, and actuators become limiting factors. Battery technology is
still off by an order of magnitude from the energy densities of sugar as used by
insects [1], and bio-inspired energy harvesting could be lead to game-changing
increases in operational capabilities. Furthermore, the dynamics of flying platforms
become faster with reducing mass while the performance of sensors degrades with
size. To make matters worse, the required processing power does not scale down
at all with mass, while at the same time faster results are needed, often even in
more complex environments. Small robots are thereby more interested in Koomey’s
law—the number of computations per joule of power dissipated [2]— than Moore’s
law about the number of transistors per unit of silicon surface. Smaller electric
motors and actuators also have more losses and become relatively heavy for a
given torque. Alternatives like piezo actuators need dangerously high voltages while
shape memory alloys are slow. New technologies like using Microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) technology might bring new opportunities.

Flapping flight
Flapping wings cope relatively well with the viscous effects of scaling down to very
small sizes and hereby offer interesting alternatives to quadrotors. Flappers in gen-
eral also feature enhanced safety because of the absence of fast-rotating rotors.
Their wings bounce off objects at low flight speeds as their wings reach zero veloc-
ity at the maximum deflection.

For attitude control, the variation in the flapping frequency of separate wings
is shown to be a constructively simple and light yet effective solution, despite the
a-priori reluctance caused by the obvious unbalanced flapping forces this entails.
Moreover, re-using the main propulsion for attitude control maximizes the available
control torques for a given system weight since no extra weight is needed for sep-
arate attitude control actuators. Although its design does not precisely correspond
to any known biological counterpart, the proposed “quad-thopter” has several char-
acteristics featured by natural fliers which even led to a flapping-wing robot design
that helped discover a novel passive yawing torque in fruit flies [3]. The patent-
protected [4, 5] inspiring huge insect resembling agile flapping-wing design even
drove a spin-off company to investigate its use for show-business applications, in
research, and hobby markets. Overall, smaller drones open new opportunities,
either by bringing inherent safety properties, lower costs, higher-volume manufac-
turing, or simply by fitting in smaller spaces and this gives them the prospect of an
interesting future.

Outdoor autonomous flight
Outdoors, the manually-flown quadrotor-dominated market is moving towards more
robotization as the technology advances at a high pace. Remotely operated drone-
in-a-box solutions are developed at high speed, automatic inspection of assets is
growing, and the first fully automatic delivery drones have reached the operational
testing stage in several cities where the robots must cleverly navigate the complex
world on their own. While the inspection market seems to focus on multicopters
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for their simplicity [6, 7], the drone delivery and cargo markets are showing more
interest in combining hover and fast flight capabilities [8]. The prototype delivery
drones of Google, Amazon, DHL [9] were all hybrid combinations of fixed-wing and
rotorcraft flying robots trying to merge hover and fast flight capabilities. In this
case, costs and safety are added to the list of optimization criteria.

The advantages of efficiency
The search for a theoretically efficient combination of hover and fast flight in this
work led to the DelftaCopter concept, which was developed for a medical flying
robot competition in the Australian outback. Its efficiency allowed the fully electri-
cal DelftaCopter to be more than four times lighter than most other participants,
including the petrol-powered concept winning the first prize. Reducing the total sys-
tem mass has a very important effect on the potential consequences of a mishap.
There are also indirect advantages of efficiency like the fact that the robot features
very silent flight thanks to its large slow rotor and lack of gears. This property in
itself can attract a new set of applications. The two main downsides of the con-
cept are mechanical and control complexity. The latter is mainly a one-time cost
during the development phase while the former is more important in the case of no-
single-point-of-failure, manufacturing, or cost constraints. And although the total
vehicle weight is low, the single large rotor has non-neglectable inertia and can still
inflict injury upon contact with humans. Overall, the development of hybrid aircraft
with precision landing and long-range capabilities opens a lot of new opportunities,
as can be judged by the number of companies and spin-offs that optimize various
hybrid unmanned aircraft concepts.

Robot-human collaboration
The DelftaCopter project also highlighted the benefits of human-robot collaboration
in complex real-world tasks. For instance, in search tasks where little to no training
data is available, the automatically flying robot collected probable points of interest
and only sent back the most interesting thumbnails over the low-bandwidth datalink.
Humans, who were aware of last-minute details that are hard to encode, could
then make the best-informed decisions despite the fact that not all images could
be transmitted. This remaining human superiority underlines the long road ahead,
especially for weight-restricted flying robots, to reach general intelligence [10–12].

Hydrogen powered flying robots
On the topic of energy, hydrogen is seen as a promising future fuel for aviation
thanks to its high energy density, zero carbon dioxide emissions, reduced air pollu-
tants such as nitrogen oxide, reduced contrail formation in high altitude flight, and
endless supply as water can be turned into hydrogen and back indefinitely. On the
downside, storage and transportation of hydrogen remain challenging in a lot of
ways. Hydrogen is not the safest source of energy and is thereby expensive while
the cheapest way to produce hydrogen is currently based on methane. This shows
that a lot of research is still needed to allow green hydrogen to go mainstream.
Another challenge lies in the conversion of hydrogen to electricity through fuel cells
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which is theoretically and practically inefficient. In the Nederdrone, half the hydro-
gen energy is converted to heat. Furthermore, while hydrogen can provide a lot of
energy, the available power of fuel cells is limited, and this boosts the research on
smart hybrid energy sources. Combining energy sources has implications for flight
planning as, high power phases need to be altered with low power battery recharg-
ing phases, which poses new self-awareness challenges in the planning capabilities
of flying robots.

Safely transporting hydrogen
A big efficiency loss in hydrogen-powered flight is that the onboard storage of pure
hydrogen requires a pressure cylinder with a weight that is orders of magnitude
heavier than the hydrogen it transports. The volumetrically large hydrogen storage
also comes with shape constraints that have important aerodynamic consequences.
The possible consequences of serious impacts of onboard hydrogen-filled pressure
cylinders are also a topic of research. While cylinder manufacturers keep working on
increasing the structural properties of cylinders, UAV designers can play a big role
by creating safer flying platforms with redundant flight modes, redundant energy,
redundant control, and protection of the cylinder—for instance with light energy-
absorbing material around the cylinder to provide a combined aerodynamic shape
and large crumple zone. While redundancy in the form of more motors, redundant
wiring, etc., all increase the weight and thereby reduce the efficiency of the platform,
in contrast, the redundant flight modes that originate from combining hover and fast
flight play a more interesting role. When for instance aerodynamic actuators needed
for forward flight would fail, then the platform can return and land in hovering mode.
If on the other hand, many motor controllers would fail, then the platform can still be
flown in forward flight by exploiting the efficiency of its fixed wings. This combined
versatility and safety is expected to play an important role in the development of
hydrogen-fueled flight. And safety improvements developed to enable hydrogen-
based flight can propagate to differently powered vehicles as well.

Robotic intelligence
In the long run, once the main initial mechanical hurdles have been passed, more
and more safety considerations will be pushed to software as the flying robots learn
to deal with increasingly complex situations and cope with their hardware limitations
and even malfunctions. Robotic intelligence is also the limiting factor in scaling up
the use of unmanned aircraft in many applications as the costs of their human
operators form a very large chunk of the total expenses. Combined with the fact
that the speed-limiting factor when flying in complex, unknown, or densely cluttered
environments is also a sensing and processing bottleneck, one can start to see the
importance that artificial intelligence will play in the next decades in flying robots.

Power and weight-efficient intelligence
Flying adds severe weight and power limitations to the list of requirements of on-
board processing, which is likely to lead to dedicated solutions advocating for power
efficiency. This work proposed a light and quick-to-tune approach in the context
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of drone racing that combines deep neural networks where needed with a classical
approach where possible. It maximizes the benefits of the deep neural network in
coping with varying conditions while the light engineer-understandable classical ap-
proach is power efficient and allows quick tuning cycles without the need for a lot of
training data. Using the computationally heavy deep neural nets for image recogni-
tion makes a lot of sense since traditional computer vision does not nearly obtain the
same quality of results, but for sensor fusion and control, the gain of using compu-
tationally expensive AI over light classical methods might not be sufficient to justify
its use. This kind of computational trade-off is expected to be common practice in
commercial drones to maximize flight time and payload, at least until Koomey’s law
or novel power-efficient spiking neural nets bring us technology where even heavy
processing only uses a fraction of the power needed to fly.

10.3. Future Work
Although the proposed solutions offer new directions to approach the desire of
combining hover and fast flight, many technological developments are still in their
infancy and face very interesting challenges. Some extreme challenges like opening
doors during indoor exploration with tiny flying robots [13] or reaching levels of
general intelligence [11] guarantee a lot of future research opportunities.

Further miniaturization
For the miniaturization of flight, a deeper understanding of flapping-wing aerody-
namics would still bring a lot of benefits. The structural deformations from fluid
forces and resulting consequences of the newly formed structure shape on the mo-
tion of the fluid (structure-fluid/fluid-structure interaction) are particularly important
for small bending wings in non-steady flows. Better and faster models could even-
tually enable Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) to optimize the structure. Furthermore,
the quest for fast, light, and strong actuators continues. In the interest of weight,
the small robots in this work have the minimum number of required actuators and
cannot move their camera, their legs, etc. Even when only comparing the degrees
of freedom that natural fliers have in the actuation of their wings, their robotic
counterparts appear very rigid and non-controllable. So a lot of research is thus
still needed to develop novel, high DOF wing actuation mechanisms, preferably us-
ing resonance to enhance their efficiency. An additional challenge occurs when
using flapping-wing robots as observation platforms in that the residual vibration
influences the camera images. While this vibration has the potential to enhance
depth perception, from the point of view of the payload this is undesirable and
the search for reduced vibration flapping-wing systems will benefit all applications
where stable images are desired, especially in the case of a reduced number of
wings. Overall, future work will try to bridge the gap between the bottom-up ap-
proaches which developed promising manufacturing techniques but faced energy
and payload challenges, and the top-down approaches which faced weight reduc-
tion and constructive challenges.
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Bridge the gap

Top-down

Bottom-up

Figure 10.1: Bottom-up and top-down approaches meet in the middle.

Overcoming compromises
Future work in outdoor flying robots that combine hover and fast flight will need to
keep working on minimizing the disadvantages of the combination. Forward flight
can still be more efficient with a platform that is not able to hover, as this hovering
capability costs weight, drag, or reduced propulsion efficiency. The best hovering
platforms are the ones that cannot fly fast efficiently as the wing adds weight and
increases sensitivity to turbulence. Future work on lighter wing structures, fully
retractable propulsion, morphing propellors, retractable wings, inflatable wings, or
wings that fold will further reduce these drawbacks and improve the overall con-
cepts. In the end, every application will need to optimize the relative hover versus
fast-flight efficiency to reflect the time operated in the respective regimes.

The DelftaCopter concept can still be enhanced by reducing the aerodynamic
drag of the fuselage and rotor head. Also modeling the non-linearities in the rotor
head and measuring the rotor blade deflections, the angle of attack of the wings,
the sideslip of the vehicle, and even servo deflections in flight can still enhance the
understanding of the dynamics and improve its control. This should complement
the existing model to various airspeeds and rotor RPMs. The tip rotors furthermore
cause drag and become dummy weights in forward flight. Single bladed props that
align with the flow might reduce this drag until aerodynamics actuators can replace
them to compensate the rotor torque entirely. All technologies that can increase
the torque of motors without increasing their weight will lead to more efficient
propulsion as well.

Tail-sitters, in general, contain a fundamental trade-off between aerodynamic
efficiency in forward flight and static stability of the platform on the ground after
landing which would benefit from further optimization. Also aerodynamically, air-
foils with less abrupt stall behavior but very low drag during fast flight should be
developed to accommodate the specific needs of tail-sitter UAVs that operate in and
around the stall regime, for instance when hovering in non-zero wind.

Energy
A lot of work is still required to improve the weight efficiency of hydrogen storage.
Obvious strategies include increasing the operational pressures from the 300 bar
used in this work to 700 bar or more but this still requires a lot of work to keep
the same level of safety. If it works out, the rewards would be game-changing not
just for flying robots. Also, the production of green hydrogen is a topic of research
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where a lot can be gained by addressing the efficiency and overcoming the need
for special metals [14].

Getting inspiration from nature
Last but not least, although the state-of-the-art research is a few years ahead,
commercial flying robots are only starting to show signs of intelligent behavior in
large-scale real-world applications and still have a long road to go before bring-
ing Automated External Defibrillator (AED)s at high speed in cities or performing
automatic inspection of bridges without human supervision. When it comes to
flying robots in general, nature still has a lot to teach as the endurance, intelli-
gence, energy-harvesting capabilities, self-repair properties, and long-term sustain-
able properties—to name just a few—of natural flyers still have a big lead over our
state-of-the-art robots. Aviation has always demanded extreme optimization of all
its facets as the constant battle against gravity is particularly energy-demanding,
and nowhere is this need for optimization more obvious than when it comes to
optimizing robotic flight on other planets. But arguably the most important very-
long-term optimization might be the life cycle optimization—maybe one day we can
have sugar-battery-powered carbon-based electronics on biodegradable substrates
[15, 16] and fully recyclable structures [17]—such that creating flying robots can
be sustained for millions of years to come, a challenging but exciting future.
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